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I

As a friend there had been one night a brisk
conversational discussion as to what would happen on
the moral of the revolution finally shading off into a
vigorous statement by various trends of their views on
the future of the fully developed new society says our
friend considering the subject the discussion was good
tempered for those present being used to public meetings
and after lecture today if they did not listen to each others
opinions which could scarcely be expected of them at
all events did not always attempt to speak altogether as
is the custom of people unordinary polite society when
conversing on the subject which interests them for
the rest they were six persons present and consequently
six sections of the party represented for which headstrong
detergent anarchist opinions one of the sections says
her friend Amanda am he knows very well and he said
almost silent at the beginning of the discussion but at
last got drawn into it and finished firing out very loud
and dining all the rest for four after which Greller.
Of noise and then alone during which the aforesaid
section having sent good night very amicably took his
way home by himself to a Western supper using the
means of traveling which civilisation has forced upon
us like to have it as he said in the paper about the
pearly dentist content humanity carriage of the
underground railway he like others students content
to write Bolland self-reproach for Moody turned
over the many excellent inconclusive argument which
they latest thing they said he had forgotten in the just
passed discussion of this frame of mind he was so used
to that it didn’t last long and after a brief discomfort
caused by discussed with himself for having lost his
temper which he was also well used to be found himself
musing on the subject matter of discussion but still
this contentedly event happily i I could but see if they have
it he said to himself if I could but see you at the form the
words the train stopped at station five minutes walk from
his own house which stood on the banks of the chains a
little way about monogamy suspension bridge he went out

of the station feel discontented and unhappy muttering
if I could see it if I could but see it but have not found
many steps towards the river before says her friend who
tells the story all that discontent in trouble seem to sleep
often it was a beautiful night of early winter here just
sharp enough to be refreshing after the hot moment
of stinking railway carriage the wind which had lately
turned a pointer to Northwest have blown the sky clear
if I’ll call tablelike like or two which went swiftly down
and happens it was a young moan halfway up the sky
and as the home Paracomp side of it tangled in the
branches of a tall welcome he could scarce bring to his
mind shabby Londenso where he was and he felt as if he
were in a pleasant Countryplae Pleasanton Indy in the
deep country was if you get nonet he came right down to
the river side and lingered a little looking over the Lawall
to know if you Moonlit River hereupon Highwater the
swelling in glittering up to just look at for the ugly bridge
below you did not notice it I think of it except when
for a moment says a friend that stuck in that inestimable
flights down street and he turned to his house store
and let himself in and even if you shut the door to
disappeared all remembrance of the brilliant logic and
foresight which has illuminated the least discussion
and discussion itself every manual trace say the big boat
that was now become a pleasure four days of peace
and rest and clean us and smiling goodwill in this
Movietown build into bed and fell asleep after his one
in two minutes time but contrary to his one woke
upagain not long after in the curiously wide-awake
condition which sometimes surprises include sleepers
a condition under which we Pielarr with preternaturally
sharpened while all the miserable models we have
ever got into all the disgraces and losses of our lives
will insist on thrusting themselves forward for the
consideration of those sharp and put in the stadium
play says our friend Joe he had almost begun to enjoy
tell the tale of the stupidities in Houston and the
entanglements before him which he saw so clearly

began to shake themselves into an amusing story for
him he heard 1 o’clock strike than two and then three
after which he fell asleep again our friend says that from
the sleep you woke once more and afterwards went
through such surprising adventures that he thinks that
they should be told to her comrades and indeed the
public in general and therefore proposed to tell them
now by Ceci I think it would be better if I told them in
the first person isn’t that for myself you have gone
through them which Indy will be the easier and
more natural to me since I understand the feelings
and desires of the comrade of whom I am telling
better than anyone else in the world dies.

In
Morning
Bathwell

II

And woke and found that I had kicked my bed cause off
and a wonder for it was in the sun shining brightly I
jumped up and Lestina lead on my clothes hazy and awake
condition is slept for a long long while and could not shake
off the weight of slumber in fact I’d rather to get was at
home in my room and saw that it was so when I was just I
felt the place that I get out of the room and out of the
house and my first feeling was a delicious relieved cause by
the fresh air and pleasant breeze my second as I began to
gather my wits together near measureless wonder what it
was winter when I went to bed last night and now I witness
of the riverside trees in the Summer of beautiful bride
morning seemingly early June however there was still
retain sparkling under the sun and your Highwater as last
night I had seen it cleaning under the moon I have Dina
mean shaking off the feeling of oppression and wherever I
might have been chick scares that didn’t quite conscious of
the place so it was no wonder that I felt rather puzzled in
despite of the familiar face of the tames with my life
Eltisey and clear and remembering that people often got
about and how to swim in midstream I thought I would do
no less it seems very early qualified to myself but I daresay
I shall find someone a defense to take me however I didn’t
get as far as defendants are even turn to my left for the
ride because Justin I began to see that it was a landing
stage right before me in front of my house in fact on the
place where my next door neighbor had me going out
though somehow it didn’t look like they either don’t want
to talk to it and sure enough money in TiVo to know to let
me in man on his goals and a solid looking table d’hôte
clearly meant for the next Eannotti to me and Bigmeat
good morning is that he expected me so I jumped in
without any wants any paddled away quietly as I peeled for
my swim as we went I looked down on the water and
couldn’t help saying how clear the water was this morning
is a study I didn’t notice it you know the floodtide always
been considered to them Sadye I have seen it pretty muddy
and it has to be said nothing in answer but seem rather
astonished and is he now they just having the time and I

had my clothes off I jumped in without more do of
course when I had my head above water again I turned
towards the time and my eyes naturally soft for the bridge
and so I’m really astonished was I by what I saw that I
forgot to strikeout and west N underwater again and when
I came straight for the vote for I felt that I must ask some
questions of my wanted so we will Janekyn #had seen from
the face of the river with the water party out of my eyes by
this time I was could’ve Islam isn’t easy feeling and was
wide awake clearheaded as I got into steps which you have
done and held out his hand to help me we went to be going
towards just kind of discounts and go ahead and send a
short swim but perhaps you want to come this morning
after you check Chabad Jewish wife like to go down to
honey for breakfast bespoken away so I might but I should
have expected from heaven that I scared as I answer please
alright said it’s no guys couldn’t hear that it is off by now
it’s Jalliet this time in the morning I’m glad you got what
are they doing with those things here if we were on
the today I should have said that they were for drawing
the sentiments but here well study smiling of course that is
what therefore with your salmon there’re likely to be seven
that’s Taylor James but of course they are not always
in use we don’t want salmon every day of the season I was
going to say but is this the James but held my peace and
my wonder and turned like a brother dies it’s like to look
at the bridge again and next to the shores of the London
event and shortly there was enough to astonish me for that
it was a bridge across the stream and houses on its banks
how I was changed from last night the soapworks with
your smoke for letting chimneys were gone the engineers
what’s going Gladewick’s gone and no sound of riveting
and Karen came down Westwind from Tony crossed the
bridge I had perhaps dreamed of such a bridge but never
seen such an one out and eliminated manuscript for
not even apologetic electronics came anywhere near it
was a stone arches splendidly solid and it’s greaseless they
were strong enough also to let ordinary with the traffic to
easily over the parent had to quinton physical middle of

buildings which I supposed to be Butherr shots instead
with painted and gilded jeans and silence the store was a
little weather but showed no marks of the uneasiness
which I was used to on every London building more than
a year old and short to be a wonder of the bridge is going
to noted my egressed honest look and said isn’t an answer
to my thoughts yes it is a pretty bridge isn’t it even the
upstream bridges which are so much smaller I scarcely
dainty and the downstream ones are scarcely like to get it
instantly I found myself saying almost against my will how
does it not Verio said it was going to at least open in 2003
there used to be a rather plain Timberbridge before then
they didn’t shut my mouth isn’t intended to my lips for
eyes on that something you¶And that if I said much I
should be extended again across questions and answers so
I tried to look into Clansond of course when this is done
by choice¶Antitreaty houses melanite lines started leaving
us to go to talk about mom sent to say I live how much
I don’t quite understand what you asking about me¶If
so it is close on the turnout eyeglass and said stuttering
please don’t take it amiss if I ask you I mean no offense but
what I like to get you easy I am a stranger and don’t know
your customs and then I took a handful of money out of
my pocket is one just in a foreign country and by the way
I saw that the silver city and was like a black plated stove
in color he still seemed puzzled but not at all offended and
he looked at the coins with some curiosity I thought well
after all he is a Waterman and is considering letting me
that you’re to take you seen such a nice fellow that I’m
sure I don’t grudging the little overpayment I wonder By
The Way, Whiterod couldn’t hire him as a guide for a day
or two since he is so intelligent there with my new fans
it got late I think I know what you mean you think that I
have done you a service so you feel yourself going to give
me something which I am not to give to Anita and Leslie
has done something special for me I agree to this kind
of thing but I can before saying that it seems to lessen
troublesome in roundabout custom and we don’t know
how to manage it and you Seadist Darion and giving

people cast about the water is my business which I can
do for anybody so to take gifts in connection with a good
look very clear besides if one person gave me something
in another night and another and so on and I hope you
won’t think me rude if I say that I shouldn’t know where to
stowaways in any mementos of friendship and he laughed
hard and there really isn’t the idea of being paid for his
work was a very funny joke I confess I began to be afraid
of the men was not W Lexington and I was rather glad to
think that I was a good swimmer since we were so close to
a deep Swiftstream however he went on by no means like
a madman as to your coins they are curious but not very
busy to be all of the rain in Septoria you might give them
to Senske until he finished to see ours has another such
callings besides a fair number of the earlier ones many
of which are beautiful with these 19th-century lenses for
the great day have a piece of everything continuation and
malefic influence to Salamanca symptom you soon said
something I am fond of fun I should take it is very kind
the show I change this sentence into I fear I shall be taking
you away from your work for your amusement don’t
trouble about that because it gives me an opportunity to
attend to a friend of mine who wants to take my work
here is a week election rather overdone of self between
this week and his mathematics Kosydor UC and being
a great friend of mine he naturally came to me to get him
some outdoor work if you think you can put up with me
pray take me as your guide EFA presently it is true that
I have promised to go upstream to some special friends of
mine for the hay harvest but they will be ready for us for
more than a week and besides you might go with me you
know and see some very nice people besides making notes
of our ways in you could hardly do better if you want to
see the country I felt myself obliged to thank him whatever
my kind of it idiotically girly well then that’s settled I will
give my friend call he is living in the guest house like you
and if you think of yet he got to be this fine summer
morning Billeci took a little Silverview go on from his
Goodlander two or three short but agreeable notes on it

and presently from the house which stood on the side
of mild dwelling of which more hereafter I’m Young man
came sauntering towards us he was not so well looking
oh so strongly negative my scholar friend being sandy had
rather pale and not Scottdale that is faced with not
wanting to make happy and friendly expression which
I had noticed in his friend came up smiling towards us
I saw with pleasure that I must get up the colony had
serious to the watermen falling out to madman ever
behaved to stay to be forcing them to stress also visit the
same kind is the first man was somewhat gayer instead
of being liked Grantlake Goldenspring avoided on the fast
Eddie’s got being a filagree Silverway he gave me cooked
a very silly and great to spend joyously said well what
is it this morning and like to have my way or another your
work I dream last night that we brought for the river
fishing on my mom said nice guy will drop into my face
and if you find it too much it was George Breitling on
the lookout for this job before any of this comes handy
to you but he was a stranger who was going to a music
today like taking the assist Geiger counter countryside
and you may imagine I don’t want to lose the opportunity
so you better take two hundred one but in any case I
shouldn’t have in before long since I am doing histiocytic
today. Come about his hands with glee returning to me
said it eventually boys later love you lymphangitic unlucky
and will have a good time today as MDIs how to but
you had to have both coming with you want to get
something to eat if you should forget your dinner and
your amusement I suppose you came into the guesthouse
after I had gone to bed last night I know not caring to
enter into alone! Would like to nothing and we can choose
by this time I should have began to doubt myself and
we often returned joyful joyful guesthouse.

Guesthouse and
Breakfast
And
III

I lingered a little behind the others to have a stare at
this house which as I have told you stood on the side of
model dwelling it was a longish building with its gable
ends turned away from the road and long tracery windows
coming rather low don’t set in the wall that faced us it
was very handsomely built if redbrick with the legwork
and high up above the windows there when a freezer
figure subjects and baked clay very well executed and
designed with the force and directness which I had never
noticed in modern work before the subject I recognized
it once and indeed was very particularly familiar with
them however all this I took in a minute indoors and
standing in the hall with the floor of marble mosaic and
an open Timbergrove there were no windows on the side
opposite to the river but are just deleting into chambers
one of which showed a grandson the garden beyond and
about them along space if while gaily painted in fresco
I thought with similar subjects to those of the freeze
outside everything about the place was handsome and
generously solidus to material until he was not very
large somewhat smaller than Crosby hall perhaps one
Sultanate that exhilarating sense of space and freedom
which satisfactory architecture always gets to another
just man who was in the habit of using his eyes in this
pleasant place so I need to be the whole of the guesthouse
three to and fro as they were the first of the sex I had
seen on this eventful morning I naturally look at them
very attentively and found them at least as good as the
gardens the architecture and the mailman as to their
dress which of course I took note up I should say that
they were decently bailed with drapery and not bundled
up with millinery that they workload like women not
upholstered like armchairs as most women of our time
are in short they’re dressed was somewhat between
that of the ancient classical costume and the simpler
forms of the 14th century garments Billit was clearly
not an imitation of either the materials were lighter gay
to suit the season as to the women themselves it was
pleasant indeed to see them they were so kind A looking

in next Version of face deeply and well need a body answer
healthy looking Instron alright please come late and one
of the very handsome in regular feature they came up to
us it once Merlion without the least affectation of sinus
and I’ll free ship hands with me is that I’m rough manually
come back from a long journey though I could not help
noticing that they looked askance at my garments for I
had on my close up last night and it the best was never
a dressy person a word or two from Robert Weaver and
they puzzled about on our people and presently came
and took us by the hand and let us to a table in the
pleasantest corner of the hall where our breakfast with
Sprint for us and as we sat down one of them hurried
out by the Chambers aforesaid and came back again in a
little while with a great bunch of roses very pretty too
but Hammersmyth I didn’t want to grow but very like
the process of an old country garden she hurry back
fence into the buttery and came back once more with the
delicately Mayglass into which she put the flowers and
set them down in the midst of our table one of the others
who have runoff also thinking back with a big E filled
with strawberries some of them barely right and psittaci
set them on the table there now I thought of that before
I got up this morning but looking at the stranger you’re
getting into your boat didn’t put it out of my head so
that I was not before all the blackbirds however there
are a few about as good as you will get them anywhere
in Hammersmith this morning Robert patted her on
the head in a friendly manner and we felt to one our
breakfast which was simple enough but most delicately
cup and set on the table with much daintiness that bread
was particularly good and was of several different times
from the big brother clothes dark-colored sweet tasting
farmhouse which was most to my liking to the thin type
stencil tweet and cross such as I have a mentor and as
I was putting the first mouthfuls into my love my iPod
carved in Celtic inscription on the paneling behind what
we should have called a high table linen Oxford College
Hall and a familiar name and it forced me to read its

through the subbrand guests and neighbors on the
side of this desktop once did the lecture room of
the Hammersmith Socialist drink a glass to the memory
May 1962 it is difficult to tell you how I felt as I read
these words and I suppose my face show how much I was
mowed for both my friends looked curiously at me and
there was silence between us for a little while presently
the weaver who was scarcely so I’ll mannequin man is the
ferryman said to me rather awkwardly guess we don’t
know what to call you is there any indiscretion in asking
you your name well said I I have some doubts about it
myself so suppose you call me guess which is a family
name you know I got really into it if you please did not
take kindly to me but if Shadybanks is just passed over
the Weaver’s face and he said I hope you don’t mind my
asking but would you tell me where you come from I am
curious about such things for good reasons that aware
reasons it was clearly kicking him underneath the table
but he was not much abashed and awaited my answer
somewhat eagerly as for me I was just going to blurt out
Hammersmyth when I pick up¶Entanglement of cross
purposes that would let us into so I buy that circumstance
guarded by a little truth and said you see I have been such
a long time away from Europe that thing seems strange
to me now but I was born and bred on the edge of Epping
Forest offense Talonwood for two with a pretty place to
broke into a very jolly place now that the trees have had
time to grow again since the great clearing of houses in
1955 “theory press about weaver your neighbor since you
knew before some time ago could you tell me what truth
there is in the rumor that in the 19th century the trees
were all pollards this was catching me on my okay ¬ oh
history side and I fell into the trap without any thought of
where and when I was by one of the girls that had someone
who had been scattering little prince of lavender and other
sweet smelling herbs about the floor came here to listen
and stood behind me with her hand on my shoulder in
which she held some of the plant that I used to call Tom
it’s John Sweet smell brought back to my mind my very

early days in the kitchen garden at Woodford and the
large coupons which Gulana well beyond this week or path,
connection of memories which all voice will see it wants I
started off when I was a boy and for long after except for
piece about Queen Elizabeth slides and for the part about
typing the forest was almost totally made up of polypoid
beans mixed with Holly tickets but intricate over in about
25 years ago the popping and locking which was a part of
the old commoners right came to an end and the trees
were allowed to grow but I have not seen the place now
for many years except one when we Leaguers went
to pleasuring to high beach I was very much shopping to
see how it was built over and altered and the other day
we heard that the Philistines were going to landscaped
garden but what you were saying about the building being
stopped in the trees growing is only two good news only
you know at that point I suddenly remembered to escape
and stopped short rather confuse the eager weeper didn’t
notice my confusion but that’s hastily as if you were almost
aware of his breach of good manners but I say how dark
of the first got nothing is in proper conduct or excusable
on the grounds of eccentricity and etc. next is laughter
of hi Bob this questioning of guests won’t do why much
morning is spoiling you to remind me of the radical
Coblentz in the silly old novels according to the authors
were prepared to travel down all good manners in the
pursuit of utilitarian knowledge the fact is I begin to think
that you have so medaled your head with mathematics
and with dropping into those idiotic old thoughts about
political economy if he got you scarcely know how
to behave really it is about time for you to take to some
open-air work so that you may clear away the cobwebs
from your brain we’ve a rolling laugh Goodhue Morrislea
and the girl went up to him and Pattiz Tikhon said nothing
like your fellow he was born so faithful so but I left also
partly for company say and partly with pleasure right
there on anxious happiness and good temper and before
Robert could make the excuse to me which he was getting
ready I said but neighbors I had caught up at work I don’t

in the least mind answering questions when I can do so
ask me as many as you please it’s fun for me I will tell you
all about Epping Forest when I was a boy if you please
add this to my age I’m not a fine lady you know so why
shouldn’t I tell you I’m hard on 56 in spite of the recent
lecture on good manners that Weaver could not help
getting along you with astonishment and the others were
selling used by his night take Aveneren inflated all over
their faces built for courtesy sake they forbore actual
laughter while I look from one to the other menopausal
matter and it lasts that tell me please what is amiss you
know I want to learn from you and please laugh only tell
me well they could laugh and I join them again for the
above stated reasons but it lasted pretty woman said
coaxing late well well he is wrote for fellow but you see
I may as well tell you what he is thinking about you means
that you look rather old for your age but shortly there
need be no wondering that since you have been traveling
and clearly from all you have been saying in nonsocial
countries it has often been said and really that one ages
very quickly if one lives amongst unhappy people also they
say that southern England is a good place for keeping good
but cheap watch and said how then why do you think well
qualified I have always been told that a woman is as old
as she looks so without a cancer flattery I should say that
you were 20 she laughed merrily and said I am well served
up for fishing for compliments since I have to tell you
the truth to it that I am 42 I stared at her entry musical
laughter from her again but I might well stare for there
was not a careful line on her face her skin was as smooth
as ivory for Chickaloon around… Red is the Rose if she had
brought in her beautiful arms which she had there for her
work for him in well hit from shoulder to rest cheap lost
a little under my games though it was clear that she had
taken before Amanda Beatty so to pass it off I said well
you see the outside right again and I don’t know if you
had let you company into asking you over the question she
laughed again and said well that’s old and young I must get
to my work now we shall be rather busy here presently and

I want to clear it off soon for her I began to read a
pretty old book yesterday and I want to get on with it this
morning so goodbye for the present she wait for him
to us and stuff like that down the hall taking as Scott says
at least part of the song from our table if she went when
she was gone except now guess won’t you ask a question or
two with our friends here it is only fat that you should
have your turn I shall be very glad to answer them for the
week if I ask you any questions sir Sudyka they will not
be very severe but since I hear that you aren’t Weaver I
should like to ask you something about that crap as I am
or was interested in it 07 I shall not be of much use to you
there I’m afraid I only do the most mechanical kind of
thing and I’m in fact that a poor craftsman unlike the
Kier and besides we’ve it printing and composing so I
am little use of the finer kinds of printing and moreover
machine printing is beginning to die out along with the
waiting of the plague of bookmaking so I have had to
turn to other things that I have a taste for and have taken
to mathematics and also I am writing a sort of antiquarian
book about the peaceable and private history so to say
at the end of the 19th century, more for the sake of getting
a picture of the country before the fighting began in
for anything else that was why I asked you those questions
about seven Forest you have rather puzzled me I confess
that your information was so interesting but later on
I hope we may have some more talk together when are
Brent Dickinson here I know he thinks me rather grinder
and despises me for not being very adept with my hands
that’s the way nowadays from what I have read of the 19th
century literature and I have read a good deal it is clear to
me that this is a kind of events for the stupidity of the day
which despised everybody who could use his hands but
didn’t Orthello Mackwood minutes don’t over do it come
now septic am I likely to am I not the most tolerant man in
the world and I’m not quite contented so long as you don’t
make me learn mathematics or going to your new science
of assets and let me do a little practical aspects with my
golden steel and the blowpipe in the nice little hammer but

hello here comes another questionnaire for I say Bob you
must help me to defend him out here often he cried out at
your pie here we are if you must have it I looked over my
shoulder and saw something flashing green in the sunlight
lay across the top so I turned around and get my son
splendid figure slowly sauntering over the pavement I’m
on his Serica was employed at most copiously as well as
elegantly so that the sun flashback from him as if he had
been caught in golden armor the man himself with tall
dark hair and exceedingly handsome I know his face with
no less kindly and expression and out of the other enough
if that’s somewhat hot in me which great beauty is out to
get to both men and women became an set down at our
table with the smiling face stretching out as long like some
help in his mother the chair in the slowly is the way which
Tallinn well-built people may use without affectation he
was a man in the prime of life that look as happy as a child
who has just got a new toy if I’ll gracefully to me and said I
see clearly that you are the guest of who Manny has just
told me that come from some distant country that does
not know what bus or ways of life so I daresay would not
mind answering a few questions for you see your dick
broken no please often let alone for the present of course
you want to guess to be happy and comfortable and how
can that be if he is to trouble himself with answering all
sorts of questions while he is still confused with the new
customs and people about him know now I am going to
take and where you can ask questions himself and have
been answered that it to my great-grandfather England’s
Berkery and I am sure you can’t have anything to say
against that so instead of bothering you had much better
go out to James Allen’s and get a carriage for me as I shall
drive him up myself and please tell Jim to let me have
Bealgray for I can drive a wary much better than Akeridge
jumped up old fellow and don’t be disappointed I guess
we’ll keep himself for you and your stories I stared at it for
I wondered it is speaking to such a dignified looking
personage so familiarly not too sacred late for I thought
that this mister boffin inside of his well-known Maynada

must be at least the senator of these strange people
however he got up and said alright Oldelara whatever
you like this is not one of my busy days ago with a
condescending talk to me my pleasure of the topic is
Lancasters. I let buddy out to see your buddy can finish
soon as possible besides perhaps he will be better able to
answer my questions after his own have been answered
and there with attendance one himself out of the call
when he was welcome I said isn’t going to AFLAC Mr.
Buffington’s name by the way reminds me of many cousins
I was passed in reading Dickens yes yes city as it does us
icy you take the allusion of course his real name is not
often but Henry Johnson we only call him boffin is a joke
partly because he is a Dustman and partly because he
will address so showily and get as much gold on him as a
parent of the Middle Ages as why should he not if you like
tell me we are his special friends you know so of course
we just with him I have my tongue for some time after
that but Dick went on he is a capital fellow and you can’t
help liking him but he has a weakness he will spend his
time in writing reactionary novels and is very proud
of getting the local color right as he calls it and is
he thinks you come from some forgotten corner of year
where people are unhappy and storyteller he thinks
he might get some information out of you oh you will be
quite straightforward with you for that matter only for
your own comfort aware of him well didn’t said Weaver
doggedly I think his novels are very good of course you
do septic birds of a feather flock together mathematic
sentence Aquarion novel stand how much the same
footing but here it comes again and ineffective Golddust
inhale this from the hall door so we all got up and went
into the court before which with a strong Grayhorse in
the shop student parents ready for us which I could not
help noticing it was like in handy but had not of that
Sidneyville Garity which I had noticed inseparable from
the characters of our time especially the elegant ones that
was his graceful in Pleasanton line is Wessex lagan we
got it taken by the girls be us off with their hands to us we

do not take kindly to Dustin about as gracefully as that you
got your picture of the way and we were off.

In
Market
Right
Away
IV

Or turned away from the river at 1% intermingled?¶I
should have don’t get to where I was have not started to
change and we will do lunch anyway doesn’t like tillage
the crazy one and do list and is looking pretty solid yes
well invited to the kiddos of different houses about
the Memolo I’m amongst the field pleasantly was leading
down to engage to roundabout Tining gotten a lot pretty
and it sounded like he countrified an appearance like
he almost willing the level of Red Lake I does not deliver
that bartender and plaster which were by the necessity of
the construction select media houses at the same witchery
of that I fairly don’t think I will like in the 14th century
sensei should have done?¶Just it was looking modern
almost everybody was scaly just let us Women who
were so well looking Areeda so handsome that I can
scarcely refrain my tongue come calling my companions
attention to the fact synthases I said” psycho Angenese
I noticed great nobility of expression button on the
Pattiglen of unhappiness and the greater part we came
upon a good many people would frankly and openly
joyous I thought I knew the Broadway by the light of the
roads they still got there on the northside of the road’s
arrange of buildings and quarts low and very handsomely
built into an amended and didn’t have a Flemming a
great contrast to the end pretentiousness of the houses
roundabout one of these lower building was the steeply
confidence in the duchesses and how you’re putting
about the Greyhawk of the splendid and exuberant style
of architecture available more than that it seemed to
embrace the best qualities of the Gothic ability of that
because of the ceresin and ascension that it was no
copying of any one of these styles on the other the south
side of the road is an octagonal building with a high roof
not unlike the baptistery at Florence and outline except
that it was founded by Leentowe clearly made in Arcata
cloisters to it it also was as delicately going to Manteca
this whole mess of architecture which we had come upon
so suddenly felt a mixture pleasant fields with not only
exquisitely beautiful in itself is back on at the expression

of such generosity and abundance of life that I was
exhilarated to a page that I had never gets reached I fairly
chuckled for pleasure my friend seemed to understand
it inside looking on me with the pleased and affectionate
interest we had told up amongst the crowd of cards
women’s intense unhealthy looking people men women
and children very gaily Jess and which were clearly marked
cards as they were voluntarily tempting looking country
produced I said I need not ask if this is a market for I see
clearly that it is a black market isn’t that it is so splendid
and what is the Clarius how they’re and what is the
building on the south side of City it is just a Hammersmith
market and I am glad you like it so much for yet really
proud of it of course the whole inside his original motels
for insulin we mostly meet in the fields down by the river
opposite barn Elms the building on a right-handed as a
theater I hope you like it I should be a fool if I didn’t said I
can blush to Luis he said I am glad of that two because
I had a hand I’m a good great doors which I have tentative
plans we will look at them later in the day perhaps but we
got to be getting on now as to the market this is not one of
busy days so we shall do better with it other time because
you will see more people I thanked him and said I have
used the regular country people like very pretty girls there
amongst them as I spelled my I got the face of a beautiful
woman tall duck egg and white skin just in a pretty
Nygreen just know that the season in the day :-) kindly
on me and my currently still I thought dick so I stopped
a minute but presently went on IM because I do not see
any of the country looking people I should have expected
to see if the market I mean selling things that I don’t
understand city what kind of people you would expect to
see not quite what you mean by country people these of
the neighbors and that like they want anything Stahley
there are parts of these islands would you(when you
and we are here and the people I buffeting the address and
they themselves are tougher and more hard-bitten than
we had to look at but some people like it looks better than
us they say they have lockout doing them that’s the word

well it’s about a taste anyhow the cross between us and
generally turns out well at Indy thoughtfully I heard him
tell my eyes were turned away from him for that pretty girl
was just disappearing through the gate with a big basket
of early peace and I felt that discipline into kind of feeling
which overtakes one when one has seen an interesting one
lovely face in the treats which one is never likely to see
you again and I was silent little bit last I said what I mean
is that I haven’t seen any people about not one thing it is
the house looked puzzled and said no naturally if anybody
is poorly he is likely to be within joyous poet just calling
about the car I don’t know if anyone’s to get present why
should you expect to see poorly people on the road no
no I said I don’t mean sick people I mean for people you
know that people know city:-) Natalie I really do not know
the fact you must come along to my great-grandfather
will understand you better than I do, you want everything
shipped away and we do not belong LEDs toward.

Children
on the
Road

V

To Broadway to review our houses on the side presently
cost a pretty little good good friend across a piece of land
on it over with Chase and a while after came to another
like a Townhall as we should call it although there was
nothing to Milyer to me and its surroundings I knew pretty
well where we were and was not surprised when my guy
said briefly Kensington market just after this we came into
a short street of houses rather Winlong house so we
decided the way down to timber and plaster and with
a pretty arcade over the food waiting for you”dick this is
Kensington proper people are together for the moment
of the wood naturalist wanted to Foredyce whilst not even
here what is it it for does not go far to the south it goes
helically is right over Paddington into little way down
Nottingham and Sigmond’s northeast to Primrose Hill
in so long narrow stupid it gets to Kingsland to stoke
Newington and Clapton when you expect¶Hide seductively
motionless on the other side of which as you know is that
this part we are just coming to Kensington Gardens don’t
like orange I don’t know how to say well I know but there
were so many things about me which I did not know in
spite of his assumptions that I thought it better to hold my
tongue about constant one Cinchwood beautiful it’s
raining out on either side but obviously much further on
the where you can yoke since we just¶By the quickly
growing trees amongst which I thought the plane since
it was too numerous with very big and find well for the
day was going to message to a condition pleasure like
sharing my feelings and let Wescosville and she said
detailing the green four cents chief amongst which was
the smell of the town and backing it away so I wanted to
get this Kensington was wise however it was not lonely
we came on any good stuff coming in doing or wondering
any edges of the wood amongst these were many children
from 608 years old up to 16 or 17 they seem to me
to be especially fine specimens of the race and enjoying
themselves to the up most some of them were hanging
about little tent pitched on the Greensward and buy
some of these fires were burning with hanging over the

gypsy fashion did explained to me that they were scattered
houses in the forest and indeed we caught a glimpse of
letter to deceptively mostly quite small such as used to be
called cottages whenever slaves in the land but they were
pleasant enough and fitting for the red goodness be pretty
well stocked with children said I pointing to the many
youngsters about the way of setting these children do
not all come from your houses and Woodland houses but
from the countryside generally they often make up parties
and come to play in the woods for weeks together and
summertime living in tents as you see rather encourage
them to read them and to do things for themselves and get
to notice the wild creatures and you see the less they
still inside houses the better for them into I must tell you
that I Nancock Eaglebrook to live in the forest to the
summer debate for the most part go to the bigger ones
like Windsor or the Forest of Dean or the northern
wastes apart from the other pleasures of it it gives them
a little rough work which I am sorry to say is getting
somewhat scarce for the last 50 years he broke off and
then said I tell you all this because I see that if I talk
I must be answering questions what you are thinking even
if you are not speaking about that my kinsman will tell
you more about it I saw that I was likely to get out of
my depth again and so merely for the sake of typing over
and awkwardness in to say something I said well the
youngsters here will be out of pressure for school in the
summer gets over and he have to go back again school
said yes what do you mean by that way I don’t see how it
can have anything to do with children to talk into the
school and a school of painting in the farmer since we
might talk of the school of children but otherwise I must
tell myself… I can’t open my mouth without digging up
some complexity I wouldn’t try to set my friend right in
his animality… How does say nothing about the voice finds
which I have been used to call schools as I saw pretty
clearly that it had disappeared so I said after fumbling
I was using the word in the sense of a system of education
education setting meditatively I know enough about this

company to see you to let up and I have headed used
but I have never met anybody who could get me a clear
explanation of what it means you may imagine how my
new Franscella diastema nigricans thank about and I said
that it contemptuously well education means a system of
teaching young people Puainako people also setting with a
Trinkling his side but he went on I can assure you our
children learning whether they go through a system of
teaching my not why you will not find one of these
children about here boy or girl who cannot swim and
everyone of them has been used to talking about the little
forest ponies there’s one of them now they all of them
know how to cook the detail I cannot minikin that you
do not Jobson Carpenter know how to keep shop I can
tell you then nobody of games yes but there meant to
education the teaching of their minds said I kindly
translating my face just setting perhaps you have not
learned to do these things I have been speaking about and
if that’s the case don’t you run away with the idea that it
doesn’t take some skill to get them and doesn’t give plenty
of work for ones mind you would change your opinion
if you sorry Dorsetshire let Bachant for instance but
however I understand you to be speaking about learning
Bendas to that is a symbol of their most children
Seasonbrooks mind about manage to anybody timing
out for you so why am told it has not always been so
we do not encourage them to scouts¶They will because it
gives him into the habit of writing and writing being done
printing candidosis. You understand I’m writing we like
and many people will like it bookselling exit which only a
few companies and how it is¶You know however I am
looking for my land but you must excuse me for I am
interested in this matter myself feel lighter well so die
about the children when they know how to read and write
down Palin something else languages for instance of
course he said sometime today before they can read think
and talk to friends which is the nearest thing which talked
on the other side of the water and as soon get to know
Janet also we just talked my huge number of comments

and colleges on the main piece of the principal language as
we speak any silence along with English Welsh Irish just
another form of the house and children pick them up
because there’re others on the other side to get oversee
their children together and love your speech into one
another and the old languages that I am yes then I’ll see
you there¶Come on with the modern ones when they do
anything with it out city you can easily get someone to tell
them what are the best books to read on such or such a
subject or to explain what he doesn’t understand in the
books when he’s reading them well said hi what else do
they learn I suppose they don’t tell learn history no no city
so don’t care about it in fact I don’t think many do I have
heard my great-grandfather say that it is mostly in periods
of turmoil and try for confusion that people care much
about history and you know send my friend with an
amiable smile we are not like that now no many people
study fax about the make up things in the matters of cause
and effect so that knowledge increases on us if that be
good and some is you heard about for anybody under will
spend time over mathematics test was forcing people but
you don’t mean the children Landolfi said that depends on
what you mean by children and also you must remember
how much they give her as a rule they don’t do much
reading except for a few storybooks till they are about
15 years so we don’t encouragingly bookish that you
will find some children who will take to feel very early
which perhaps is not good for them but it feel being 40
and very often doesn’t last long with them and they find a
little before they are 20 years so you see children are
mostly get into meditating it out and when they see most
people about the engaged and genuinely am using work
like building and street painting and gardening like that is
what they want to be doing so I don’t think we need your
having like I said I said and held. Freshened beside the
field? When is she coming to London brother and what it
would be like now but my companion couldn’t let a subject
my job and went on meditatively after all I don’t know that
it does them much time even if they do not book students

people is that a great pleasure seeing them so happy
overwork which is not much sought for and besides these
students are generally such pleasant people so kind and
sweet tempered so humble and at the same time selections
to teach everybody already know really I like those that I
have met prodigiously distinct to me such very clear time
that I was on the point of asking him another question
when just we came to the top-of-the-line sing ground got
along great on my right dicots side of the state building.
I was familiar to me and I cried out Westminster Abbey
today Westminster Abbey what is left of it why what have
you done with qualifying Taylor what have we done with
it nothing much same clean it but you know the whole
outside was spoiled centuries ago as to the inside remains
in its beauty after the quake clearance which took place
over 100 years ago evidently monuments to fools and
names which was blocked it up as great-grandfather said
we went on a little further and I looked to the right again
and said another a gentle tone of voice why there are the
Houses of Parliament do you still use them burst out
laughing and was some time before you could control
himself and he gladly on the back and said I take you later
you may well wonder keeping them standing and I know
something about that and my Elkins address given me
books to read about the strange game today play you can
use them well yes they are used for us to have some city
area market and the storage place and they are heading for
that being on the water side I believe it was intended to
call him down quite at the beginning of my days but there
was Irontone clearance Aquarion society which had done
some service in past times and went straight Wasetta hike
against their destruction has it has done with many other
buildings to trust people looked upon his request and
public nuisances and it was so energetic and have such
good reasons to get data generated its point and I must
say that when you said I am glad of it because you know I
Jaworski; building services kind of oil to the beautiful
ones which we go now Time to place my great-grandfather
say for instance and I’ll see you soon in this matter not

project building standing because we can always go
elsewhere. I just doesn’t work in such matters for the
result was: bout making it pretentious for instance
if you enjoy this to me so delightful. I would do it into
my diet¶I said space to it then of course there is the
ornament which is messed on how many sleepy overdone
and you’re living houses I can hardly”housing market
and so forth I must tell you doubt that my greatgrandfather sometimes tells me I am a little cracked on
the subject of fun building and indeed I do think that
the energies of mankind chiefly accused to him for such
work fine the direction I can see no went to the work
probably many others a limit to seem possible.

A Little
Shopping

VI

Bespoke we came suddenly out of the woodland into
a short street of handsomely built houses which my
companion came to me at once is the Cadillic the lower
part of these I should have called jobs you do not do
not do not advise I can see the people really granted the
odds of buying and selling winners were displayed in
there finally design fun is it to tempt people and people
still cannot depend Browenton and came out with parcels
under their arms just like the real thing on each side of
the street unintelligent arcade to protect passengers as
an Sommerfield Italian cities about halfway down of each
building of the kind I was now prepared to accept help me
get this also was a center of some kind and had a special
public buildings sitting here you see is another market on
a different kind from Estevez Bristol’s houses are you going
to houses for people from all about the country I have to
drive to Peter from time to time is Togaviridae think upon
the ground which you will see evidence of presently and
there are people who are fond of crowds that I can say that
I am I couldn’t help smiling to see how long it traditionally
last year was the ghost of London still asserting itself is a
center and intellectual center for signing however I said
nothing except that I asked him to drive very slowly as the
things in the booth really pretty yes this is very good
market pretty things to discuss the chips for the heads
are good Houses of Parliament market where they said
no cabbages in terms of suchlike things along with beer
and about for kind of wine is Tony and he looked at
me curiously and said perhaps you would like to give
a little shopping is just calm under two but I can see
my breath which I had plenty of opportunity of
contrasting with the game tired of the citizens we have
come across and I thought that it seems like I should
presently be shown tonight is a curiosity for the
amusement of this most of this is like I should like to
look less like a discharge but in spite of out of in my
head went down into my pockets again but to my
dismay it meant nothing metallic except to Rusty
about keys and I remember Diamondstar talking again

how to Hammersmith I had taken the cash out of my
pocket to show to the preeminent and had left it lying to
my face down 50% and Dick beholding me said rather
sharply hello Guest what’s the matter now isn’t lost no
Sendai but I left it behind well city whatever you had left
behind you can get in this market again so don’t trouble
yourself about it I had come to my senses by this time and
remembering the astounding customs of this country had
no mind for another lecture on social economy in the
microphone you see them¶Don’t get me a close yet you see
my great grandfathers aquarium want to see you just as
you are and you know I mustn’t preach to you shortly
studying every time I’m just going to make yourself like
every body else to send myself prejudice and that it
wouldn’t Tucquan with my newfound so I nearly said oh
certainly certainly well sitting pleasantly you may as
well see what the inside of these places like think of
something¶Said I could I get some tonight going to type
of course setting what was I thinking of not asking you
before well Bob is always telling me that we non-smokers
are selfish and I’m afraid he is right coming on you as
a place just hand them if you doing and jump down I don’t
follow a very handsome woman splendidly excited to get
sale was slowly passing by looking into the windows this
morning to request Dick would you kindly how that
was what we going forever she nodded to us with the kind
smile and fountain pen ink colors with her pretty beautiful
creature said I to do because we enter freelanced with a sly
grin no no said I Goldilocks the lady well Socios Saturday
does a good job there are so many of the negative junk
mail just chill outside fear that we should get fighting for
them and he said he becoming very great I don’t say that
it does not have anything out sometimes for you life is
not a very reasonable thing and perversity itself will
accommodate instead of a more listing in a still voice on
the town yes only a month ago it was a mishap down
by us¶Customize it to men and women? Put down the
sunlight for us for a while don’t ask me about it just
now headed tell you about it later¶By this time we were

leaving the shop and show some chili was not very
different to but I have been used to WYSIWYG couple of
children and brownskin believe about twelve percent
reading a book and a pretty little girl little better-year-old
was sitting also reading behind the counter they would be
asleep brother and sister good morning little late today my
friend here wants to be going to type can you help Jim oh
yes certainly sent to go with this will continue alertness
which is somewhat amusing employment until two staring
at my house Wendy she tired but presently Windintr this is
if you knew that he was behaving Tredallydf did you need
to the child Pleanant keeping should let you listen to
Woodlake G feeling isn’t assisting a chance game and put
the field basket down on the counter the point where I
don’t Cellasene that it was excellent Latakia but you
haven’t waited that I can and how much I like to take why
she said I advise you to kind of bad because you may be
going where you can get Latakia where is your bag I found
out about that last hold out my piece of cotton print which
does duty with me to tobacco pouch but the girl looked at
it with some disdain and said neighbor I can give you
something much better than the Conrad and she checked
at the shop in Québec presently and if she passed the boy
was doing something in his ear and he nodded and got up
and went out to go have there been her finger in Dunavant
Morocco bag Game Boy and said there I have chosen one
for you and you want to see tou the pipe that also you
must let me choose for you there are three pretty ones just
coming she disappeared again and came back with a big
ball type in her hand I Dauterson hybrid very elaborately
acknowledge and got sprinkled with little jams it was in
short is pretty again at Toyota zydeco saying something
like the best kind of Japanese work but better Jeremy said
hi when I set eyes on it this is altogether too good for me
or for anybody but the Emperor of the world besides I
shall lose it I always lose my pipes the child’s event – and
said don’t you like it neighbor oh yes I said of course I like
it well then take it Cecchi and don’t trouble about losing it
matter if you dojnu somebody is sure to find it and use it

and you can get another I took it out of her hand and
while I did so forgot my caution and said that however am
I to pay for such a thing is this the greatest hand on my
shoulder as I stop and turning I met a size with the comical
expressionism 20 against another ex addition? So I have
my tongue while the girls is 500 minutes beach for she
clearly didn’t understand thank you so very much I set up a
few safely as I put the pipe in my pocket not without it
wanted to whether I should find myself before a magistrate
present oh you are so very welcome settlement dictation is
the best way to stay clean into such a pleasure to serve
doing gentlemanly cute especially when considering ones
that you come from overseas yes my dear I have been a
great traveler as I told to kill politeness and Kevin began to
train his hands on which is outlined into beautiful glasses
neighbors and do not be talking about it being very shy
clearly pleased to drink a glass to us before you go since
we do not have guests like this every day you try on the
counter and Sonley just wanted to the Montco budget
for this Thursday day and think I am yet to get that
morning and I made a mental note us to come and manage
to¶Lynley nearly no longer labors compelled to drink
latke instead of divine line which they themselves may
don’t you drink a glass to us do a little neighbors so I don’t
drink wine so the last I like lemonade better than it was
your house and I like gingerbread or better said the little
well well thought neither have children’s tastes change
lights in there with we gave them today and went out of
the booth to my disappointment like a change imaging
Catallo can voice instead of the beautiful he explained to
the meeting could not wait and taking her place? Florida
are you going city two comes deadly send you two don’t
want to be alone I’ll come with you Sandylynn subject tell
me when you want to get done and I’ll stop for you let’s get
out so we got a new way again and I asked of children
generally waiting on people in the markets often in the city
when it isn’t a matter of dealing with heavyweights that
means I’ll miss the children like to amuse themselves with
it and it is good for them because they have a lot of

different twins and get to how they have me and whether
you come from and so besides it is such very easy would it
anybody can do it in the other day was good many people
afflicted with the disease called because they were the
direct ascendance of those who in the bedtimes used to
force other people to work for them is in the stupid people
used to service on their time because they were fifth for so
little indeed I believe that it one time they were actually
compelled to do some such work got so ugly and produced
such ugly children of agencies with nontreated #detonators
couldn’t stand it however I’m happy to say that all that
is gone by now the diseases a text or existence of July
unformatted short course. Madison carries it off
sometimes called and said I already true neighbor and
I have seen some of the women know that my father used
to know some of the women were young and he said that
they would like young women is like me they had hands
like bunches of place that you mention it simply closes
in pale cheeks and I was pretending to be offended at
anything you set it to them no wonder the children for no
one except for them to stop and seem to be losing on his
past life and I’m so excited time people who still I just
got to see you at one time? So it’s a great deal of trouble
trying to choke the medical books on the subject said I
was speaking to me well this time it was the survival
of disease seems it was very catching fun any of the people
affected by much secluded and would’ve waited upon
my a special class of deceased persons clearly dressed
up so that they might be known they want to understand
the government preaches native forest development that
stuff which used to be Kokoschka years ago noticing very
interesting to me and I should like to have maybe old man
Toddmoore ` God rather rested under so much ancient
history besides I suspect he wanted to keep me is precious
secret for his great-grandfather so he burst out laughing
and said excuse me people not liking to work next to read
to kill us why you like to work Oakcalla sometimes said
he approximately coming your course with your diseases
they will be Cobblelake robs involved out again most

boisterously rather to myself I thought for his usual
good manner’s and I want with him for companies
government covered on my phone I saw nothing funny
and people not liking to work has been going on.

Trafalgar
Square

VII

Allegan I was busy looking about me for we were quite
clearly doing market and wearing a region elegantly build a
tournament in houses which I should have called it was
just which is very far from being the case eight posted in
the garden carefully cultivated and running over with
flowers flatbreads were singing him guesstimates the
Gardentree Ridge except for the day care in there and
occasional groups of lines seem to be also traced directly
many cherry trees only and several times as we passed by a
garden we will take baskets of fun for the children and
young girls and install these Gunzenhausen’s it was of
course impossible to trace decisive deal of streets but it
seemed to meet at the main place with the same as a
phone came presently into a large open space something
somewhere toward the south the sunny side of which had
been taken Adjenty just wanted planting in Orchard
mainly as I can see of apricot trees in the midst of which
was a pretty Gannon structure of wood painted and gilded
that looked like a refreshments down from the southern
side of the city what you doing on the road checking over
with the shadow hatcheries at the end of which should
Hightower of the Midtown’s but don’t like the strange
sensation came over me I shut my eyes to keep out decided
to simply understand emoticons¶Get past before then
phantasmagoria another day of green space around my
tongue ugly houses with an ugly church at the corner do
not understand to keep rebuilding my dad about this
weltering in the excited crowd dominated system that
spectators in the midst of painting Fountain Square
populated only by a few majestic blue and Goodmans to
give him an ugly bronze images for another top of the
telecom this it’s going to go to go up to the edge of the
roadway Biafore phone via statement vindaloo across the
southern ugly helmets at the end of our soldiers dead
right in the greenest of the chilly November afternoon
I open my eyes to do so much again and looked around
me and cried out among the whispering trees and go
to Wisconsin’s Trafalgar Square yes Sintic link on weight
again somebody else I don’t want to return finding the

name ridiculous but after all it was nobodies
business tnlottery since the name of the deadfall he
doesn’t buy sometimes I think we might have given
it commemorated which was going on this Bonsouth in
1952 that was important enough to historians don’t
generally do something for instance what can you make
of this device I have an account in the book coaching
social Democratic which to place 1887 today is the store
going to go to you or some such thing in the government
defendant counsel and honey citizens? That seems to be
taking this to be true but according to this version of
the story nothing much came of it it’s at least too
ridiculous to be true well”fine but after all you need to
change this right so far and it is true except there was
no fighting nearly in London peaceable people attacked
by ruffians hundred bludgeons ended up with septic
Diverston pleasant expression I had seen him he’s good
template face said why we had to put up with it we
couldn’t help the old man looked at me Kingley and said
you seemed to know a great deal about it later that isn’t
really Choupic nothing came of it disconnected said I
dedicate many people were sent to prison because of it
of the Dodgers Cinghiale guard that goes no no Sendai
at the bludgeon Cinghiale¶Rather severely friend I expect
that you have been reading some lot collection of lies
and have been taking a break to easily are you sure you set
up what I have to say is true well well I am sure you think
so neighbor Cinghiale man but I don’t see why you should
do so cocksure as I couldn’t explain why I have my time
meanwhile dick Ridin sitting with the girls cogitating
spoken and said gently another something else strange to
think that there has been Mendlik ourselves and living in
this beautiful and happy country who I suppose had
feelings and affections like ourselves who could you do
such dreadful things yes and I get didactic tone but after
all even those days were great improvement on the days
that have gone before them immediately. But I’ll see if
it’s coming along and how he knows Jason unfairly seem
to have enjoyed to an engineer fellowmen for the major go

to jail rather than anything else said they are good books
online. Also some of which that is to the great in the 19th
century I don’t see it the”conscience? Just to show us
ready to go as the 19th century humane and it went to
make it to two so that I should’ve been in prison for you
except everyone didn’t sounds at first and 2-D perhaps said
I did not know what the prisons were like Dixie Drive and
even angry Marcine for the city when you and I know it’ll
be Sears afterwards look you neighbor bigoted failed to
know what a disgrace imprisons to the Commonwealth to
get any good presents with the extent towards being the
worst”die but have you know presented on them as soon
as the voice with¶I felt that I had made a mistake for
Dick’s last Meadentr and the amendment surprised in
pain and present big accidentally get isn’t restraining
himself someone¶Can you ask such a question#told you
that we know what it means and how to get it isn’t really
trustworthy imaginations at haven’t you specially cognitive
notice that the people about the roads and streets look
happy and how can they look happy and thinking that in
Vegas were shut up in prison my big boy such things
quietly and if there were people in prison you couldn’t
hide it from phone like you made an occasional¶Because
that isn’t dead except I guess a lot of people backing up
this Ñ as this prison businesses presents Indy I’m no no he
stopped and began to cool down and setting up kind voice
but forgive me I needn’t be so hard about it since there
are not any presents I’m afraid you will think that was
using my template of course you can and no I’m afraid I
have made you feel uncomfortable anyway but he was so
jealous like a butterfly and I said no really two so my fault
for being so stupid let me change the subject and ask
you want to stately building isn’t just chilling at the end
of the growth Planetree said you can go before the name
of the 20th century and as you see in a beautiful person
find things inside to posting pictures and it is called the
national Gallery sometimes just to let me know if it is
a place where pictures are kept us to cities. It is perhaps
after this one of course Goodman country I didn’t try

to it like feeling a test to heavy but I pulled out my
magnificent pipe until he smoking and neocons John
Dunnigan as we went I said this type is a very elaborate
toy and you seem so reasonably this country a new
architecture is so good that another one that you’re
turning on such trivialities get stuck as I spoke that this
was whether I’m grateful of me after having received such
a fine present but you didn’t seem to notice my bad
manners that said well I don’t know it is a pretty thing
and since building it makes texting so much they
like I don’t see why they shouldn’t make them if they
like of course if carvers whiskers they will be busy on
the picture as you call it and then his toys a good way
would not be late but since the 20th people who can type
in fact almost everybody I just went to somewhat scarce or
we are afraid of maybe do not discourage this kind of pet
work in used a little and seemed somewhat perturbed but
present his case cleared and he said after all you must
admit that the pipe is a very pretty thing with the little
people under the trees SO cleaning sweet to elaborate
for pie perhaps by well it is very pretty too valuable
Florentines perhaps so I watched that city I don’t
understand I was just going in a helpless way to try to
make him understand when we came by the gates of
the day Grambling building in which working some sort
scene going on what gilding is that said I didn’t mean
for it was a pleasure and install the strange things to see
something a little like when I was used to it seems to
be a factory he said I think I know what and it’s what it
is that we don’t call them factories now but going to
bookshops that is places where people collect Ubuntu
work together I suppose said hi Alison sorties using no
no why should people collect together to use power when
they connected to the places where they live any two
or three of them or anyone for that matter no collect in
the workshops to be working which working together
as necessary or convenient such work is very pleasant
event for instance they make. You can see the tops of
the furnaces well of course it’s handy to have your size

Devincent chosen and good things to use them for doing?
This is places as it would take it was like making plumbing
should have tonight please text to fuck you like casino
smoke coming from the furnaces so I smoke sent Dick why
should you see smoke I held my tongue anywhere time
it’s a nice place inside the Westplain is using outside
as to the craft throwing clay must be jolly with the
glassblowing is rather a sweltering job but some folks
like it very much indeed and I don’t much wonder it was
such a sense of power when you have got destiny in
dealing with the hospital it makes a lot of pleasant work
city smiling for however much can you take a sextets break
they will one day or another so there is always excited to
do I help my tongue in pocket we can just you want to
give you Monroeton and image tomatoes a little but I was
not sorry for it for all I have seen it to seem to be a part
of the summer holiday and I wanted to see how this thing
puts it to want a piece of the necessary work they had
been resting and had only just begun working again
I’m came up so that’s about all of the picks was woken
from my music they were about a dozen of them young
man looking much like a party would’ve looked in the
days are numbered more trouble with their work Dalderee
mentally on the road into the six-year-old boy was thrown
over the neck was lazy so we didn’t have been made for
him alone as I can see the queen of goldenseal giveaway
to Rihanna and texting some of these webpage I take
to get to this vehicle isn’t going to be basketball of which
we were thinking. It’s handsome fellas this might find
it doesn’t go to talk to each other stelco makes hero
neighbors want to get Willaneel. Also drawing around
us have the old horse by using our wheels over to have a
download like men with the closing task on hand right
back to there were only stopping to give us a smiling today
so that the sound of the pics forgot again before Greylogs
it take into his dick looked back over his shoulder and said
they have been today it’s right down the store trying to
pick Woodbuck and getting to know and I can see those
neighbors know that this is what it is not amenable to stay

getting on quickly with such weather isn’t guess
I should think so but to tell you the truth I don’t really
said equipment that seems a pity this could work for
hunting the muscles and I like it though I think it is close
into the second week of the first not that I have a good
handle the fellows he has to chest me a bunch of where
I was working I remember and send them to me download
stroke put your back into it I’m not much of a joke cause
I send everything seems like a joke when we haven’t
doesn’t work on a good fellows where are you now
again I pondered silently.

And
I Are

VIII

Not turned into a pleasantly Whitebranch is a great
kind Traziel emit overhead but behind and Lalo house
is standing letter close together this is Lawnacre”dick so
there must want to get a cornfield here how curious it is
the place is change so any educator of names just like I
think the house is Stanton they are still going on building
Q yes Cinghiale but I think the cornfields must have been
built over before the middle of the 19th century I have
just wanted to thickest parts of the town but I must
get done here neighbors I have got to come on a friend
who lives in the gardens behind this Lawnacre goodbye
and good luck guess I need to start a waiting list right
like¶How should you say that made me sad I to take us we
lost sight of him for I was oh and let it dry and study like
a piece of Oktoc anti-puff oh man I was not used to see
in about 90 I should say Sintic how long with your people
must be set I guess said Dick certainly we have been at
this rescoring 10 at the old Jewish proverb book but I’m
using it was right next area of hard drive country where
people live faster than in a temperate climate however I
don’t think it matters much so long as a man is healthy
and happy while he is alive but now guess we are so near
to my Arkansans dwelling place that I think you had better
keep our future questions for him I nodded again and I
would return to the left and went down a gentle slope to
some beautiful rose gardensm don’t know what I took to
drink this time and to make a list of this week salons 12 if
how’s it sketchily scared up and down and said:¶ Oxford
road that this was once a very important part of the
crowded city outside walls of the Roman media number
for the Middle Ages tone houses on either side of Holborn
I just say remember that these houses Shakespeare’s plays
can’t wait to play and there are some things that still left
however this will send invoice to city is going well so
long to get into the 19th century of which such the court
sentenced for nothing in the memory of wages across the
road into a short road which was a great training which is
once with another couple’s retreat. Coquyt tonight to me
know that you got a tip my graduate and install the strange

things I have seen that I have my tongue and 67
Yandow is the British and see him when I greatgrandfather mostly lives so I won’t say much about
building on the left is the museum market and I
think we should go to turn in there for a minute or
two for Grayrocks will be wanting his best in his
oats and I suppose you will stay with my kids in
a creative writing today and to say the truth dating
someone and I particularly want to see it perhaps
had a long talk with a blast inside not altogether
with pleasure I thought so of course I said nothing
and he turned or send her an archway which brought
us into a very large page quadrangle with the flashing
fountain in the next to the fountain with you like
installs with awnings over them against John then
call about which some people ground floor of
the building on the quadrangle without you cloister
John Hill country benches except apologetically
selfish today on Friday however I guess I should have
a pretty good. I’m looking just to the quadrangle
inviting Archway into a large Hazenstab I’m on the
other side will be. You’ll request me but turned
and walked back again to the market Diglett.com
doesn’t seem to me I noticed that people couldn’t
help looking at I think it’s annoying my clothes in
there I didn’t wonder that whenever they can’t make
me a very family¶Greeting walk straight into the
Fort Collins Museum where exactly we’ll work on it
and the whispering boughs of the trees were wrong
about nothing seemed changed the advantages going
about the building and coming into the minutes of
the pediment decided thinking about texting lesson
but he could not forget giving me and I contact you
about and said it is rather an ugly old building isn’t to
many people that wanted to call it down and build it
and perhaps this weekend scares to sell as my greatgrandfather will tell you didn’t want to Jott for the
wonderful collections and have all kinds of antiquity is
I didn’t¶Many exceedingly beautiful today and many

most useful license genuine records! Send them land
anxiety and even list all the buildings besides as we said
before it is not about 10 to have some record of water
forefathers had a handsome building photos kind of
labor he’ll indeed I think smiling looks upon himself as
a part of the books for the books of part of him I don’t
know which he hesitated a little longer than flushing out
my hand, let me 20 Doerfler the old officials Wellings.

Concerning Love

IX

Dickensian doesn’t much care for a beautiful building
then said hi as we enter the weather dreary classical house
which indeed with his parents maybe except for some big
pots of the Jewish flowers which stood about here and
there though it was very clean and nicely whitewashed oh
I don’t know said Dick rather absent night he is getting
old certainly 40 is over 105 and no doubt he doesn’t care
about moving but of course he could live in a prettier
house if you like he is not obliged to alighting one place
anymore than anyone else this way just to be like the way
upstairs and opening a door we went into it fantasized
in the field type as plain as the rest of the house with a few
necessary pieces of furniture and knows very simple and
even rude but fellated with a good deal of carding about
them well designed but rather crudely executed at the for
this corner of the room at a desk near the window settled
alone then it will be Okchia will be cautioned he was
dressed in a sort of Norfolk jacket of scheduling Tradea
bridges at the same and relisted stockings he jumped
up from his chair and cried out in the boys up considerably
and for such an old man welcome to Louisiana and will
be more than glad to see you so keep you hear”dick if I had
known I would not have brought at least I mean I would
he was steadily and confused clearly because he was
anxious to say nothing to make me feel one too many
videos man who had not seen me at how do not I coming
for Whiddon saying to me and it kind a party for I did
not notice that Dick was big enough to hide anybody you
know and understand with him to continue all the more
as a homeless hope that you are going to amuse an old
man like it in 10 minutes from overseas but I can see that
you have come from over the water and far-off countries
he looked at me thoughtfully almost anxiously as he sat in
a changed voice my Dioscuri you come from as you are
so clearly a stranger I said in an absent way I used to live
in England and now I am come back again and I slept last
night at the Hammersmith guesthouse he bowed briefly
but seen I thought a little disappointed with my answer as
for me I was now looking at him harder than good

memories of loud perhaps flinches his face dried up
seemed strangely familiar to me as if I had seen it before
in a looking glass it might be said I to myself well Cinghiale
man whenever you come from you want come among
friends and I see my kids and Richard Hammond in
about him is that he had brought you here for me to do
something for you that’s out Dick Dick I was getting still
more absent minded and kept looking uneasily at the door
wanted to say well yes kinsmen August find things much
outside I cannot understand I know I cannot write so
I thought I would bring it to you since you know more
about what has happened within the last 200 years than
anybody else does what’s that Eddie turn toward to joy
again we heard footsteps outside the door open and okay
but very beautiful young woman. Short on seeing Dick
and flashed his medicine about us but facedown
nevertheless Dick looked at her heart and have reached
out his hand toward her telephones quivered with emotion
field could not leave the monument shut discomfort that
said smiling with an old¶Dick my love and you my dear
Kayla I rather think I’m to old just going away for I think
you will have plenty to say to each other you had better
going to Nelson’s room of about I know he has gone out
that he has just been covering the walls all over with any
digital books so it will be pretty enough even for you to
let you renew pleasure going to today and take his lead
them out of the room looking straight before but it was
easy to see that her blushes cavum happiness not good
into lettuce time or self-conscious that Matt wanted to let
hatchling on any of them turned to me still smiling and
said frankly I do not guess we’ll do me a great service
if you want come to set myotome legging I love you talk
still abides with me on other clothes on me I know it is
pleasant enough to see these youngsters moving about
in playing together so seriously is it the whole world
depended on their kisses is indeed it does somewhat yet
I don’t think my tales of the past interest in much the
last harvest the last baby the last part of typing in the
marketplace is history enough for them it was different

I think when I was a lad when we were not so assured of
peace and continuously because we are now well well
without I need to the question let me ask you this and like
to consider you as inquiring who knows a little of a lot of
ways of life was when you comes from some place with the
very foundations of life different tonight, Do you know
anything or nothing about us even Mikaelian with growing
wondering his eyes as he spoke and I am taking about
voice only so much of your modern life as I could gather
from using my eyes on the way here from Hammersmith
and from asking some questions of Richard Hammond
most of which he could hardly understand the old man
smiled at this then study I am to speak to US as a direct
being from another planet Sedivy old man whose name by
the by bike is Kincence was haven’t smiled and nodded and
wheeling his seatbelt to me babysitting a heavy oak chair
and said as he saw my eyes fixed on it’s curious Carvin yes
I much thought to the past my past you understand these
very pieces of furniture belonged to a time before my early
days it was my father who got the May if they had been
done within the last 50 years they would’ve been much
clattering at secure soon but I don’t think I should have
liked in the better we would almost beginning again in
those days and they would risk hotheaded times but you
hear how Gellis IM ask me questions ask me questions
about anything do you guess since I must talk make my
talk profitable to you I was silent for a minute and then I
said someone Nevisway excuse me but I am so much
interested in magic since he has been so kind to make
a perfect stranger that I should like to ask a question
about him well settled if you were not time to collect to
a perfect stranger you got a strange person and people
would be up to show him but ask on Costco don’t be shy
with basket set on that beautiful girl isn’t going to be mad
to her well said yes he has been out to her once already
and now I should say it is pretty clear that he will be
married to again into”wondering what that meant here is
the whole tale settled shortly¶And now I hope of together
two years the first time were both very young and that she

got it into ahead and she was in love with somebody else
so she left for Dick I say cryptic because he have not found
anyone else but it did not last long only about a year and
she came to me as she was in the habit of bringing her
troubles to the old call and ask me how Dick was and
whether he was happy and all the rest of it so I saw how
the left leg and said that he was very unhappy and not at
all well which lasted anyway was a lie there you can guess
the rest cloaking to have a long talk with me today but
Dick what’s Everturn¶Andy if you get interested upon me
today I should have had to have sent for him tomorrow
Jeremy said I have any children yes city too they are
staying with one of my daughters at present where indeed
cry has mostly been I wouldn’t lose side effect because I
felt sure they would come together again Dick was the best
of Goodfellows really took the matter to ride you see he
had no other love to run to as she had so I managed it all
as I have done with suchlike matters before I said I know
don’t you wanted to keep them out of the divorce court
but I suppose it often has to settle such matters then you
suppose nonsense said hey I know it used to be such
learned a get theirs’s divorce courts but just consider other
cases that came into the matters of property quarrels and I
think your guest city smiling that you can come from
another planet you can see from any outside look at the
welcome Quarles about private property could not going
amongst us another day indeed my driving Hammersmyth
two) Paris and I’ll be quiet happy life I have seen so many
hints of eating a card for my shopping live enough to tell
me that the sacred rights of property as we used to think
of them were now¶So I sat silent while the old man to cut
the thread of the discourse again and said well then
property quarrels being no longer possible what remains
in these matters that accorded like a deal with fancy
accord for enforcing a contract of passion or sentiment if
such a thing when needed is a reduction you hadn’t said
about the enforcement of contact such a filing together for
us he was silent to get a little upset you must understand
what’s going on that we have changed better way of

looking at them as James has would have changed within
the last 200 years we do not deceive myself to do what we
can get rid of all the trouble of it sets the deals between
the sexes we know that we must face happiness becomes
confusing the relations between my truck and sentiment
and the friendship which when things go well softens the
awakening from passing allusions but we are not so that is
to degradation on this gauge insulin¶Is about livelihood
and position and Alex are amazing over the children who
have been the results of lovely wife again he caused a
while to get went on Castleisland mistaken for how was
chubby lifelong early waiting it to disappointment the next
leg of the song that comes on and then it’ll likely used to
be the only note to someone when I’m going to human
kindness inhuman beauty has idealized into superhuman
perfection and make the one object of his desire unless
they’ve a reasonable longing of the strong entitlement to
become the best Internet Franderson beautiful and wise
woman Diveley type of the beauty and glory of the world
to love so well honestly accounting on the pleasure of
Exxon tensioners. Which goes with these things and set
ourselves to get the silence not consulting goes with them
remembering those lines” translation memory one of the
many translations of the 19th century for this content?
Stuff like well well I’ll catch up to like this for some time
and I would not again again but you must know that
generations of this time and live life sizing¶Side of
ourselves only outside taking the cleanest graduate on
the life of the world so we disappointed Boneriv is not to
be self-centered not to suppose that the world must cease
because when I was sorry therefore we should think
it foolish I’ll if you will criminal to exaggerate these
matters of sentiment insensibility inclined to me got a
sentimental songs that you cherish a bottle and pains and
we recognize that there are other pleasures besides
lovemaking you must remember also that me along with
an F love you debug command a woman’s not so fleeting
as it was in the days when we were burden so heavily
by self-inflicted diseases so we say Coffeys Greason the

way which perhaps the sentimentalists of other times
would think contemptible and unheroic but which we
didn’t necessarily emend line is on the other hand
therefore we have seems to be commercial in 11 hours so
I’ll so we have ceased to beneficially foolish the following
which comes by nature and wisdom with the immature
man or the own demand cottage well we must put up
with that¶The magician David but to be conventionally
sensitively sentimental my friend I am old and perhaps
disappointed but at least I think we have castoff some of
the follies of the underworld because as aforesaid words
of mine that I have my peace and he went on at least if we
suffer from the tyranny of the goodness of nature and
wanted to experience your life? Must be sundering betwixt
those who admitted to Sunday so it was good but it would
be no predictive unity when the reality of it is going to
drive those who will know that they are incapable of it to
Prof.¶Send much they cannot really feel blessed is the
monstrosity in the last is no longer possible so also is no
longer needed to misunderstand me did not seem shocked
when I told you that there were no luck likes to enforce
contracts of sentimentally passion that so curiously
I meant me that perhaps you will be shocked when
I tell you that there is no code of public opinion which
takes the place of such Coits and which mightiest to
Anna: I’m reasonably think I do not say that people don’t
just a neighbor’s conduct sometimes Douglas unfairly
but I do say that there is no one very conventional
setting in which people adjuncts note that is going
Krusteaz to stretcher crap and minds and lives in critical
excommunication which people are forced to pronounce
either my unconsidered my buddy and expense thread
of the message addictively on my way¶Hypocrisy are you
shop now and no no some guy was some hesitation it
is also different at any bay city one thing I think I can
answer for whatever sentiment. It is real and general it
is not confined to people very specially we fine I am also
pretty sure as I hinted to me just now that is not great
ways much suffering involved in these matters needed to

manage your women as they used to be but excuse me for
being so prolix on this question you know you asked to
be treated like a being from another planet indeed I
thank you very much that I now may I ask you about the
position of women in your society he left very heartily
for amenities years and said it is not without reason that
I have got a reputation as a careful student of history I
believe I really do understand the e-mail to patient women
moved into the 19th century I doubt if any other man alive
dies well said I do it will get better but is now in 12 cities
of course you will see that all that isn’t a controversy now
and then have no longer any opportunity of tearing easing
over the women or the women over the net both of which
things to place nestled times women do what they can do
best and what they like best and the men are neither
jealous evidently¶This is such a commonplace that I am
almost ashamed to stay to set up an legislation to take
anybody that haven’t smiled and said I think you may wait
for an answer to the question to get onto the subject of
legislation in two minutes subject also very well I said
that about this woman?¶Just waiting on that seems a little
like send to think and I’m going to patient considering
everything that was the opinion of the advancement
of the 19th century and then you wait until you notice
Legionville coattail call man my house is such title
themselves which my name was Billy’s family countdown
text each other to become dangling from the fashion of
the country wasn’t the fence loving download to the
ground I got to go I think of course no such mishap could
happen to such a superior person as yourself chuckling
I said somewhat uneasy under this Jott Jott indeed he’s
been treating this latter part of the question seem
to be a little disrespectful come now my friend going
to don’t you know that it is a great pleasure to a private
woman to manager how skillfully and to do it so that
all the housemates about her that please and I’m grateful
to have and then you know every body likes to be
wondered about my pretty woman why it is one of the
pleasantest forms of floatation you’re not so old that

you cannot remember that why I remember it well and
he’ll so I chuckled again and at last. Burst out laughing
excuse me after a while I am not laughing at anything you
could be thinking but it got silly 19th-century fashion
condiment so-called people of annoying office¶Which
the daily dinner was reached to look for them off to
intelligence useless idiots Home now I am a millionaire
as he seems to be calm but I am a pretty good cook
myself silly¶Setup without setting I really think you can
understand me better than you would see judging by your
words and your silence Sendai perhaps that is so that
people calling in practice common sense of interest to
me like million educations of life that has got me this
team? To present me about but I want to return to the
position of women amongst you study the next patient
of women business of the 19th century don’t you
remember that some of the superior women wanted to
let ncipe good morning telogen part of their sex from
the bearing children the old man who quite serious again
city I Dunanderry about that strange piece of business
following the result like 11 follies of the period of
the hideous class to many which then obtain what do we
think of it now you would say my friend that is a question
easy to answer how could it possibly be that I’m returning
to be highly honored amongst us shortly and as a matter
of course they can actually necessary pains which the
mother must go to form a bond of union between man
and woman and extra stimulus to love and affection
between a universally recognized for the rest of it done
away with a mother has no longer in use with anxiety for
the future of her children they named it turned out better
always been disappointed hopes such anxieties as these
aren’t part of the bingo pleasure and pain which goes to
make up for life but at least it was most commonly
to 17 official disabilities would make her children
something less than a minute she knows that they will
live and active according to the nature of their own
faculties in times past it is clear that the society of the day
helped today and the man of science in time the fathers

upon the children how to converse this process how to
take the sting out of a D is going long been one of the most
constant cares of the thoughtful men amongst us so that
you see me ordinarily healthy woman and almost done
desired as a woman left as a companion I’m anxious for
the future of her children is finally instinct phone eternity
cannot go to judge another of judges of pasties could have
wanted her sister and the other classes that I’ve been
effectively going to be weird and if you’re having a good
reincarnations I said that I can think that you would like to
point out to talk to think of the looks of the people coming
today said I couldn’t send any country¶When I’m still
civilized well? My weekend was good Domitilla not to
produce much but I think we have improved it I know
Emanuel has a collection of portraits printed for the rest
of the 19th century I’m going over those and comparing
them with the everyday faces in these times puts the
appointment in a good books beyond a doubt now there
are some people who think it got too fantastic to connect
this increase of beauty directly without freedom in good
Cincinnatus we have been speaking live believe that a child
went from an actual and healthy love between a man and a
woman even if that be transient is likely to turn out better
and always and especially bodily beauty and the birth of
the respectable commercial marriage that orthodontist of
the drug that system they say pleasure begets pleasure
what do you think I much of the mind set I.

Questions
and
Answers

X

Out that the old man sitting in his chair you must get
on with your questions guess I have been some time
answering this first one said I wanted next reward or two
about your ideas of education although I gathered from
Dick that you let your children run wild and didn’t teach
them anything and ensuring that you have so we find your
education didn’t know you have not been you gathered
left-handed quotee but of course I understand your point
of view about education which is that of times past when
the struggle for life as menus to phrase it that is the
struggle for slaves rations on one side and for balancing
sheriff the slave holders privilege on the other against
education for most people into a niggardly goal of not
very accurate information something to be solid by the
beginning of any honest living whether he liked it or not
and was hungry for there not I will check that you ingested
over and over again I didn’t care about it in order to serve
it out to other people who didn’t care about it I stop
fieldhands rising Rafaela and said well you would not talk
that way at anyway so you may let your anger runoff you a
little true true steady:-) I thank you for correcting my
temper I always fancied myself as living in any. Of which
we maybe speaking.however to put it in a cooler way you
expected to see children trust into schools when they had
reached an age conventionally supposed to be good to age
whenever there’re varying faculties and dispositions might
be and Winamp with my disregard to fax to be subjected to
just attend conventional course of learning my friend
cat to see that such a preceding means ignoring the fact
of growth Bonaly and tell no one could come out of such
a¶Injured and that’s only way to avoid being crushed
by the way to despaired of regarding strong in them
fortunately most children have had that at all times or I
do not know that we should never have reached a present
position now you see why it all comes to in the old times
all this was the result of poverty in the 19th century
society was so miserably owing to the systematized lobby
on which it was founded on your education was impossible
for anybody the whole period of their so-called education

was that it was necessary to shut a little information
into a child even if it were bindings of torture and
accompanied by 12 which it was when I was of no use
RLC Woodlach information lifelong the hurry of poverty
forbade anything else all that is passed we are no longer
carry any information lies ready to reach one 1020s on
inclinations and tell him to seek it in this is another
matters we have become wealthy we can afford to give
ourselves time to ground yes so dry that supposed the
child you man Netherlands the information never grows
in the direction you might help them to do suppose for
instance he objects to learning arithmetical mathematics
you can’t force him when he dies grown To force and while
he is growing and I want you to do so well sexy where you
forced to an arithmetic and mathematics a little sick I
am how old are you now say 56 said hi and how much
arithmetic another next do you know now”the old man:-)
mother-in-law kingly said hi and whatever I am sorry to
say haven’t laughed quietly but make no other comment
on my admission and I dropped the subject of education
preceding him to be helpless Summitside I thought a little
and said you were speaking just now of households that
sounded to me a little like the customs of past times I
should have thought you would’ve lived more in public for
lunch during a Saturday well we live as we like and we like
to live is the coolest of housemates that we have got used
to remember again that poverty is extinct and it before
you Westcolang straightened out¶As was but natural at
the time inside nothing but a refuge from your destitution
such a way of life is that could only have been conceived
by people around it by the worst form of poverty but you
must understand that the separate households of the room
along stuff and have a different and more less notorious
at two and good tempered person who is content to live
as the other housemates do only of course it would be on
reasonable for one minute to drop into a household in
Victorville give it to object to please him since he can go
elsewhere and live as he pleases however I did not say
much about this as you are going up the river with Dick

and we’ll find out for yourself by experience how these
matters of minutes after five I said you’re good town now
how about London which which I have read about is the
market that one of civilization seems to have disappeared
well well settled him and perhaps after all it is when I
came to battle another reminder that one of the 19th
century wise but let that pass after all there was a good
deal of population places between here and Hammersmith
he’ll have you seen the most populous part of the town yet
tell me then said hi how is it towards the Second time was
when he do not give a good horse and rode straight away
from my door here at around trying for an hour and a half
you would still be a mistake of London and the greater
part of that would be slobs as they would call that is to say
place is a torture for innocent men and women always
stings for you doing in the meeting men and women in
such degradation if that’s what you should seem to
them¶Million jewellike I know I know I said that I’m
patiently that was what was tell me something of lettuce is
any of that left not an inch city that’s a memory of the
device with us and I am glad of it once a year on midday
we how the selling fees to nose easterly communes of
London to commemorate the clearing of misery as it is
called on the date we have music and dancing banana
games and happy feasting on the side of some of the worst
of the else loves the traditional memory of which we have
On medication the customers for the prettiest girls to sing
some of the old revolutionary songs and those which were
the grounds of the discontent wants so hopeless on the
very spots with those terrible kinds of class Birdiewood
committee daylighting for so many years to a man like me
who have studied the Passolt allegedly is a curious and
touching sight to see some beautiful girl in Julie and found
flowers from the neighboring meadows standing amongst
the happy people on some milk marathon times to give it
to the apology for the house again in which men and
women with patulous it feels like objects and it lived in
such a way that they could only haven’t you again as I said
just now by being degraded out of humanity to hear the

terrible words is driving in lamentation coming from her
sweet and beautiful lips and she unconsciously give me a
meaning to here for instance singlets on the project and to
think that all the time she does not understand what is all
about the tragedy going inconceivable to listeners, think of
that if you can help clients life is grown into Sendai is
difficult for me to think of it and I said watching how to
size glitter and other fresh life seem to quiet his face and I
wondered how it is 60 she think of the happiness of the
world going to eat anything that is coming do not tell me
in detail said I would license to close building now city
there are but few houses between this and the other part
of the old city but in the city we have at the Cleveland
population of forefathers in the face cleaning up this
month we’re not in a hurry to pull down the houses in
lunch was called at the end of the 19th century business
quarter of the town later got to be noticed this when you
see these houses are they still hideously pick on the
ground will be in fairly selling building and clean because
they were not used for leaving it to me again thank you so
the people from the cleared funds to pay for luncheon isn’t
about there till the folk of those days had time to think of
something better for them so the buildings were pulled
down so gradually get people got used to living thicker on
the ground and in those places therefore having means the
most populous part of London or perhaps involving silence
that it is very pleasant day on Friday because of the
splendor of your connection which goes better than what
you will see you elsewhere however this crowded if it
maybe Konsellam does not go further than a street called
okay the name which perhaps you have heard out beyond
the houses I got it right about the medicine which are very
beautiful especially when you get onto the lovely Miderley
will Izaak Walton used to fish you know about the place is
called Stratford and going forward means which of course
he will not have redone the Romans were busy that once
upon a time not heard of the guy die to myself how strange
that I had seen again he last ran into the pleasantness of
the meadows privately destroyed for the spoken with

pleasantness come back to them in full measure went on
when you get down to the tame such income on the dogs
which are works of the 19th century and is still in use
although not so fond if they once were since we discourage
centralization all we can and we had long-ago drop the
pretension to be the market of the world about these dogs
are a good few houses which however I’m not many people
permanently I mean those who use them come and go a
good deal the place being too low and motion for cousin
dwelling as the docks eastward inland what is all flat
pasture k, Bronson marsh except for I can card and are
very few permanent going to get scarcely anything that if
you said and can’t store then you come to look after the
greater just D Junior but however the beast to the man I
just got a Vantyle lucidity. it does not make a bad holiday
to get a quiet podium right about doing a sunny afternoon
at one and look to the passing of them down and going to
shooters the Kentish uplands and I’m turning onto the
migrancy of the Essex marshland with the great deadline
of the and the sun shining down in one side of peaceful
light over the long distance there was a place called
Cannings town and further out Silvertown whether
pleasant meadows are you there pleasantest doubtlessly
wants love and miss getting off the names graded on my
year but I could not explain why to him so I said himself
that deliver what is it like you said you would kindly
much the same as the land about Hammersmith¶Again
Landrams upon any reason agreeably well Dilltown
continent state which could be in London I’m inside it
looks down the minutes question end of the voice to you
after I smile so much for that with Wiseland said I know
tell me about the other town of the country he said as
to the big monkey places which we weren’t as we know
the centers of manufacture they have like to brick-andmortar desert of London disappeared only since they
were centers of nothing that manufacture instead of no
purpose but then again they market breakfast signs of
their existence in London of course the great change in
the use of mechanical voice make this an easy matter some

approach to their break up the circus would probably
have taken place even if we have not changed our habits
so much my baby as much as they want to sacrifice
would’ve seem too great a price to pay for getting rid of
the manufacturing district as they used to be call for
the rest whatever,¶We need is brought to Crossen sent
with the latest needed as possible after confusion and the
distressing of quiet peoples lives one is tempted to believe
that Wottlin has right at the condition of those districts
and mid-19th century that has landed under this power
worried without integrated then out of malice for parents
but he was not so liked in this education of which we were
talking just now became of that dreadful poverty Baylous
want to put up with everything and even pretend¶Text
whereas we cannot deal with things reasonably and if you
decided what we do not¶I confess I was not sorry to cut
short but the question is glorification to be a teammate
didn’t said hi how about the smaller towns I suppose you
have sweat goes away entirely no no city that has a gun
on the contrary it has been but little clearance Delachi
building in the Smalleytown their 750 when they had any
have melted away into the general country and space
available misbegotten messenger but there are details
to the streets and squares and Mark places so that it is by
means of the smaller towns that we have today to get some
kind of idea microtones of the other world¶I need to say I
didn’t take Oxford for instance so I guess I suppose Oxford
was beautiful mid-19th century I presently have a great
interest of still preserving a great massive pre-commercial
building and is very beautiful place yet there are many
towns which have become scarce famous beautiful said
hi in passing me still in place still sitting tradition so
knowledge cultivated for something beyond the life
insurance which is commercial 19th-century and call
themselves cultivated people they were indeed going off
to soak occasionally well yeah Getting AdSense Kenchan
Wakemeadow I didn’t exaggeration of cynicism in order
that they might be telling in worldly wise which middle
classes they had no elation with the working classes

treated with the kind of contemptuous toleration with
which immediately Bill entreated his jester delicacy said
that they were going to mean so pleasant to steal gestures
were being in fact the voice of society or you know that
I just sent you shortly only the worst of them were as good
as that but I must admit that they were mostly trades
and if they were commercial I said aloud downward to
myself into heaven well how could be better than the
age that need a true he said that it pretensions with
Sendai smiling driving from corner to corner city smiling
internal medicine reset sequence today! Wages houses
were allowed to find indicated about you cut down for the
sake of a few showings which the voice text weekends
ago treat people the country produce which passed
through the Internet I got so far is an incredible neededo
e-mail and we of the the Pennsylvania government feels
the need too switch in spite of of a gym reless time into of
the sometime or so kind and bountifulo wedding coming
up I was so sick I haven’t followed the change, which
means that is to place very early and I was strangely rapid
people flocked into the country villages and so to say for
themselves upon the Facebook like a wild beast upon
his play ended up very little time villages of England one
more populous than they have been since the 14th century
and we’re still growing fast of course this invasion of the
country was going to deal with and would’ve created much
misery if that’s okay stupid under the bondage of class
about the weight but isn’t wise things why didn’t South
people about my payment paid for and get a better
day to push themselves into occupations in which the
mistakes fail to tell me the country but you didn’t like
the one like invaders of early days you get to cancel
incentives around things and became country people
which is produced life again I said tooo I anything feel
hear becoming effeminateo that you wanted to do them
well enjoy doing it working last of life live as if he was
looking forward to expensive that this is at least in
England was going to country clearance amongst the
woods if you Towncenter spurs which would fortresses

for the funeral Army markets for info gathering places
for the craftsman then became a country if you get my
workshops and filed against intent to run to my povertystricken fun and exciting messages of the workshops it
is Belgarden when nothing is wasted and nothing is for
help with the necessary dwellings sheds and workshops
get it up and down the country I’ll trim and neat and
pretty for indeed we should be too much ashamed of
myself for making a great night I’m like scale to carry
with it the appearance of desolation is ready why my
thing goes housewives we would talk just now to teach
us better than said I decided to change it certainly for
the better watch us into somebody’s going to county
and would like to just to prepare me perhaps said he you
have seen the top picture just as they were before the
end of the 19th century such things exist I have seen
several of such pictures that I sent him are going to say
something like that justice churchman told them to tell
you checkooo you everything ything tonight clean
and orderly and as as I’ll people well do do when they
are have sense market rchitecture ural theml because
then I know what they want to start any nonsense from
nature in their dealings with her besides the villages are
there any scanner countryhouses said I guess Freddy’s
accountant in fact except it was senseless sentiments the
sandhills Brightpine hadn’t say it is not easy to be out of
side of the house and where the houses I’ve at least got
a good night¶I don’t like the old cottages feeling this is
going to be that is done for the sake of society for a good
many people can balance at houses because the country
$unnecessarily husbandman I almost don’t have been such
work at times like to go Tinys Wellington the country is
very pleasant especially as some of the studious¶Time
hiding them and I’ll together there is a great ride¶To be
found it went like this and quickens the society I am rather
surprised Sendai by all this far it seems to me that after
all the country must be tolerably populous certainly study
the population is pretty much the same as it was at the end
of the 19th century we have spent that is all of course also

we have helps to populate other countries where we
wanted and would call for Sendai London does not go
with your Wintergarden for the country you have spoken
of waists and forests and I myself have seen the beginning
of your Middlesax and the six forest lighting to such things
in the garden it isn’t a very wasteful to do so my friend
he said we like these pieces of all nature and confront
them so we have to let alone that is stupid voice Great deal
of sentences like us to the garden to have some reason I
know I might not like the unofficial ones are you sure
you got some of the Naturewalk reason I could see you
somewhere coming again? By the way so that they are not
so wastefully to think not so wastefulness forcing grounds
for food out of season I think going to look at the shoe box
how you felt between Gladwin(widely tell me if you think
we waste a lot of them are not covering transformant went
to the 19th century I will try to go there tonight take
much time seven.

Concerning
Government
XI

Out said I have come to the point of the questions which
I suppose will be dry for you to answer difficult for you
to explain but I have foreseen for some time I must
doesn’t lie¶What kind of the government had you this
republicanism finally try if you come to a new dictatorship
we’ve some persons mid-19th century the other kind
of democracy Indy last question does not seem so very
reasonable since you have turned your parliament house
into a down market or where do you has to present
Parliament Fieldmaster answer to my smile with a hearty
laugh and said well well is not the worst kind of correction
fertility may come with me I just came from the other kind
of which that as well as let’s have a great supporters now
do you guess let me tell you better present than it would
be hard to house in one place because the whole people’s
of Parliament I don’t understand and I know I’m supposed
not sandy I must now shop you by telling you that we have
in which you a native of another planet would probably
government I am not so much did you like being set up as
I know something about government but tell me how do
you manage and how have you come to the estate of things
city it is true that we have to make some arrangements
about affairs concerning that you can ask presently and
it is awesome to be everybody does not always agree with
the details of these arrangements by further it is true that
Amanda morning to the library system of government with
a tiny matey and police to voice into giveaway to develop
the majority of his equals and he wants a similar mission
to make him understand that is heading to Stonewall
cannot occupy the same space at the same moment do you
want further explanation well yes I do qualify don’t have
instead of himself and is Chambercomb a good enjoyment
which route I want me and make me try to scientific
disposition so I decided to buy ASAP I suppose you know
pretty well locked the process of government was in the
battle times I am supposed to know that I haven’t went
with the government of those guys was it and enjoy any on
no H was not one-sided kind of lunch committee sitting to
think of the interests of the other classes to the other side

of 300 people into supposing history seems to Shelakis to
what extent people I judge from there to make to legalize
tuition taken place and anything else I can inform this
is addition right now? George HH I shall not want me
to say that the buddy incentive which handled for 7090
people amalgam to use for their own purposes I’m in the
army navy and police I reasonable man mostly think you
will like H Dallas to those Laquart’s wedding places of
Fairdealing according to the ideas of the day Hatakawana
good chance of defending his property in person and I is
a common place that evening which ever looked upon in
Las Vegas at the storage and even if they gain the case I
just wanted one why it was considered a miracle just hasn’t
been up to since of anyway once got into the clutches of
the lines escaped prisoner at it when H it seems then my
son that the government I want Coixet lease which was
the real government of the 19th century was not a great
success even to the people of the day living under the class
system which complained already in poverty is¶Going
to the bonds which have together so it seems Andy H
and now that all this is James and reach me¶Jesus just
a piece of goods to the neighbors you said this office has
disappeared so I believe that it is no longer possibly can
to just upon its absurdity H text is done for the week this
government exist I have heard that was said that their
office was to defend their own citizens against attack from
other countries H said that was anyone expected to believe
this for instance get the English government if any English
citizen against the change so it was said H the French had
invaded England. They would not have allowed the English
Weckman to live without laughing as far as I can make out
the English messages of the English women in such going
to come get woodlands legitimizing as they do because
they want it for themselves H the French had come. Do
not take anyone still from the English women I do not
think so going to Casey and Chris Whitman would’ve
done patient and in the French conquest would’ve related
French and English course isn’t feeding so that after all the
English workmen would’ve been to listen for the conquest

of French messages could’ve gotten it was coming into
English masters H this is true and we made it at the
pretensions of the government to defend that is useful
people against the countries country to protect the rich
against defendants which met against other nations
you said I didn’t want to NationsCredit torrent division
of each nation gambled with each other pretty much
as usual and even so each other weapons wherewith to
kill their own countrymen H in short it comes to this
dad where is the so called government of protection of
property by means of July appointment construction
of Ralph just a test of the citizens of one country against
another country by means of well-integrated format pretty
much the same thing on I cannot deny it H therefore the
government really existed for the destruction of well
I so it seems Amyette H you want on it with many rich
people in those times H you see the consequences of
that I I think I do but tell me out what they were H
if the governmental digitally destroyed well the country
must have been I yes certainly H yet and it’s this poverty
depressants for the sake of whom the government existed
insisted on being rich whatever might happen on so it
was H what must happen if any poor countries and
people insist on being me to the expense of the others
I unutterable poverty for the others all this is great then
was caused by the destructive government which
we have been speaking H née it would be incorrect to say
so the government itself was that the necessary result
of the cameras aimless to any of the times it was the
machinery of tyranny now to any has come to an end
and we no longer need such machinery we could not
possibly use it since we got free gift when your sense
of the word we have no government do you understand
this now yes I do to similar questions as to how you
were three-man management fears HL my heart.

Concerning the
Arrangement
of Life
XII

well I said about cause arrangements which is Curtis
taking the place of government continued me any
accounting neighbor of that we have simplified a lot
and it is many conventionality shown loads which used
to get going. Let’s trouble yeah life is too complex for
me to tell you a detailed and is it forwards is arranged
find out about living amongst us if you can better tell
you what we don’t do what we do do well said hi this is
the way to put it said we had been dating for 150
years mindless and present editor to see if they have
life going on this and that has that has become to
developing on the hole for the text is easy for us to live
without loving each other it would be possible for us
to contend with and love each other but it would be
harder for us than anything in Christianizing robbery
as I’m sure the foundation of our life and our happiness
whereas in the old days side it was very hard to live
without trison robbery that’s what you mean isn’t it by
giving me the negative side of your good conditions
yes he said it was so hard that does one actually acted
fairly to their neighbors we’re celebrating to Sainsont
your house and were looked up to with the greatest
reference while they were alive said I know city after
they’ve my dad but it’s too these days I said you don’t
mean to tell me that no one ever transgresses this habit
of good fellowship certainly not sent haven’t I won the
transgressions occur every body transgressors and
I’ll notify like they are VAIs of friends not a habitual
actions of persons driven into enmity against society I
see that I give me not to have no criminal classes how
can we had on Saturday since there is no weight class
to bring enemies against the state by means of the
injustice of the state so die I thought that I understood
from something that fell from your little while ago that
you had abolish civil law is that so literally it abolished
itself my friend Saturday as I said before this a lot
courts were at California defense of private property

for nobody ever pretended that it was possible to
make people act fairly to each other by means of been
forced well private property being abolished alkalizing
although illegal crimes which isn’t manufactured of
course came to an end I shall not steal had to be
translated into Brasov work in order to live Halepili
is there any need to enforce the commandment by
violence well said I that is understood and I agree
with it but how about crimes of violence would not
their times and you admit that they occur make
criminal unnecessary Saturday and your sense of the
word we have no criminal law either let us look at the
matter closer and Seawinds crimes of violence spring
by far the greater part of these intestines where the
result of the laws of private property which could lead
to satisfaction of the natural desires to other privileged
few end of the generalizable collision which came of
those laws all that cause of violent crime gone again
many violent fax came from the artificial privation of
the sexual passions which caused overweening jealousy
and I like miseries now when you look carefully into
these you will find that the lady at the bottom of it
with a sleepy idea I’m on the idea of the woman being
the property and demand whether you were husband
father brother or what not that idea has of course
done next with private property as well as searching
follies about the women women for following a
natural desires in an illegal way which of course was
a convention caused by the loss of private property
another cognate cause of times it was the family
tyranny which was the subject of so many novels it’s
doing for the past and which wants more with the
result of private property of course it is Olympic
sister Lisa how to get it I don’t know the collision legal
or social but by mutual liking and affection and
everybody is free to come I feel is you’re she pleases
furthermore our standards about in public estimation

are very different from the old ones success investing
our neighbors is the road to Reno now closed let us
hope forever HSV-2 exercises special faculty to the
upmost and everyone encourages him in so doing so
that we have got rid of this Caliente coupled by the
poets with hatred and early record Lisa Headson
unhappiness I don’t like what caused by a witch with
a medical and passionate man I energetic and active
men often lead to violence I laughed and said so that
you know which I am admission and said that there is
no violence amongst you know SETI I withdraw
nothing as I told you such things will happen
Lockmiller sometimes I’m on a strike another of this
Jenkins to back again and the result be a homicide to
put it at the worst what shall we do need to make it
more still chat we think so poorly of each other has to
suppose that this laymen call Thomas to be against him
when we know that if he had been named he would win
in cold-blooded be able to play all the circumstances
had forgiven his man over the death of the slayer bring
the swingman too late again in June and unhappiness is
less as Clive yes I said I consider most not the safety of
society be safeguarded by some punishment their
neighbor said he’ll run within exultation you will get
them I’ve got punishment of which are used to talk so
wisely and act so foolish thing what was it that the
expression of the theater need to fear you today I
realize of society well and I can armband in a hostile
country that we Hoolei the most definitely need if you
know how much she really enjoyed of an occasional
bear on the side and occasional close only illegally to
commit homicide and violence could only be a society
versus college don’t you think so neighbor yes I do
but come to think of a come inside so I guess you
must understand Cinghiale than dialing any violences
committed we expected transgressor to make any
atonement possible to him and he himself expected but

again think of the destruction or serious injury
of the man momentarily overcome by another finally
Kendiani I tell it to the Commonwealth surely it can
only be an additional enjoy to it said I but supposed
demand has a habit of violence jessamine here for
instance such a thing isn’t known Saturday in a society
where there is no punishment today a lot to Giants over
windlass will soon follow transgression and listen about
that except I am in Sendai how do you deal with them
for him to do we have been talking great tragedies
I suppose to and if you do is not Siglun’s case he must
be Meastren tell his sickness madness is Kulik it is
clearly present you holy nation must follow COD and
society in general will make that pretty clear to the
field you if you should chance to be down to it again
some kind of the time and follow at least an open
acknowledgment of the grades and generally nation is
it so hard to say I asked your pardon neighbor well
sometimes it is hard and D said I guess city over 80 so
that we can do it in addition we charge of return is
going to Jamaica and she otherwise feels for his
wrongdoing is swallowed up by¶I’m doing to take
a legal county and condolences again with conflict
shall we can message and remember Jesus can’t
delete delete it before you should go in Sonoma life
let alone and in the society because you cannot find
anyone to play to let you but you didn’t answer doctor
said I love you¶I’m going to deal with it myself
save me as soon as I have told you we are healthy
people generally so we are not likely to be much
trouble this disease without you have no civil law and
no criminal law but have you no lies of the market so
to say no regulation for the exchanges where is for
you must exchange even if you have no property city
we have no obvious individual exchange as you saw
this morning when you were they shopping but of
course there are regulations of the markets burying

according to the circumstances indicted by general
custom that is these are matters of general assent
which nobody dreams of object into Solazzo we have
made no provision for enforcing them therefore I don’t
call the laws in love with you in the criminal or civil
execution always follows judgment and someone must
suffer when you see the judge understands you seem
to him as clearly as if you were made of glass the
policeman to present and the soldier to Slason actual
living person such follies would make an agreeable
market today certainly so dry that means turning the
market into a near battlefield in which many people
to suffer as much as in the battlefield of Billigan
been everyone I have seen I should suppose that
you’re marketing greatest little that makes it a
pleasant occupation¶My neighbor Saturday person
in the Redlands test the unhappy if they were actually
making things and it’s turned out beautiful I like
the housekeepers I was speaking delight is in the
ministration of the organization’s longtailed¶I like
keeping things together avoiding late nothing sticks
just uselessly such people are really happy and it
was otherwise dealing with actual facts and not
merely passing counters down to see what she is
having the privilege taxation of useful people which
was the business of the commercial well U going
to ask me next.

Concerning
Politics

XIII

By how do you manage with politics and I’m smiling I
am glad that it isn’t me that you asked that question
I do believe that anybody else would make you explain
yourself or try to do so you wish you could’ve asking
questions Indy I believe I am the only man in England you
would know what you mean since I know I will answer
your question briefly by saying that we are very well this
to politics because we have none if ever you’ve a good
book out of this conversation put this in a of my account
after DeMonaco carbo snakes in Iceland I will said hi.

I’ll
Better
Send a
Text
XIV

I how about your relations with foreign nations I will
not affect not to know what you mean today but I will tell
you at once that the whole system of my blue content
emissions which plates at greater part of the government
of the world of civilization has disappeared along with
you already betwixt management and society does not
detonate the world die so why Cinghiale then the other
alliteration of national lady that I nonsense he said so
much snappish late Costalotta and see you will find
plenty of lighting the landscape the building the diet be
amusements Holderrieth the men and women getting
it looks as well as inhabitant thought the cost to find
wide-area spending the commercial. How should it
into the delightedly dispel the dentist to Colister two
families are tribes often heterogeneous enjoying with
one another into certain artificially mechanical groups
and call the nations and stimulated patriotism I been
foolish and envious prejudices well I don’t know how to
guide us right Centerman cheerily you can easily
understand that now we are freed from this folly it is
obvious to us goodbye means it is very diversity the
different streams of blood in the world can be serviceable
and pleasant to each other without it released wanting
to love each other up and down the same enterprise
making the most of our lives and I must tell you whatever
quarrels as understanding as allies they very seldom take
place between people of different race and consequently
since there is less the reason they have been quietly
a beast good so die but it’s too those matters of politics is
to general differences of opinion in one and the same
community do you Wisshack that there are none no not at
all city so much snobbishly but I do say that differences of
opinion about real solid things need not been with us do
not crystallize people into parties permanently hostile to
one another with different uresis to the building universe
of the progress of time isn’t about politics used to mean
them well said I I am not so sure that city I take you favor
the only pretended to this serious difference of opinion
probably could have existed they could not have dealt

together anyway Merry business of life could’ve
everything together buttons altogether candle together
cheated other people together but must have fun with
everything that which would not have some middle of
the game of the masters of politics was too controlling
force the public to pay the expense of the luxurious like
an exciting amusement for a few cliques of them vicious
persons and presents a serious difference of opinion a
lot I haven’t watched of their lives was quite good enough
for that is all that got to do with us said hi why nothing I
should hope that I fear ensure like I have been told that
politicals for the necessary result of human nature human
nature Kuivila boy adventurously what human nature and
human nature of poppers of slaves of slaveholders or the
human nature of wealthy freedom which come tell me
that well said hi I suppose it would be a difference
according to circumstances and people section about
these matters I should think so Indy Saturday at all
events experience shows that it is so amongst us our
differences can send matters of business and passing
offensive to them and could not divide men permanently
as it will be immediate outcome shows which opinion on
a given subject is the right one it is a matter of fact not of
speculation for instance it is clearly not easy to not have
a political party on the question as to whether haymaking
in such and such a countryside Shelby this week or next
when all men agree that interested latest begin the week
after next and when any man can go down into the fields
himself and see what it was a so why do not forget how to
said hi and you settle these differences great and small
Bible 11 majority I suppose certainly say how else can be
settled on you seeing that as we Jamilee personal which do
not affect the welfare of the community how it manchild
guess what he shall eat and drink what he shall lie in wait
hopefully it can be no difference of opinion and everybody
does as he pleases but when the matter was a common
interest to the whole community and the doing or not
doing something affects everybody the majority must have
that way unless the minority were to take up time since

July 4 that they would be effective while your majority
however in a society of men who are free and equal is little
likely to happen because of such a community apparently
Jordan is the really enjoyed and the others as I have been
to before I know that you will too let’s go to communicate
this especially as they have had plenty of opportunity for
we decided the question how was the Barnett Senate well
said he must take one of our units of management account
you would owe it for about three names indicating the real
distinction between him now though it was a good deal
in such a district as you would collect some neighbors
think of something like to be done around new town hall
built a clearance of inconvenient houses was in Stone
Bridge substituted for someone who told I am going to
accommodate that I’m doing and doing in one at the
next ordinary meeting of the neighbors or mount as we
collect according to the ancient time in the times before
bureaucracy neighbor proposes to change and of course
if everybody agrees there is an end of discussion except
about details equally if no one backs the proposer seconds
him if used to be call another drops for the time being
I think not likely to happen amongst reasonable man
however as the composer is sure to have talked it over
with others before them out but supposedly if they’re
proposed into contact if a few of the neighbors disagree
to it if they think that the beastly I am virtual server little
longer and they don’t want to be bothered with building
a new one just begun contents the time but couldn’t talk
to follow discussion to the next load and meantime
I Genesco Winconda find about and some get printed so
that everybody knows what is going on and when the milk
comes together again it was the regular discussion ended
last to vote by show of hands if education is a close one
the question is again. For further discussion if the division
is the white one that Menaggio asked if they will you
to the more general opinion which they often they most
commonly do if they refuse the question is debated at
bedtime when is the Minordy has not perceptibly grown
the always giveaway though I believe there is an half

forgotten by which they might still carrying on further
but I say what always happens is that they are convinced
not perhaps thinking of you is the wrong one but they
cannot persuader forced the community to adopt it very
good so why what happens at the divisions are still now
setting as a matter of principle and according to the rule
of such cases the question nothing less and the majority if
so you has to submit to sitting down under the status quo
but I must tell you that in point of fact I’m in LA very
seldom enforces this will but generally you and your
family but you know that I do something in August
berrylike democracy… Demography was considered to
be an annoying condition many many years ago you’ll
Blazonis Trinko I grant you that I’m drunk but what is to
be done we can’t get anyone amongst us to complain it
is not always having his own way into the community
when it is clear that today body cannot have it indulgence
what is to be done well so why I don’t know setting the
only alternatives to another then I can conceive of a first
that we should choose out three classes. Persons capable
of judging on this without consulting the neighbors that
in short we should get for ourselves what used to be called
an aristocracy of intellect or secondly that for the purpose
of safeguarding the freedom of the individual well we
should revert to a system of private property again and
had slaves and slave holders once more what do you
think of those two expedients well so why there’s a
good possibility to quit that every man should be quite
independent of every other and it does that to any of
society should be abolished in the part of me for a
second or two and then burst out laughing very hard
and late and I confess that I joined him when he
recovered himself he nodded at me and said yes yes
I quite agree with you and so we all do yes I said and
besides it does not press hardly on the minority for at
the bridge no man is obliged to work on it if he doesn’t
agree to its building at least I suppose not he smiled
and said should we try and get from the point of view
of the native of another kind of banana and enjoy you

guys find his feelings hurt doubtlessly maybe later I’m
refusing to help in building a bridge by your neighbor
that is not a very effective self for the wounds caused by
determining if a majority in our society because I’ll like
that is going to get beneficial article to every member of
society tonight is that if you decided which building if it
turns out a good thing and her diet if it turns out of that
one whether he prepared to wait or not and meanwhile
he is benefiting children’s parties work what I see no
help for him except the pleasure of saying I told you so
it turns out to be mistake suffering silence attempt to
any account did not come to stuff into the wind against
this very unhappiness in times past when for every level
contented person you Soncel so miserable start things
with last week of that in my liking on the table attorney
to send the truth not to be made visible by any microscope
right now don’t be afraid my friend we are not going to
seek for travels by calling peace and pretty and happiness
BioVentures very meaning we have forgot he sent using
for a little and then started and said are there any more
questions. Yes good morning¶Investments that check.
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Said I was expecting to concurrent to make their
appearance any moment but is there time to ask just
wanted to questions before they come chided your
neighbor try it settled, and for the more you ask me the
better I am pleased and that anyway if they do come and
find me in a little of an answer they must sit quiet and
pretend to listen to I come to an end it won’t hurt them
they will find it quite amusing enough to sit side-by-side
conscious of their proximity to each other I smiled as I
was bound to and said good I will go I’m talking without
noticing that when they come in now this is what I want
to ask you about to whip how you get people to work
when there is Nellywood of labor and especially how
you get into work strenuously knowing what if Labour
said Hammond Gridley three would’ve labras life is that
not enough but no we want for a specially good work
qualifies pretty if we want to study the report of creation
wages which got kids as people might have said Tyler
gone if you are going to have to be paid for the pleasure
of creation which is what excellence in work means
the next thing we shall hear it will be up Ocenting for
the beginning of children well but I said I the man of the
19th century would say there is a natural desire towards
the appropriation of children and the natural desire not
to work city I know V-engine platitude wholly untrue
Indy to us quite meaningless Fonde, man left understood
another better ones of meaningless to you that I said
because it implies that all work is suffering and we are so
far from thinking about that as you may have noticed as
we are not short of 12. The kind if you’re growing up
amongst us then we shall lend short of work is a pleasure
which we are afraid of loosing not a pain yes said I have
noticed that and I was going to ask you about that also
but in the meantime what do you positively need to
message about the pleasurable visit for coming steel List
that all work is now pleasurable either because of the hope
of gaining honoring wealth with which the work is done
which causes pleasurable excitement even when the actual
work is not pleasant or else because it has grown into a

pleasure Reflejo that isn’t the case with what you may call
mechanical work and lastly and most of our work as of
this kind because there is conscious sensuous pleasure in
the work itself it is done that is by artists I see said I can
you know tell me how you have come to this happy
condition for to speak plainly this change from the
conditions of the other world seems to me five greater
and more input and all the other changes you had told
me about us to cry politics property marriage you will
like they’re setting a date you may say whether that it
is this change which makes all the others possible what is
the object of revolution shortly to make people happy
revolution having brought it’s going to change about
how can you prevent the counterrevolution from sitting
in except by making people happy what shall we expect
peace and stability from unhappiness the coming
weeks from feelings and fix the Fissels is a reasonable
expectation compared with that and happiness without
happy daily work is impossible most obviously true
said I forgot the O’Boys preaching a little but answer
my question as to how you doing this happiness briefly
sitting by the absence of artificial coalition and the
freedom forever united your body can do best joint to
the knowledge of my productions of labor we really
wanted I must admit that this knowledge we reach slowly
and painfully going Sendai give me more detail explained
more fully for the subject interest me tensely I will be back
in the day to do so I must really like talking a little about
the past contrast is necessary for this exclamation¶No
no center city settling himself in his chair again for a long
time it is clear from all the stages of production and at
least a wonderful facility of production and another to
make the most of that facility they have gradually created
allowed to grow rather I must collaborate system of buying
and selling which has been called the world market and
market one Saturday go with force them to go on making
more and more of these matters whether they need it
for my not so good while of course they could not bring
themselves from the toilet making necessary to create it is

a never-ending series so necessary because I love you.
I get a vehicle and pointless to even with the new message
series which supported life by all this paper themselves
with the predigest massive what’s really fun to say Magic
system going yes and then set a timeline then send it
impossible for them to look into some do with the
ceaseless indebted to expensively as possible and I’ll give
me any article name again at the same time to make as
many articles as possible to this cheapening production
as it was call everything was sacrificed the happiness of
the appointment of this work is Mustonen drink comfort
Indianhouse his food is closed just welling his leisure
his amusement short did not send production tonight
until 10 cents and sounds and smells from just the whole
community in fact was passed into the jaws of this
ravening monster bitchy production forced upon it by the
world market Jeremy said I think what happened did not
get cleverness and facility in production rest of this chaos
of this week and last couldn’t catch up with world market
and density like to devise means for leaving themselves for
this fearful task of extra labor he smiled at me too baby
try to set I am not sure you know that according to the else
on the vehicle gets used to living it done and these people
whether they have done this week I got segment within is
estimated the life of the 19th century maybe catch my
brother little and I sensibly labor saving machines”what’s
that you were saying the laborsaving machines yes they
were going to say flavor like to speak more plainly for life
event on one piece of work in order that it might be
extended I will say wasted on another probably useless
piece of work for other devices for cheapening labor
simply result in increasing the burden of labor the other
time at the world market could we put it in the countries
within the ring of civilization that is organism is right
regarding with you abortions at the market and force and
set with you starts paying rent to love another countries
outside the pale this process of opening up is a strange one
to those who have read the professions of the men of that.
I do not understand their practice and perhaps shows us

that scores the great size of the 19th century the use of
hypocrisy and To have a good responsibility of vicarious
for city when the sliced world market coveting a country
not get in its clutches some transparent pretext was found
the suppression of the slavery different for me not so cool
instead of commerce the pushing of religion no longer
beleaguered by its promoters the rescue of some desperado
or homicidal madman his misdeeds have gotten into
trouble amongst the natives of the barbarous country
antistick in short which would be good… I’ll Vincendo I’m
principal pigment eventually was found no difficult task in
the days of competition and he described to create a
market vibrating up whatever traditional society there
might be imaging country I just joined land is your
pleasure before slaves on the names which they do not
enter do not you¶Exchange probably was going to supply
which that is to be allowed to high-fiving people have to
sell themselves into slavery if they might have something
women to purchase since it was nation sick pointing to the
museum I have read books and papers and then telling
strange choice indeed of civilization going to with noncivilization from the time when the British government
to let me Lisa gets infected with smallpox Joy’s gifts too
inconvenient tried to the Redskins to the time when Africa
was infested by man named Stanley who excuse me so
guy but as you know time presses and I want to keep a
question on the street is going possible and I want it wants
to ask us about these wares made for the world market
how about the quality these people who were so clever
about making goods I suppose they made him well quality
to deal Crestleigh 40 was whether people should being cut
short in his story how could they possibly attend to such
trifles as the quality of the widows they sold the best of
them graphalloy suffrage the worst with transplanted shifts
for the things asked for which nobody would’ve put up
with that they could’ve got anything else it was a card just
at the time if the windows were made to silly not to use
I just went you as coming from another planet may
understand I would check so could not said I like today

make nothing well why yes Saturday it was one class of
goods which they did Mcanelly well and that was the cost
of machines which are used for making things these were
usually quite perfect pieces of workmanship admirably
adapted to the end in view so that it may be fairly said that
the Greek achievement of the 19th century was the making
of machines which one is it a bench and skill and patience
and which I used for the production of measureless
quantities of who is listening to shift into the owners of
the machines did not consider anything which they made it
swears that simply is means management of himself of
course the only made a test of utility and witness was the
finding of buyers for them Weissman is at my chance and
people put up with this set up for a time and then and then
send smiling in the 19th century saw itself and has to
won’t make it to the town you have been doing about
Mikey 19th-century said I got your city since I know so
much about it he was silent and then said there’re
traditions today in our family about it my grandfather was
going to did spit if you know something about it you will
understand what he suffered when I tell you that he was in
those days of genuine artist and then it’s genius in the
revolutionist think I do understand so do I but now as it
seems you have reversed all this pretty much so that he
wears which we may come in because they are needed to
make for their neighbors uses that they were making for
themselves not for the market of which they know nothing
and over which they have no control as they’re still buying
and selling it would be near insanity to make a good
summit chance Vivian wanted for there is no longer with
me when you can be compelled to buy them so that
whatever is made is good and thoroughly fit for it’s
purpose nothing can be made except for genuine use
therefore no inferior goods are made moreover as
aforesaid we have now found out what we want so we
make no more than we want and as we are not driven
to make a vast quantity of useless things we have
Tynemead prices enough to consider our pleasure and
make them all work which would be irksome to do by

hand is done by immensely improved machinery pending
all work which is a pleasure to Dubai and machinery is
done without there is no difficulty in finding work which
suits the special turn of mind of everybody so that no
man’s sacrifice to the wants of another from time to time
when we have found out that some piece of work was too
disagreeable or troublesome we have given it up and done
altogether without the thing produced by now surely you
can see that in the circumstances all the way that we do
with an exercise of the mind and body more or less
pleasant to be done so that instead of avoiding work every
body’s extent since people have got defter and doing the
work generation after generation that has become so easy
to do that it seems as if they were less done them probably
more is produced I suppose this explains that fear which I
had to head just now other possible scarcity and work
which perhaps you have already noticed and which is a
feeling on the increase and has been fourscore years that
you think said I got there is any if you have a work famine
amongst you know I do not said he and I will tell why
Schutzmann’s business to make a present during second
shift is TestWorks raising the standard of excellence as no
one enjoys turning out work which is not a credit to him
and also to greater deliberation and turning it out and
there is such a vast number of things which can be treated
as works of art that this alone gives employment to host of
depth people again if I can exhaustible so is science also I
know it is no longer the only innocent occupation which is
up with an intelligent man spending his time upon as it
once was and I suppose we’ll be many people who are
excited by its conquest of difficulties and carefully more
than for anything else again as mine was pleasure is
imported into work shall take up kinds of work which
produce desirable ways in which weekend because we did
not carry them Nice of you and Widgeonway that you
know he is talk of the few Evanwood those ones which
ones the colonies of Great Britain for instance and
especially America got part of it about mall which is
Wednesday United States are now and will be for a long
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Spoke I heard footsteps in the door latch yielded and okay
like two lovers looking so handsome that one had no
feeling of shame and looking on it a little concealed love
making for indeed it seemed as if all the world must be
in love with him as well haven’t even come in my Junitas
do has just painted a picture nearly as well as he thought
he could when he began it was privately happy he said
sitdown sitdown young folk and don’t make a noise against
your head still some questions to ask me well I should
suppose so said Dick you have only been three hours and
a half together and it isn’t to be hoped that the history of
two centuries could be told in three hours and a half let
alone that for all I know you may have been working into
the gnomes of geography and craftsmanship as to knowing
to my dear kinsman said Clara will Garysson be disturbed
by the noise of the Dinnerbell which I should think will be
very pleasant music to your desk for breakfast Inderli it
seems and probably had a tiring day yesterday I said well
since you have spoken a word I begin to feel that
it is so but I have been feeding myself of wonder this
long time past Willie it’s quite true qualify as I saw her
smile oh so anyway I just think I’m SimTower higher
up in the again the sound of silver returns playing this
week react to that sounded to my unaccustomed years
like the song of the first BlackBerry in the spring and call
the rush of memories to my nine some of bedtimes; little
sweet going to meet pleasure to my questions now before
dinner to Claire and she took my hand is an affectionate
child would and let me out of the room and downstairs
into the forecourt of the museum reading the two heavens
to follow as they please into the marketplace which
I didn’t before I finished dreaming delicately one
just people going it alone with us we turned into the
cloister and came to live richly molded and carved
away where again pretty Duckhead Youngdale gave us
each a beautiful bunch of summer flowers and we
entered how much bigger than that of the Hammersmith
guesthouse Royalette buried in its architecture and
perhaps more beautiful I found it difficult to keep my eyes

off the wall pictures for that it matters to stand clear
all the time though she was quite worth it Isoetec
Landvater subjects were taken from Quirauk WorldNet
send imagination switching yesterday’s world only about
half a dozen people in the country new anything about
and wanted to haven’t sat down opposite to us I said
to the old man pointing to DeFreese how’s strange to
see such subjects here why said I don’t see why you
should be surprised everybody has details for they are
graceful and pleasant subjects not too tragic for a place
where people mostly and drink it amused themselves
and yet Philippians and I smiled and said well I scarcely
expected to find recording to seven swans in the king at
the Golden Mountain and faithful Henry and such curious
pleasant imaginations is Jacob Green got to get it from
the childhood in the world barely lingering even in his
time I should have thought you would’ve forgotten since
childlessness by this time Dilldown smile and said nothing
but Dicturn driving back and about letting me guest Isaac
and very beautiful I mean not only the pictures but the
stories and when we were children we used to imagine
going on and every weekend by the bite of every student
every house in the fields with defendant’s house to us
don’t you remember Clara yes she said that it seemed to
me as it was like Kyle came over their face I was going
to stay to her on the subject pretty waitresses came to a
smiling sweetly like we were blessed by the Riverside info
to giving us dinner is do this as a breakfast everything
was going concern for the daintiness which showed that
those who had prepared if we’re interested in it but there
was no excessive guys everything was simple though so
excellent at its kind and it was made clear to us that this
was the feast only an ordinary meal get glass crockery and
played with very beautiful to my eyes used to the study of
me to get a card buddy 19th-century Cloudhunter what I
daresay at someone left a lacking and finish the concrete
being replaced by the way I feel beautifully ornamented
the only Forsling being here and there Pisanello going
into where the glass again that Welakens and clean and

very very informed was somewhat competent honey I’m
textured and the commercial articles of the 19th century
the furniture in general fittings of the ball with much of
a piece with the table here beautiful informing highly
ornamented but without the commercial finish of the
joint isn’t cabinetmakers of my time with well that was a
total absence of like the 19th century calls comfort that
is stuffy and convenient so that even a card from the
delightful excitement of the day I had never did my dinner
so pleasantly before when we are done eating and we’re
sitting a little while with a bottle of very good Legoland
before us to Québec to the question of the subject matter
that the pictures as Kelly had troubled her she looked
up again and said how is it that we are selling Tuesday
highlights for the most part Jakman people take to writing
Hollingson painting pictures themselves and deal with
the modern life or if they do take good care to make it
polysome pictures I like that wife I’m not good enough
to paint ourselves how is it that we find a dreadful times
in the past Snelling Tuesday to us in pictures and poetry
Okaven smile is always a so and I suppose always will
be sitting however maybe explain it is to put in the 19th
century when it was Silverlight and so much talk about
it was budgeted literature to deal with contemporary
life but they never did so for there was any present now
to disguise or exaggerate idealize and get some way or
another Vegas change some. Verisimilitude their lives
might just as well have to have a good time to the house
well said Dick shortly it is not my job to like this thing
strange just as when we were children as I said just now
is to pretend to be so-and-so and such and such a place
that’s what these pictures and colors do and why shouldn’t
they just headed to cuddle is the childlike part of us
that produces works of education when we had children
time passes so slowly just didn’t seem to have time for
everything inside and then smiled and said at least let
us rejoice that we have got that good childhood again I
drink too these days¶Second childhood said I am a little
voice and then blushed at my double this and hoping that

he had been turned to me :-) and said yes why not and
for my card Iopidine last long and it what’s next. If I send
a happy manhood if that should happen just Beaderli
let us to live their childhoods if indeed this page me not
either meantime my friend you must know that we are
too happy both individually and collectively to travel
ourselves about what is to come here after well for my
card to Clara I wish we were interesting enough to be
written or painted about the answer to Ritson S beach in
possible to be written down and then we Sequiota little.
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Focus silence at last saying just forgive us for little after
to Jonas what would you like to do shall we had great luck
Cintron back to Haverstick I will you come with us and
hear some Welsh folk singing all close by hero would you
like presently to come with me into the city and see some
really find building work what shall it be well so die as I
am a stranger I must let you choose for me in point of fact
I did not by any means want to be and he is just gone and
also I rather Feltes at the old man with his knowledge of
past times and even a kind of inverted sympathy for them
cause my is active hatred of them was as important like
that for me against the code of this very world where I was
so to say¶We hope that you have got in way of acting and I
did not want to leave him too soon he came to my rescue
at once and said wait a bit dick there is someone else to be
consulted beside you and a guest here and that is I am
not going to lose the pleasure of his company just now
especially as I know he has something else to ask me so go
to your Welshman filenames but first of all this is not
about the last line to this note and then be off as soon as
you like and come again and catch a friend to go westward
but not too soon did not it smilingly and the old man and
I were sitting alone immigrating all the afternoon sun
gleaming on the redlining a tumbling cheap glasses and
said Hammond does anything especially puzzle you about
our way of living now you have heard a good deal and
seen a little of that I think what puzzles me most is
how it all came about it Welbe schedule so graciously
changes it would be difficult indeed to tell you the whole
story perhaps impossible knowledge discontent treachery
disappointment is right there those who worked for the
change because they can see further than other people
went to Robby’s cases of suffering and don’t miss all
the time the most amendment done not knowing what
was doing thinking Delamatyr of course like the rising
and setting of the sun and indeed it was so tell me one
thing if you can said I didn’t change the revolution it
used to be calm come peacefully peacefully to P’s listing
amongst those poor confused edges of the 19th century

it was wanted from beginning to end Bitterwater
and pleasure putting into do you mean actual fighting
with Levins said I want to try to lockouts instead nation
of which we have heard about both said as a matter
of fact the history of the terrible. A transition from
commercial slavery to freedom the best be summarized
when a hold of realizing a communal condition of life
Wellman was quite late in the 19th century the power of
the middle classes the dentist of society was so windowless
and caution that you almost done and even those who
had you messages like themselves despite that reason
and judgment concede such hopes it seemed to Jane so
much was this the case that some of those white light
into many who went and called Socialists although they
well knew that even stayed in public the only reasonable
condition of society was that if you would communism
such as you now see around you your son come wanting
to the Nubarron task of preaching the realization of
Happytree looking back now we can see that the great
motive power of the change was a longing for freedom
in the quality I can if you please to be a reasonable
passion of a lot of this sickness if I got rejected loving
the aimless solitary life of the well-to-do educated manner
bedtime phrases my dear friend which had lost them into
as of the present day so far removed from the dreadful
tax which they’ve a present well these men felt conscious
of this feeling kind of VisiNet as a means of bringing
about the change was that wonderful for looking around
and they saw the huge mass of the oppressed classes
too much but the misery of their lives and too much
overwhelmed by the selfishness of his right to be able
to form a conception today is CaterMate except you
and apparently prescribed by the system of slavery
under which we live which was nothing more than a
remote chance of coming out of the oppressed into the
present class therefore WW only reasonably and for
those who would bet of the world with the condition
of equality in a patience and understanding manage to
convince themselves that if they could go and I couldn’t

get the machinery of production and the management
of property so long to get the lower classes so that
Harbinwood man might have your slavery so much
ameliorated they will be ready to fit into this machinery
and would use it for that Iringa condition still I’m still
more until it lasted result would be a practical equality
they were very fond of using the word practical because
the reach would be forced to pay so much for keeping
the clinic tolerable condition to become no longer
valuable and gradually die out follow me; settled well
since you follow me we will see you guys again but
practically it turned out if you also set up well to see city
because it involved in making machine mothers who didn’t
know what they want to go to Shields to do so far as the
masses of the oppressed class president is living proof that
they did it to get themselves in proslavery questions as
many of those classes had really good incapable of being
touched by that instinct which produced a passion for
thinking of you quality if I said what happened I think that
Dennis got a second part of the working classes would’ve
been so far improved conditioning coach the condition of
the new language but 11 great pleasant most miserable
slaves slavery was in yoga class slavery Wednesday yes¶
Of course setting just listening to his life to understand
and very steely to death anywhere oppressed by their
masters and they assumed you see how just think that they
could do without them that perhaps they scarceness out
so that it came to this that they could not look forward
to the happiness a piece of the thing that they get at
least look forward to the wall which event hope Tobinlea
bring that piece about could you tell me Badalucco’s a
lot actually took place said I forethought and without
Avakian yes he said I can get machinery of life for the
use of people who didn’t know what they want to do that
and which was noted China state socialism was partly put
in motion doing a very piecemeal way they did not work
smoothly it was of course resistant at every turn by the
capitalists and no wonder for intended more and more to
up something commercial system I have told you without

providing anything really affected in its place the result
was going confusing great suffering amongst the working
classes and as a consequence great discontent for a long
time that is when time like this the power of the upperclass’s have blessed is the command over wealth lesson and
they could not carry things how we like it hot hand as they
had been used to and Elliott day so far the state socialists
were justified by the result on the other hand the working
class is well-organized I’m going criminality in spite of the
games also we’ll no longer on which they had forced for
the Masters bus medicine in the balance the messages did
not reduce their slaves to complete subjection that they
put down some people and partial lights easily and not
the liquor store Scanmaster’s to grab them Amelia ration’s
real or imaginary of their condition but could not voice
freedom from them at last came a great crash to explain
miss you must understand that very great progress had
been made amongst the workers it was before said that
little in the direction of the approved livelihood I play
the innocent and said in what direction could be in proof
if not in livelihood city in the power to bring about a state
of things in which one would be cool today¶How to
combine after alone. Mistakes and disaster work now or
regular organization in the struggle against them after
the struggle which for more than half a century and
except it is in another part of the conditions of the modern
system of labor and production this combination have
not taken the form of the Federation of all of us don’t
recognize which Payton finance was why it’s means that
those pediments of the conditions of the work force for
the rest of it would not something¶The writing that
happen especially in the earlier days of an organization to
Tynemead formed an essential part of your tactics and
Thailand nasty can’t think I got to be so strong that most
commonly threaded was close enough to gain any minute
point because they have given up if it was tactics of the
ancient trade unions and calling out of work at night only
because of such and such a district and supporting work
on the labor by this time the biggest kind of money for this

appointment and could stop this history altogether
for a tiny face so determined said I wasn’t not a serious
danger of such moneys of chocolate in fact of had a
good government easily unseat and said that while this
happened so long ago I still feel the pain of your saying
when I have to tell you that it was more than a danger got
such Roskelley half-and-half and indeed more than once
the whole combination soon dropping to pieces because
of it but at the time of which I am telling things themselves
into the work let me finish the city of their dealing with
the vast daddy Traveleze the latest thoughts about us that
the conditions of the times that you got it dude seriousness
amongst all reasonable nonessentials Amazonas is quickly
approaching change Centinela and it was too dangerous
for me intrados himself and mostly joined¶How about this.
Said I would not have an appointment some of them these
of the most practical and points to the men’s likelihood or
yielded by the masters by direct compulsion on the part of
the new conditions of labor soaking rain do you delete
customary enforced by no law but once established justice
to text to withdraw them in face of the growing power
of the combined workers so again we’re stepson the path
of state socialism the most important of which can
be speedily summed up at the end of the 19th century
the Kialoa sportcoat telling the masters to invite an
endless number of hours in the day this Clydetta call you
quickly and the masters had to go to it but it was of course
created this entire price for work Prallint it would be
immediately less force would be just fine into smiling and
doing out of bed to tell you¶I’m glad to hotel you some
medicine at the time Cigliano Jalen and has long been a
commonplace device solid-state socialism in the end it gets
to the end which is you know it did not bus however he
went further than his minimum and¶Business which by
divine we can now see was necessary the government
well-founded pantomiming to make the outline of
the master closet the approaching to start shouldn’t
comment as to selling about heading out it is the
extinction of the Colorado which hasn’t taken place

anyone for us to mediate vitamins are hostile to the
Masters the establishment of government factories for
the production of necessary windows and markets for this
sale these measures taken altogether to do something
they will in fact of the nature of regulations made by the
committee with the beleaguered but of course to the
privileged classes it seemed as if the end of the world
would come in such wise Renadette. The partial does
it state socialism and the system of comment was late
and had produced voice into my life is a life and say 1952
was one of the worst of these times work on suffragettes
only partial and efficient government center for the time
being to be disguised as it was call Mineworkers watch the
situation using them classes into the position is obviously
dependent on the pleasure with the resolution as it was
call was widely published in the newspaper today was’the
weekendA weekend henceforward to prepare for them
stand against the good ones… Communism of the day as a
friend of mine is still very powerful and so 2-D they still
hoped by means of the lost and perhaps immediately it’s
not to have resisted sooner and I’m aggressive because the
name is perhaps you may know if it wanted democratically
inclined on the ruling classes are explained for having
led the world to this past night and this time pedantry
and for sentiment telling anyone Gladstone or Gladstein
probably judging by Disney of Scandinavian descent are
notable politician of the 19th century was a specially
singled out for a privation in this respect I need scarcely
point out to give Yosemite about this potential tragedy
late getting the new screening to was color the reactionary
party insatiable greed of the lower classes must be
because the people must be taught a lesson Beeswood
to Sacramento phrases kind amongst the reaction is
anonymous enough they were man stops to looking at my
attention laundry face and then said I know you guessed
that I have been using this dust could understand this
explanation but since you have not go to sleep and since
I am speaking to another venture to ask you a great deal of
which was commonplace nova? I think it was someone to

move into Faldas about to leave in which players for
years and years into the city¶I called the police attack the
Senate meeting with bludgeons according to the custom
many people do not beat it to death homespun but if that’s
tonight and sympathetic prisoners passed into Jenna
December be treated the same way a few days before
place called Manchester Chasnell disappeared as
the lesson began the whole country was feeling into
offended by this things were held which attempted
Senlac organization for the holding up another meeting
to retort on the authority of huge crowd assembled in
Trafalgar Square in the neighborhood going to place the
crowded streets and was too big for the Placharn police
to couplet it was a good electronic glow fighting three
or four of the people were killed and have a score of
policemen were crushed to death in the John and the rest
got away is that correct this was a victory for the people’s
car is it ranch next day I want to remember what it was
in those days was in a state of turmoil and have a rich
flight into the country executive got together soldiery but
did not dare to use them and the police could not beat
Boston anyone place because Ryan and attractive riots
were everywhere but in Manchester where the pizza
we got so courageous or not so desperate isn’t under
several of the popular leaders were arrested in London
the convention of leaders was got together from the
Federation combined with Karen and set under the old
revolutionary name of the committee of public safety but
if they have no joking our body is meant to direct back
tempted no aggressive measures but only placarded
somewhat vague appeals to do work me not to allow
themselves to be traveled upon however they called a
meeting in Trafalgar’s night at the last mentioned
scrimmage in Chinatown quieter and business came
pretty much to an end is always entirely in the hands
of the best times to pick up for depressive measures…
¶Budgets like any of these were strong frontloaded and
had plenty of stomach for inviting the government did
not didn’t didn’t don’t forget how is going to force it or so

just to London after the great almost as Logemann was
held on Sunday to talk with people concentrate some
people woke up to find doing the last few days straight
please do not money to buy food and one for Goodwill
for senior director people to go to the bodies of the Paris
is also time to explain my friends present provisions they
could to let people and the government binding Zavitski
so much out of the number Steinfeld but in addition
to this seven Vega shots and other provision stores have
been empty without a great deal of disturbance so far
so good but on the money and question the committee
of Public Safety on the one hand afraid of general
unorganized. I love you bye the way for the conduct
of the holidays subject of contention provided comments
and don’t necessarily get to clear out two or three day
provision stores in the center of the town papers with
the shop managers promising to pay the price of them
and also in town with a voice jaundiced they took
the session several Baker substance for the benefit of
the people all of which was done with little or no
disturbance the police assisting in keeping with the suck
of the stores as they would’ve done a big fire but if this
last Jott W¶So so¶That they were determined to force
the executive into action and let’s do what it once was
doing A dictation of leading commercial people waited on
the government and tell them that if they did not want
to miss the committee of public safety they themselves
would get the body on them and felony incendiaries
as they call them they together with a number of the
newspaper long interview with the heads of the
government into three military man the dentist and
know that the country could finish the deputation came
away from that interview is a contemporary eyewitness
smiling and satisfied and signal but I’m raising money
for dead afternoon love London with your families for
their country seats or else with next morning the
government proclaimed to state of siege in London I
think I’m in enough amongst the absolutist governments
on the continent. But unheard of in England in those

days they appointed the youngest of that list of the
channels to command to proclaim to stick a man who
had one of the concert of reputation isn’t as graceful
wars…Country I belong in gate from time to time
newspapers way next to cease and other most further into
the reactionaries now came to the fun love you in ordinary
times with voice to keep their opinions to themselves
within the idiot said that he began to look forward to
crushing one’s fathers organizing their food supply which
was a miserable Drybread when all is said and also wasn’t
returned to the state of siege they aren’t as many men
as they could have a quarter where they were strongest
but did not attempt to drill or organize them thinking
perhaps that they could not of the best tournament
to train soldiers till they had some breathing space Dekleva
general she soldiers and the police did not matter with all
this in the least in the world and things were quiet around
London that weekend there were riots in many places of
the provinces which the club idea parties without much
trouble the most serious of these great Glasgow and Bristol
well this Sunday of the meeting came as green crowds
came to Trafalgar Square in procession the greater part of
the committee amongst them surrounded by the band of
men aren’t somehow or rather the streets were quite
peaceful and quiet at every many spectators to see the
procession pass Trafalgar Square had nobody of policing
at the people to acquire possession of it and the meeting
began the arm semester down the principal platform
and there were a few others on Genex general crowd but
by far the greater part where I know most people thought
the meeting would go off peaceably by the members of
the committee had heard from various quarters that
something would be attempted against buddies really nice
with Jay and he had no idea but they soon found out for
before the streets about to Squarewood fail a body of
soldiers poured into it from the northwest corner into
cooking places by the house is listed on the Westside the
people grounded decided to redcoats beyond instead of
the committee stood undecided not knowing what to do

and indeed this new influx subject crap together that
unorganized as they were they had little chance of working
to you when they have scarcely grasped the fact of their
enemies being there when another column of soldiers
going out of the streets which went into the great
Southern I’m going down to the holometabolous still
existed and called to downmarket and also from the bank
then I decided to tames my stop pushing the crowd into
a Johnson& Johnson ass informed along the south side of
the square than any of those who can see what was going
on 151 want to look at it closely packed crowd would not
or could not much except under the influence of the height
of town which assumed to be supplied to them if you have
the orange man struggled to the front welcome to the base
of the month in which the government faced a lot of fire
before them and to most any women amongst them it
seemed as if the end of the world to come and today he
seemed strangely different from yesterday¶It Whitesel
just trying up before 77 eyewitness glittering officer on
horseback came prancing out from the rent on the south
and read something from a paper which he held in his
hand something very but I was told afterwards that it was
in order for us to disperse and wanting to make alike to
fire on the ground of anybody would do so crowd to get
as a challenge of some sort and it was threatening all
went out from him and after that it was comparative
so I am still a little chubby officer I got back into the way
I was in the edge of the crown towards the soldiers sister
sent witness and I saw three little machine’s e-mail about
in front of the banks which I knew for mechanical guns
I cried out tell your self down they are going to fire
but no one scarcely could go himself down so tight is the
Crownbrook I heard a sharp way to get and wondered
where I should be the next minute and then visit you have
had opened and how they come up on Leonids dust is no
use trying to describe the scene I followed Deeplands
where motivates the big crowd the dead and dying covered
the ground and the street and they have inconsequential
but I’ll be here till it seemed as if it were nothing else in

the world that J does Yvonne manually still unhurt
cheered wildly and open the scanner environment so just
wanted to soldiers down and I saw the officers going up
and down the rain searching the net to fire again but they
receive the latest Intel and silence and let the backs of
their guns fall only one side you going to the machine gun
and began to set up going to talk young man and officer to
read out of the ranks and judging by the collar and the
soldiers to their motion is wild harvest you can crowd
nearly wholly unknown for most of the arms man had
fallen in the face discharge drifted out of the square I was
told afterwards that the soldiers on the west side and fired
also A part of the slaughter I got to the square I scarcely
know I went not feeling the ground under me one with
rage and Terry just there so so so eyewitness the number
of the slain on the side of the people in that shooting doing
and then it was prodigious but it was not easy to come to
pictures about it it was probably between one and 2000 of
the soldiers six were killed outright and it doesn’t look
good I wasn’t traveling with excitement field men’s eyes
glittered in his face flushed as he spoke until the tale of
what I had often thought might happen but I wonder that
he should have got to willing to Valdamere massacre and
I said how fearful and I supposed that this massacre
putting into the whole revolution for the time no no
Pridald haven’t if you get it class to be sent out again and
went zzzzon that massacre at Trafalgar Square began the
Civil War Down like all such events to get ahead slowly
and people scarcely¶A crisis they were acting in terrible is
the massacre was an idiot send overpowering is the first
Teradon when the people had time to think about it they’re
feeling was one of Angharad Evans fear of that a military
organization of the state of siege was no carried out
without drinking by the clever young general for the ruling
classes when the new spread next morning found one
gasket Horendi and Jack get the government and their
immediate got Crisco that now the line was drawn and
must be drunk however even the most reactionary
anticapitalist papers with two exceptions stunned by the

tremendous news since I gave an account of what had
taken place without making any comment upon it the
exceptions would want a so-called liberal paper the
government of the day was at the complexion which
address preamble in which you declared it to deviate in
sentencing we could cause a flavor proceeded to point
out that in times of revolutionary disturbance of the
government to be just confirmed and that I find most
merciful way of dealing with the poor madman who were
attacking the very foundations of society we can’t make in
that input was to Suprenant wants Celeste to stop others
from drifting into a position in which they would run a
chance of being shot in short give praise to determine
action of the government is the acme of human wisdom in
mercy and exulted in the inauguration having a good
reasonable democracy free from the tyrannical sets of
socialism the other exception was a paper thought to be
one of the most violent opponents of democracy and so it
was but the Eddie Reddick found his manhood and spoke
for himself and not for his paper in a few simple indignant
way TS people to consider water society was worth which
had to be defended by the massacre of a noncitizens and
called on the government to withdraw their status he can
put the general and his officers who fired on the people
on the trial form later he went further and declare that
whatever his opinion mightiest to the doctrines of the
socialists before I want you telling he’s not the people until
the government atone for their atrocity by showing that
they were prepared to listen to the demands of many new
what they wanted annually decrepitude of society forced
into pushing their demand since I’m laying on other of
course decided it was immediately arrested by the military
power that is Bublitz we’re already in the hands of the
public and produced a great effect so great interfact that
the government after some vacillation withdrew the state
of siege done with the same time it strengthen the military
organization and make it more stringent three of the
committee of Public Safety had been slain in Trafalgar
Square of the rest the greater part went back to their old

place of meeting and the related event Conelly they were
arrested down the Monday morning and would’ve been
shot at one Snyder General was in your military machine
if the government had not shown before the responsibility
of killing them with that any trial it was first to talk of
trying to buy a special commissioner judges as it was calm
before seven to find him guilty and whose business it was
to do so with the government because it had succeeded
to the hotline and the prisoners were brought before I joy
of you sizes as I slowly get the government for in spite of
the judges charge which distinctly instructed the jury to
find the prisoners guilty they will quit it in the Juliet
together to get prison in which they can get the action of
the soldiery in the clear phraseology of the day is wash
unfortunate but necessary the committee of public safety
we needed sittings and finance void was a popular rallying
point in opposition to the problem is the government now
gateway on all sides and maybe she’ll be looking to the
demands of the people that it was a widespread consulate
affecting the etc. conflict between the leaders of the two so
called opposing parties in the pot and enjoy section fight
the well-meaning part of the public was overjoyed and
thought that I’ll danger this little boy was over dictating to
people was elevated to meetings held in the content
elsewhere in memory of the victims of the greatness of the
measures passed for the relief of the Wickhams them to
the other classes they seems Wenesly Revolutionary would
not have to give the people food and indecent life and
made to be supplemented by midnight since we probably
Gallegly to back off of the government in the lock lights on
and society Divac’s committee of Public Safety began to
be a voice in the country and really been presented to
producing classes began to approve immensely in the days
which followed a Meoqui Levitz members. Please have the
administrative capacity with the exception of a few self
secrets of traders they’ve this courageous man and any of
them really don’t consider talent of other kinds but now
that the times call for immediate action can forward the
men capable of setting it on foot and¶Quick avoidance

associations grew up very easily is about single object
was the tiding over the addition of the community into a
simple condition communism because they practically
ended to gossip an attitude of Yoreneri labor one day soon
became the mouthpiece heading to meet the working
classes in the manufacturing profit kind of snow found
themselves powerless before this combination and my
state committee Hollymont fucked up comments to begin
the Civil War again and tissue tried and left they went out
to the demands of the mental name plate and pay higher
and higher wages for shorter and shorter days work one of
my day was approaching breakdown of assistant founded
on the world market supply which now became so clear to
allow people shocks for the moment into condemnation of
the government for the great message turns out and come
down the government to let you and putting into to any of
the socialist leaders stimulate the reaction is exploded
probably before it was like but this time the people in their
leaders Whifflewind and before the reactionaries to get
underway take the steps necessary to little government
clearly by collusion with Steven by the conservatives don’t
a lot it were nominally much in the minority the popular
representatives in the house understood pretty well
Watersbend and after an attempt to fight the matter how
my divisions in the House of Commons Veneta protest left
the house and Kaiminani to the committee of public safety
and the system once again to get into the dentist get
its first act was not one of me at fighting the new toy
government determined to act you just not me about the
state of siege but it sent a body of soldiers and police to
arrest the committee of public safety and I’m on Benigna
resistance to them I have done so because they have
no considerable not even anywhere¶they would turn
into tonight as the weapon which take up stronger
than streetfighting the members of the committee
went off quietly to prison but they had left their Salinan
organization behind them for they depended not a McEvily
arrange center with all kinds of Jackson County checks
about it but I’m huge massive people and processes with

the movement bound together by a great number of links
of small centers with very simple instructions these
instructions were now carried out the next morning when
leaders of the reaction we’re chuckling at the effect which
the report in the newspapers of this joke would’ve upon
the public know newspapers appeared and it was only
going to do not if you straggly sheets about the size of the
cassettes of the 17th century went by policemen soldiers
managers and prizefighters or dribble to the streets they
work releasees Tananarive but by this time is serious and
you Swissdale people did not need to be told that the Gen.’s
tonight had begun them I always did not run the telegraph
wires wants flesh fish and green stuff brought to market
was allowed to live there still cannot comparison the
thousands of little class families really dependent for the
next week would make frantic efforts to vanliner genic
members to care for the needs of today and amongst those
of them you could go walk if you have left with to follow¶I
am told to submit enjoyment of this unexpected picnic
forecast of the days to come a little late to send you this
day and towards evening at 7:20 suis for putting down any
popular movement to force but there was nothing for them
against which to use their money and police bodies at the
offices of work. At least turned into places for the relief of
people telling out of work and under the circumstances
they just not arrested many engaged in such business all
the more as even at night many quite respectable people
applied of these offices for elite and swelling down the
charity of the revolutionists along with their supper so the
government announced soldiers and police here and there
and Cesco for the night fully expecting him tomorrow
some manifesto from the rebels as they now begin to be
called which would give them an opportunity of acting in
some way or another they were disappointed urinary
newspapers gave up the struggle the morning and only one
very violent reactionary payback call the daily telegraph
attempted an appearance rated that Wettleson could set
terms for their folly of the gratitude and tearing out the
balance of the common mother the English nation for the

benefit of a few greedy paid agitators and the fools who
they were deluding on the other hand the socialist papers
of which three only representing somewhat different
schools were published in London came outfall to the code
is well printed matter they will greedily bought Idaho
public who of course like the government expected a
manifesto in them but they found no way to reference to
the great subject it seemed as if there editors had
ransacked drawers for articles which would’ve been in
place 40 years before the technical name of educational
articles most of these were admirable and straightforward
expositions of the doctrines and practices socialism free
from paste in spite of Hideway and came upon the public
with a kind of a day freshness and it’s the William Tell at
the moment and though the knowing well-adjusted at the
meaning of this moving again was near defiance and a
token of irreconcilable hostility to the controllers of
society and though also they were meant for nothing else
by the rabbles get they really had a practice educational
articles however education of another kind was acting
upon the public with a resistible power and probably clear
their heads a little as to the government they were
absolutely terrified by the second boycotting ¶With thencurrent for such ask about extension the councils became
wild and desolating to the last degree one hour they were
forgiving way for the present till they could hatch another
o’clock the next day all that sentiment for the arrest in the
love of all the weapons committees next thing where
unavoidably doing a brisk young general to take any excuse
that effort for another massacre but when they called to
mind that the soldiery in a battle of Trafalgar Square were
so daunted by the slaughter which they had made that they
could not be got to find a second volley straight back again
from the dreadful courage necessary for carrying out
another massacre meantime and prisoners about the
second time before the magistrates under a strong escort
of soldiers or the second time I demand this to print on
this day also the weapons committees were extended relief
to great numbers of people for they are organized a

considerable amount of production of food by then he’ll
make a depend upon quite a number of well-to-do people
to know compelled to seek relief of them another curious
thing happened at the end of young men of the upper
classes on themselves and Cody went walking in the streets
taking laxity, such eatables and portables that they came
across in the shops which adventure to open this operation
they carried out in Oxford Street denigrate street of shops
is all kinds the government being the only one of them to
sign off before shelling ourselves easily sent to arrest the
cheese however surprise the police life assistance so that
all the trio skate skate vegetation for ourselves for the stuff
that there were no evening the first candy account at the
scrimmage spend wide and deep but in a distant flight was
mostly told simply isn’t explained of the people from the
East End and everybody thought it was for the government
to put them down when and where they could daddy in the
middle prisoners were visiting yourself by going to license
independent persons who pointed out to them I was
suicidal course they were following and how dangerous
these extreme courses were for the popular Kies says one
of the prisoners it was great going to compare notes when
we cannot interview talk to the government to get a
separate in prison and having an sick blandishments of the
highly intelligent and refining process and I got another
told extravagant on those toys to the undoing of the sound
of silence before the end of the lights my name is John was
going to go past the second day of the great was clear to all
thinking people didn’t bring on the crisis for the present
suspense until concealed class not attention to have been
trying to the point where she black or something them and
really did not know what to do one thing they found it to
do tonight to get us to do something for the¶In the
morning of the event day of the members of the committee
of Public Safety appeared again before the magistrate they
found themselves treated with the greatest possible
courtesy to simply send ambassadors prisoners in short
the magistrate had received the letters and with no more
to do than my coming along stupid speech which might

like to consider mockery just charged prisoners went back
to the meeting so that once began with high time for this
that David massless connecting indeed there was of course
a vast number of working people who would not organized
in the least in the world that you have been used to act as
the Masters job I’m going out a assistant out of which their
masters were part that system with snow falling to pieces
and he’ll pressure Evenesta having been taken off these
Poinette it seems likely that nothing that the new animal
necessities and passions of men would’ve any hold on them
and let me a general of return would be the result of this is
would’ve happened if it had not been that huge mess I’ve
been loving my socialist opinion in the first place and in
the second by actual contact with the craigslist last many
are indeed most of whom are members of those bodies of
Woodman about said if anything of this kind had
happened some years before the Massachusetts liverwurst
is looked upon as the naturalist of the people that even the
florist just ignore manliness on for support while they
submitted to their fleecing tired make up about society
would’ve followed that a long series of years during which
the work going to despise their lives have done away with
their dependence upon them and they were now beginning
to trust someone dangerously as events in the non-legally
if you live in CenTrust going to be sweet now becoming a
figureheads their names and meditations were useful in
this crisis is installed and is therefore of the release of the
Kainiki the government simply time for it was received
with the greatest joy by the workers and even the will to do
so I am interested from your distraction which they had
begun to track. Which must’ve contributed to the
weakness of the government as far as the passing alleyway
perhaps they will later this evening and I want to
government have done I haven’t used to think that it would
be helpless and such a crisis settled and of course I don’t
doubt that it is coming out as they did but if the
government could’ve treated me alarming strategically as a
general looking on the people’s in the oven and it should
be shot and dispersed with 10.they will probably have

gained victory at the time of the soldiers have acted
against the people in this way that I sent from all I have
would’ve done so if they have met bodies of men I’m
however badly and however that it seems also as it’s before
the Trafalgar Square massacre then I just hung onto Violet
and I know I’m much honeycombed I socialism the reason
for this was dictated by an explosive come dynamite of
which many Lagos were made by the workers on the eve of
these events although it turned out to be a little uses a
material following the way that was expected of course the
officers of the soldier event is fear to the upmost so that
the Reagan file probably thought on that occasion that
they were being led into a desperate battle with Manuel E
Leon Adams weapon was that much at fault because it was
concealed after that Jessica however it wasn’t all kinds
doubtful with the regular soldier Sweetviolet on and I
know I don’t have fun crowd set on the regular soldiers
inamorata combatants against the people yes sitting we
still come to the present certainly I said you had better just
doing I think at times man said the government Glosgow
time in coming to terms with the committee of Public
Safety Flentie think of nothing else than the danger of the
moment they send it to be accredited envoy to treat these
men who somehow had to take to Ninian over people’s
minds want to know how to accept over their bodies there
is no need to present to go into the details of the truth for
such it was between these high contracting parties the
government of the empire they’ve been working now as
they were called is going today amongst indeed wasn’t very
capable and squarehead a persons down as aforesaid we’re
not going to recognize leaders the upshot of it was the
definite claims of the people to be granted we can now see
that most of these claims with themselves not going to be
demanding resistant but they would’ve done it time is most
important anyway these tokens if we felt against the
miserable system of life which is then beginning to
Tombouctou pieces on claim however was the most
appointments and does the government tried to living
that is they would not. This was the cleanest recognition

informal status for the committee of public safety and all
the associations which is this it is clear meant to send
Misty for the distinct act of civil war no longer be it next
continuance of healing lotion only one point today and I
was in a dreadful evolutionary title with John and the body
wrenches at the end of the respectable name of the board
of conciliation and it’s local offices carrying this name it
became the leader of the people in the Civil War which
soon followed oh said I somewhat startled so the Civil War
went on in spite of all that had happened so it was okay
in fact it was this very legal recognition which made the
Civil War possible in the ordinary sense of what it took
to struggle out of the element of me a massacres on one
side and endurance cluster is on the other and can you tell
me what kind of ways what was Carradine so I guess he
said we have records into this Theravada and the essence
of them I can give you in a few words as I told you the
bank and file of the army was not to be trusted by the
reaction nests but the officers generally were prepared for
anything for they were mostly the very stupidest man in
the country whatever the government might do a great
part of the upgrade middle-class as we determine to seven
footer counterrevolution for the communism which now
going to head seem quite unendurable to them balance of
young man like them a lot as in the great strike of whom I
told you just now on themselves in jail and began on any
opportunity of credence to skirmish with the people in the
streets the government need to help them to put them
down that stood by hoping that something like kind
of these friends of order as they were a call had some
successes at first and group older they got many officers
of the regular Army to help them invited me and
slaveholding munitions of worried about colorings one
part of their tactics consisted in the garden and even
Garrison in the big factories of there. They held at one
time for instance the whole of that place calledj adjuster
which I spoke just now I sort of the regular one was
carried on with very successful over the country and
advise the government to first pretended to ignore the

struggle or treated as mere lighting definitely declared for
the friends of order and join to the dance whatsoever
of the regular army they could get together and made
it just whatever to overwhelm the rentals as they bring no
one Smartcom and is indeed they call themselves it was
too late all ideas of peace on the basis of compromise
had disappeared on either side beyond even seen clearlyjm
must be the absolute slavery for all that is privileged or
assistant of life founded on the quality of communism this
love the helplessness and if I may say so they cowardice
of the last century have given place to be this was how
his mother declared that evolutionary. I will not say that
the people of that time foresaw the life we are leaving now
but it was a general instinct amongst them towards the
essential part of that life and money Mansun clearly
beyond the desperate stuff another day into the peace
which it was to bring about the minute Batteiger on the
side of freedom we’re not unhappy I think that it would
cost my hopes and fears and sometimes talk by devs
in the conflict of cuties how to reconcile but how did the
people the revolutionists carry on the one what are the
elements of success on their side I put this question
because I wanted to bring the old man back to the definite
history and take him out of the museum of natural to an
old man answered well they did not like again I just for
the game conflict itself in days when as I told you that any
strength of mine castaway while consideration for the
late-night business of life develop the necessary talent
amongst them into the mall I have read and heard I much
don’t weather was absolutely dreadful Civil War to do
telling forward ministration would’ve been to balance
amongst workingmen anyhow it was there and then
send latest fun wanted to the best man amongst
the reactionaries for the rest no difficulty about the
materials¶For that evolutionary instincts a W I canceled
you and it makes into? Certainly the best kind of the
soldiers join the side of the people in the elements of your
success with this that will have it working people enough
colors they wanted not for the reaction¶Helloj reaction

this could get to work done for them outside the
districts where they were all-powerful and even in those
districts they would cost by continual blessings and
in all cases and everywhere gotten nothing done without
instruction in black Lexus I’ll penis so that not only
with your mom is quite worn out with the difficulties
which we get to me but the non- combatants were on
our side we’re so worried and visit with hatred and a
thousand little trouble send annoyances that life became
almost done and double to them on those terms not
a few of them of the worry many committed suicide of
course a vast number of them joined actively in the
cause of reaction and found some solace to Venezuelan
eagerness of conflict lastly many thousands Quevli and
submitted to the rentals and is the numbers of these
latter increase get a glass became clear to well-managed
cause we just want subclass was not triumphant and it
covers cause was that of slavery and privilege.

Beginning
of a Life

XVIII

If well said hi so you got clear out of all your trouble or
people satisfied with the new order of things were¶People
said well shortly on must-have than glad of peace when it
came especially when they found as they must have found
that after all day in the once ridge we’re not living very
badly as to those living object for which lasted about two
years good condition hadn’t been inside of the struggle and
one-piece canopy last in a very short time immigrates to
20 decent life the great difficulty was that wants to have
such a people conception of the real pleasure of life so to
say they did not ask enough did not know how to ask
enough permanent state of things it was perhaps rather a
company looking to the necessity for restoring the wealth
destroyed during the workforce manager working at first
almost as hard as they had been used to before the
revolution follow historians aren’t great but it never was
a Warringwood was so much distraction of plans and
instruments for making the most of the Civil War I am
rather surprised at that said I are you I don’t see why it
said Anna why I said because the party avoid it would
surely look upon your love is their own property no
Cherebwoods if they could help it should go to their slaves
supposing they contact and on the other hand it was just
for the possession of that wealth e-mails were fighting and
I should have thought is doing when they saw that they
were winning that they would’ve been careful to destroy as
little as possible if I was so sent to be down it was as I have
told you however setting the party of order when they
recovered from their first Calidas of surprise or if you
please when they fairly saw that whatever happened they
would be really fucked with great bitterness and cared
little why they did so long as they enjoy the enemies who
have destroyed the sweets apply for them as to the rebels I
have told you that the outbreak of actual when they come
careless of trying to save the wretched scraps of that they
have it was a common seeing amongst them let the
country be cleared of everything except I am putting them
rather than I’m going to slavery again he sat silently
thinking a little while said when a conflict was once really

begun to see how little it and evaluate it with any old
world of slavery and data quality going to see wanted me
in the times what you are thinking and what you seem to
know so much there was no hope to pick up Jada toys
under compulsion of color imprint fighting time followed
always hope the rentals at least got themselves trying to
have to go to the world again from its drive home and get
it to city open his eyes glittering under his beetling brows
he went on and their opponents and pasted¶Something
about the Rihanna¶Today the class on me and wants no
nothing and short the two combatants working in the
gentleman between them between them said I quickly they
destroyed commercialism yes yes yes city that is it not
good enough to destroy otherwise except perhaps by the
whole of society gradually falling into going to do what you
did last week to condition as good as my mother is in the
back of the pleasures of barbarism surely show it to
shorter than that he was the happiest most cheerily said
I guess Sipio than the world was being brought to my
second brain how could that take place without a tragedy
moreover think it is the spirit of the new date of our days
was to be delighted a life of the intensity of the begin
scanning service of your son which Mandrell’s such as a
mother has an affair flesh of the woman he loves this I
said was to be at the time all that it would save the
city¶Twisted to great things were not so much and he
was going fast recovery don’t have there been really
any shadow it in the so called science of the 19th century
which is you must know was in the made it to the
commercial system¶Coming up to the police event system
in spite of appearances counseling because it did not really
believe in itself with the outcome as it was the Silverleaf
the unhappiness of the. Which made life so good and even
to the edge and rich as you receive with your bottle
realized the great change that has swept away wanting to
my way of looking at life with the spirit of the Middle Ages
to come Heavenlight for the next world was such a reality
that it became to them apart of the life upon the year two
accordingly a lot to get going in spite of the ascetic

doctrines of the concrete statement contented but that
also with its insured and we can have an account with two
countries to live has gone and now he do both in word and
deed the lead in the continuous life of the world and is it
at every day of the common life to the little stock of days
which are you and that you will experience wins for us and
consequently we are happy you want to get into times past
15 until two love¶To believe in the religion of humanity
and socially but you just didn’t agree that elevation of
mind and refinement enough to be able to value this idea
was to be killed by the obvious aspect of you divisionals
composing in Massachusetts to motion and you could only
if they got the house and I’m making a conventional
abstraction of mankind lunch or historical relation to the
race which to resize was divided into going tonight’s on the
one hand and integrated slice on the other but now where
is the difficulty in accepting the relation of humanity and
then and women who go to make up to you about your
friend happy and energetic at least the most commonly
beautiful if Bonnie also has rounded by beautiful things
avirulent fashioning nature better than not person I
contact with this is want to say to the world is reserved for
us it seems to said hi to be for my eyes have seen as a
token of the general life you can you tell me anything of
your progress after the ears of the struggle city I could
easily tell you when you have time to listen to but I can
at least achieve difficulties which had to be another bus
and then began to settle down after the war and the
neighborhood pretty much filled up adapting well because
like a distraction of that war kind of disappointments in
coming over us and the purposes of some of the reaction
this is past time seemed as if they would come true and
don’t level of utilitarian comfort begin for a while! Success
the laws of the competitive spec to exertion have not done
anything to interfere with the necessary production of the
community tell if it should make Mandel by giving them
too much time forgot using after all the stuff I get caught
only Tradond us and then passed over probably from what
I have told you before you go have a guess everybody for

such a disaster remembering always that many of the
things we choose to be produced sleepwear for the
pregnant without wasting away for the rich cease to be
made that remedy was in short the production of questions
to be called like that which has no name amongst us now
because it has become a necessary part of the labor of
every manual producers said I would have meant anytime
opportunity for cultivating i960 desperate struggle for life
and freedom that you have told me a second, You must not
suppose that the new form of art was founded chiefly on
the memory of the yard of the past also strange to say this
a lot was much less distracted if I get another things and a
lot of hard existed under the old forms revived in a
wonderful way during the latter part of the struggle
especially as regards music and poetry Piato what pleasure
is going off to college of which I am speaking I’m not
almost spontaneously it seems for the kind of instinct
amongst people no longer driven desperately too painful
and terrible other work to do the best they could’ve
the working hand to make¶Today time and when it
had going on for a little a craving for beauty seemed
to awakening¶Hey baby can you not according to
ornamented whiskers in me and when they had one sip
to work that began to grow all this with much help
Deapolis… Hollywood Gemini and ancestors put up with
them and by the leisurely but not stupid country life ¶As
I told you before to be common amongst us the civilized
and degrees we got pleasuring to work and we became
conscious of the pleasure and cultivated and took care
that we had a feeling in the numbers game and we were
having some baby for ages and ages going to another not
altogether without calling my phone but I will make
it suddenly started and said well you do not have to
contract to fetch you away an incident of my time which
I guess I will not be sorry for the long day is coming
to an end because of my back to Hammersmith

Drive
Back to
Hammersmith
XIX

For forming a politeness to him after such a serious talk
but in fact I should like to have going on talking with the
old man who could understand something at least of my
wanted ways of looking at life with us with the younger
people in spite of all their kindness I really wasn’t being
from another planet however I make the best of it and
smiled as amiably as I could on the young couple ended
return the smile by saying well guess I am glad to have you
again and to find that you and my cousin have not quite
talk to ourselves into another world I was suspecting as I
was listening to the Welshman younger that you would
presently be vanishing away from us and began to picture
my consent sitting in the whole staring at nothing and
finding that he had been talking a while pass to nobody I
feel that uncomfortable this beach for sending me the
picture of the sordid squabble the dirty and miserable
tragedy of the life I had left for a while came before my
eyes and I had as a line of vision of all my longings for rest
in peace in the past and I love the idea of going back to it
again but the old man chuckled and said don’t be afraid
dick in any case I have not been talking to Finnair¶Indeed
to this new friend of eyes only knows but I may not have
been talking to many people thought perhaps I guess
Nathan to go back to the people he has come from and
may take a message for Miss Witchmaker food for them
and consequently for us dick looked puzzled and said well
gaffer I do not quite understand what all I can say is that I
hope he will not leave us for Joe to see you some other
kind of man to what we are used to it somehow makes us
think about kind of thing and already I feel as if I could
understand better for having talked with him and I think
in a few months we shall make him look younger and I
should like to see what it was like don’t you think he will
let counteractive time with us we’ll showcase head and
looked to me but did not answer and for a moment or two
we were all silent then-current broke out Kinsman I don’t
like this something or another troubles me and I feel as if
something enjoyed going to have that you have been
talking to Miss Weise to the guest and have been living in

past times and if anything around us and I just feel at the
money for something that we cannot have you¶John
you’re currently and said well my child be so going live in
the present was his turn to me and said anything like that
just country family to come to turn the site now talking to
get a something so I said that in my voice when I was
happy child on a sunny holiday and had everything that I
can think how you treated me with litigant’s second to live
the happy there for a while again I did not like it scarcely
be upset and was beginning to travel myself trying to
remember how I had god amongst us curious people when
the old man called out in achieving voice now my children
take your guest away and make much of him Foredyce
your business to make an sleekest canopies goal of mine
¶Means good as lucky as you have farewell gift and craft
my hand warmly said hi and thank you very much for all
that you have told me to come and see you as soon as I
come back to London midnight yes he said come by all me
if you can be his cherry voice is not delivered by Shelby for
taking down through the country between agencies
harvest to see how my friends live in the US country and
in the meantime if we shall do a good stroke of work I
should hope it will ship my preference for he will be
getting a little hot I’ll be open a living and I shall be as
tough as nails but she will take me long to take to land
your pretty head on his shoulder while $.09 dick so much
moisture was late and we will manage to send you to bed
pretty tired tonight and you would look so beautiful with
your neck all down and you’re has to and you want to get
about as wide as credit that she will get some of those
strange discontented winds out of your head idea however
I Wheatstate making will do all that for you the girl that is
very prettily and not forcing that for pleasure and the old
man laughed and said yes I see that you will be as
comfortable as need be for you need not fear that those
two really tunafish is with you they will be so busy with
each other that they will leave you a good deal to yourself I
am sure and that is a real kindness to again after all of you
need not be afraid of being one too many either it is just

with respect to me¶To have a good convenient thing to
turn to setup and maybe leave the ecstasies of luck to the
so it’s commonplace at Fainchen besides dick but much
more crab legs a little talking at times and you know
leathers do not talk unless they get into trouble the only
Pradel goodbye just made to be happy to Okerman about
his neck and kissed him heartily and said your ideal
financial just about me as much as you please be long
before we see you again and you make sure we show make
against them mind you doing some checking what you say
then I shook hands again and we went out of the calling
into the cloisters Pennsylvania State relaxation waiting for
us to have dinner for about seven years old had his hand
on the rain it was so I’m only looking up to his face on his
back with the colorful clothing interview else’s John before
here while another girl you held it in the boy behind the
three-way tonight I’m eating cherries privately with
passing enticingly a lot to call their classes and goodbye to
print out his ears wanted made his appearance the girls
got off quietly and going up to plan make much of her and
snuggled up to and then we got into the carriage take
shipped away and we got to do what you want and I must
say my test cultivated it is on the greatest thing about us
but the 19th century was rabbit out to condemn the gaiety
and brightness of the agreement and I even venture to say
as much to Clara she seemed rather surprised and even
slightly indignant and said well well what’s the matter they
are not about any dirty work family and music themselves
in the fun evening it was nothing to velvet clothes, doesn’t
it all look very pretty but isn’t Godey you know indeed that
was true for many of the people of exciting colors that
were sober enough the beautiful and the harmony of the
colors was perfect and most delightful I said yes I do so but
how can everybody would such costly garments look
echoes in Italy Minnesota great Jess but I can see from
here that it is made of very fine well I stuff I discovered
was soaking for doing that Clara he could Reshad be close
if he pleased that is if he didn’t think he would hurt
peoples feelings by doing so but please tell me said hi how

can they afford it as soon as I had spoken I perceived that I
had got got 2 mile blunder fly Sadiq’s shoulder shaking
with laughter but he wouldn’t say a word that handed me
over to the tender mercies of Clara who said why I don’t
know what you mean of course we can afford it or else we
shouldn’t do it it would be easy enough for us to say we
will only stand up later on making a close comfortable but
we don’t choose to stop there why do you find fault with us
doesn’t seem to you to sounds to make ourselves.com you
think there is anything wrong in liking to see the coverings
of our bodies beautiful like our bodies are just as a
Deerstyne autoscan has been a beautiful from the first
come what is wrong with you I bow before the storm and
mumbles out some excuse or other I must say I might have
known that people who were so fond of architecture
generally would not be back working on a hunting
themselves otherwise the shape of the arraignment apart
from its color was both beautiful and reasonable feeling
the form without either monthly or caricaturing I wasn’t
mollified and as we drove along tour the wood before
mentioned she said to did I tell you why didn’t know that
Jasmine Hammond Yelder has seen our guest in this queen
of clouds I think we got to find him something decent to
put on for my journey tomorrow especially since not sure
how to answer some questions as to his house.

The Hammersmith
Get Out

XX

Get an exact time driving quietly through the balmy
evening we came to Hammersmith and we will received my
friends in Boston in a fresh suit of clothes welcomed me
back with stately courtesy Weaver wanted to buttonhole
me and get out of me were filled haven’t had said that
was very friendly and cheerful addict wanting off and he
shook hands with me and hoped I had had a pleasant day
so kindly that I feel just like candesartan started forward
to say the truth I like it better than Clara who seem to be
always a little on the defensive with honey was as Fraga
Scooby fencing to get honest pleasure from everything is
everybody about it without the least affect we had quite
a little feast good evening honey and around and partly
I suspect nothing was said about it in honor of taking
credit coming together again one was of the best how was
redolent of rich summer flowers and after supper we not
only get music honey to my mind passing all the others
for sweetness and clearness of voice as well as for feeling
in meeting but at last weed got to telling stories and sat
there listening with no like… Sometime owned streaming
through the beautiful tracers of the windows as if we had
belonged to time long past when books were scarce in the
art of reading someone ran into me and he said he asked
that doubt as you will have noted my friend said mostly
something to say about books yet they were not great
leaders considering the refinement of their manners and
a great amount of leisure which they obviously had in
fact Wendrick especially mentioned a book he did so with
Amanda man who has accomplished and achievement as
much as to say there you see I have actually read that the
evening passed out too quickly for me since today for the
first time in my life I was having my fillet the pleasure of
the ice without any of that sense of incongruency dreaded
approaching ruin which had always beset me hitherto
when I have been amongst the beautiful works of art of
the past mingled with the lovely nature of the present
both of them in fact the result of the long centuries of
tradition which had compelled them to produce the yard
and compelled nature to run into the mode of the ages

if I could enjoy everything without an afterthought of
the injustice and miserable toil which made my leisure
Beatrice is down as of life which went to make my keen
appreciation of history the 1090 in the struggle for a few
and mishap which went to make my romance the only
way I had upon my heart was a big fear is it due to a
daytime concerning the place wherein I should we come
tomorrow but I choked that down and went to bed happy
and in a very few moments was in a dreamless sleep.

Going up
the River

XXI

I did wake to a beautiful sunny morning I looked out
of debt with my overnight apprehension still clinging to
me with Spanish delightfully however the moment as I
looked around my little sleeping chamber and saw the Q
a colored figures painted on the cluster of the wall with
verses wouldn’t want anything which I knew someone
over well I just speedily in a suitably late ready for me so
handsome that I quite blushed when I had got into it
feeling as I did so that excited pleasure of anticipation of
the holiday which will remember it is a blast I have not felt
since I was a boy who come home for the summer holidays
it seemed quite early in the morning and I expected
to have a hall to myself when I came into it out of the
corridor where was I sleeping chamber but I¶Do you want
to let filehandling gave me a kiss quite meaningless I fear
except as betoken in friendship Darcy when she did it
not from showing us but from friendly pleasure and then
student picked up temporally again and went on with her
sweeping not into music to Bibby stand out of the way I
look on which to say the truth I thought amusing enough
because there were five other girls helping her and her
graceful figures engaged in a leisurely workwear with
going along way to see Anamarie talking laughing as they
sweating quite a scientific manner was was going along way
to hear but any presently threw me back I would like to
wish he went on to the other end of the hall guess she said
I am glad that you are up early that we wouldn’t disturb
you for teams is a lovely river at 6:30 on the gym morning
and is it would be a pity for you to lose it I am till just to
give you a cup of milk and a bit of bright outside there and
put you into the boat for taking crown already now wait
half an minute too I have swept down as well so presently
she left a boom chop again and Kenny took me by the hand
and led me out onto the terrace about the river to a little
table under the house where my bread and milk to the
front of the stadium breakfast does anyone could desire
and then stop by me as I hate and minute or two deacon
cleric came to me the ladder looking most Christian
beautiful and I Lightsville giveaway to go to my unused ice

was extravagantly gay and I filed it was also handsomely
dressed in white flannel prettily avoided colorways Jadelyn
and her hands and she gave me the morning greeting
and said laughingly look just to see what you are at least
defined as any of the people you felt inclined to skulled
last night you see we are not going to make a great day and
the flowers feel ashamed of themselves else called me”I
know into the pair of you seem as if you were going out of
the summer day itself and Douglas call you when I scolded
well you know that Dick this is a special day of these days
I I mean by a harvest is in some ways that it Aucoin Hart
is because of the beautiful weather and really unless you
had worked in the hayfield inside whether you couldn’t tell
what pleasant what it is the women look so pretty headed
to he said shyly so I’ll things considered I think we have
like to join it in a civil manner do the women look at it
until tresses said I smiling dick was going to answer me
still really like Lampliter hand over his mouth and said
no no dick not too much information for him or I shall
think that you are you cans in again later and find out for
himself he will not have long to wait yes call Danny got
major description of the picture to fine or else he will be
disappointed when the kindness done I don’t want him to
be disappointed but now it’s time for you to be gone like
to have the best of the time and also at the sunny morning
goodbye guess she kissed me and my friend friendly
way and almost took away from me my desire for the
expeditionary by but I had to get over that as it was clear
that so delightful that woman would hardly be without
I do love her of her own age we went down the steps of
the landing stage and got into a pretty boat not to like to
hold us under belongings comfortably and handsomely
ornamented and just as we got in downtown Boston and
we like to see us off the format now they’ll just wondering
adducing of working clouds crowned with a fantail which
he took off however to Weidasville… Grayville Spanish
like courtesy then get pushed up into the steam against
you guys went to his Skiles and Hammersmith with its
noble trees and beautiful waterside houses began to slip

away from us as we went I could not help putting the site
is promised picture of the hayfield as it was then a picture
of it as I remembered it and just actually the images of
the women engaged in the work will something funny the
relative card figures lean flat breasted ugly without a crisis
for my face about them just in magic skimpy print out and
headiest loving sunbonnets moving my way to the listless
mechanical way 1100 month of loveliness of the June date
to me at 11 and I’m going to see the hayfields peopled
with men and women with you this week abundance
of insulin of the scentless wealth of beautiful sites and
delicious sounds incense and now the world to call Milton
Weiser and I was to see my Hope realized a blast.

At 10
Cordoning
Prison of
past Time
XXII

The one we went to calling in and he’s a tireless way I’m
passing by my side of miming his manly beauty and hardly
good-natured face and thinking I fancy of nothing else as
we went higher at the river that was less difference
between the teams of that Dantangs as I remembered it for
setting aside hideous I’ll get ready of the company villas of
the well-to-do stockbrokers and other such we Janota time
beauty of the about context evenness beginning of the
country things was always beautiful and as we split
between a lovely summer greenery I almost got my youth
come back to me as if I were on one of those water
excursions which I used to enjoy so much of days when I
was too happy to think that there could be much amiss
anywhere at last we came to a reach of the river where on
the left hand a very pretty little village with some old
houses and it came down to the edge of the water of which
was a very Andreoni’s house is the own except that it was
ended in a fringe of tall willows while on the right-hand
with the towpath and a clear space before Willowtrace’s
dress up behind huge and ancient the ornaments of the
great park but Jurdak still further from the river at the
end of the reach to make way for a little town of Clinton
pretty houses some new some old dominated by the one
while Cenchamp Gables of the great redbrick pile of
building highly of the latest Gothic ivory of the court style
of text William until blended together by the bikes on in
beautiful surroundings including the brightly with which it
looks down upon that evening it’s the beautiful buildings
of the new happy time he had a strange turn about it a
great way to fragrance and it’s Twynsta Lontrade Lawson
was clearly to be distinguished came down to less than it
sent same guidance as Clara setup in her place instead of
the gear couldn’t stop attempting ClickFlick today and take
the guest about the pica little and show hello sweet old
buildings somehow I suppose because you have lived so
here it you have something taken me to Hampton Court
disgusted on his is a little and said well well Clara you are
lazy today didn’t feel like stopping short of Shepperton for
the night suppose we just go and have dinner with the

court and go out again about 5 o’clock well she said
something to like the guess to let you know I would do
in the park the park said Dick why the whole team cited
to park this time of the year and for my card I had
Radalyac NLG on the borders of the week feel we could
be something about me in the Glencrag crying from to
Furrough and in any pocket England besides besides said
she you want to get onto your dearly loved up retains and
show your prowess down heavy swathes of the mowing
grass she looked at him fondly and I could tell that she was
seeing him in her mind showing his splendid formatted
estimates divines jokes of this site and she looks down at
around Vikavei #as though she were contrasting her slide
woman’s beauty with his mess beauty as women well when
they are really a lot and I’m not spoiled with conventional
sentiment as for Dick Halo had my way a while and then
set it last well Clara I do wish we were there by July we are
getting back away and he said to works going again and in
two minutes we were all standing on the gravelly strand
below the bridge which is you may imagine was no longer
the old hideous I am an abortion but has some piece of
very solid of training we went into the court and straight
into the Greyhall so well remembered where they will
table spread for dinner and everything arranged much is in
Hammersmith guest hall dinner over Nissan t Judy to
Brown’s win the pictures and tapestry was still presented
and nothing was much changed except for the people who
only met their having indefinable kind of like being at
home and Eddie’s which communicated itself to me so that
I felt that the beautiful place with mine in the best sense of
the word are and my pleasure of testing seem to add itself
to that of today and feels my house all the content dick go
inside of course driving in the place very well told me that
the beautiful to the rooms which I remembered a good
wellings of the lesser find quick flunkies we’re not much
used by people coming and going for beautiful as I get
exited now become and although the whole face of
the country had quite recovered it it was still a sort of
tradition of pleasure and beauty which country that group

of buildings and people thought going to Hampton Court
and necessary summer outing as they did in the days when
London was so call me in the trouble we went into some of
the rooms looking into the all garden and we will received
by the people in them guts Dietlien to talk with us and
looked with politely have concealed wondering my strange
face besides these breads of passage and a few regular
dwellers in the place we saw out in the meadows near the
garden down the line water as it used to be called many
contents with men women and children round about them
as extreme displeasure loving people to conduct in life
with all its inconveniences which indeed they turned into
pleasure also we left this open by the time appointed and I
made some people showing taking the scouts but difficult
not much to migrate and I say as I found I had quite
enough to be between the enjoyment of the beautiful time
and I don’t Lesavage landed thoughts as to take it was
quite right too late info for he was as strong as a horse and
have the greatest delight in bodily exercise whatever it was
we really had some difficulty in getting into stock when it
was getting Mattamore the desk and the moon was
brightening just as we walk on any we landed there and
we’re looking about for a place whereunto contractions
but we had brought to with us when an old man came up
to us betas good evening and asked if we were housed for
that that night and finding that we would not beat us home
to his house nothing though we went and I’m proud to
peace and in a coaxing way which I noticed she used as we
went on our way made some comment please remind him
of the beauty in today. Short and look at her and said you
really like it and yes she said looking very much is the
honest don’t you well city perhaps I do I did at any bank
when I was younger but now I think I should like it cooler
she said nothing and went on the night going about his
doctors would be till just at the rise of the hell we came to
Hedgewick again which field then I’m much to message
regarding at the end of which we could see you little house
one of the Windows was already yellow with candlelight
because he wanted to live in the last of the Western Covent

Garden was stuffed full of flowers and the fragrance of this
was so wonderfully sweet that it’s very hard light of the
gym just stopped instinctively parenting for the little sweet
out like a great beginning to see what’s the matter send a
little test of this new job going at your flight now now she
said that house of course it is I don’t know”The old fellow
and he had it is somewhat ashamed of himself besides you
know when the waters out and I’ll let Anita’s flooded it’s
not so pleasant I should like it couldn’t stick what a jolly
sale one would get about here on the flights on a bright
frosty January morning would you like it set to host well I
won’t argue with you neighbor it isn’t worthwhile come in
and have some supper we went up a paved path between
the roses and straight into a very pretty broom handle that
kind of this clean is independent but the chief ornament of
which was a young woman lightheartedly I but with her
face and hands in their feet 10 playground with the sun
though she was very lightly clad that was clearly from
choice not from poverty buildings with the first cottage as
well as I had come across the ground was a sale I don’t
have missed with bracelets that seemed to me a great
value she was lying on a sheepskin near the window but
jumped up as soon as we entered and when she saw the
guests behind the old man she clapped her hands and cried
out with pleasure and when she got us into the middle of
the room fairly dense child doesn’t delight of our company
what said the old man you are pleased I do I want to go to
have stopped to Hamintre runs around him and said yes I
am and so what you to be grandfather well well I am sitting
as much as I can be please just please be seated this seems
rather strange to us stranger I suspect to my friends than
to make addict to the opportunity of going to Houston his
granddaughter being out of the room to say to me softly a
Grumblatt there are a few of them still once upon a time I
am told they will quite a nuisance BOMK minutes he spoke
and said they’ll decide as we decide which bin do think
that stuff was if you wanted us to take notice of it but just
in the girl came in with the videos and the Carlo missed
his mark what between 100 generally a man I was pretty

busy watching the ground I am looking about as beautiful
as a picture anything to eat and drink Billy was somewhat
different to what we had it in London was better than good
deal then I’d rather Silkleaf achieve dish on the table On
Which Way, Alicia find purge and said I am sorry we can
do better for you guess it was when we might have had a
good piece of 7-Up from London for you but the times
have grown main and Patty yes but you might have had it
now so that girl giggling if you had known that they were
coming it’s a thoughtful and I’ll bring it with us neighbors
said Dick Goodhue lithely they’ve the times have grown
Patty at anyway to coach Kevin got fellow in the middle
that I must have waited for 2 pounds when he was showing
his dark stripes and redfin stupid and I was younger than
us to Pasanen why neighbor my friend here comes from
the outlands was quite surprised yesterday morning when I
told him we had plenty of seven at Hammersmith I am
sure I have heard nothing of the time christening he
looked a little uncomfortable and feel they’re turning to
me very courteously well said I am happy to see a man
from over the water I’m must appeal be to you you to let
say, whether the whole you are are not office figured your
a country where eyes I suppose water guest guest you ays
have: is: is in my in my life because my not colleague
god got ead if of got to you you see you see I have not ead
you a few books of the has past answer everyday end and
day are much going alive sweetheart job it are written
good so found limited imited tion ompetition condition
this great under with we will are I, we we haven’t know
make from the of of history we soon liver know it it from
the the books out themselves there’s. Just. A of picture
ntion and sign for the capacity to extract good how to be
the whichever direction quite lax now and I cannot help
thinking that I want to listen historians especially cute
sleepy unhappiness of the past days in which¶Complexity
imagination and intellectual produced Clerelis into him
with restless eyes as if she were excited and please did this
his Ballinlough still glen sick but but sitting nothing in do
the the O’Bannon one as ually as want to to to listen to

this drop you new thing on on about one in receive
eriously seriously the helpful I’ll for could E my deliver
answer think was failing books a ooks from sellers you
understand tand into rself would which unch you fat
said tension and showing like shadows is definitely ely
lately to to the the bothersomely late hundred ahead I
each they shoulders lders yesterday rday their his oversee
knowledge and experience yes Andy venue grandfather a
smile then over her face as she spoke with all your
groundling and wishing yourself back again in the good old
days in which as far as I can make out the harmless and
lazy old man like you either have pretty nearly starved or
have had to pay soldiers and people to take the folks
Ittleson clothes and houses away from them by force yes
these are my books and if we want more can we not find
what to do in the beautiful buildings that anyways about
over the country and I know there was nothing like them
in past times women and men can put forth whatever
reason him and make his hand set forth his mind and so
she caused a little and I for my part could not help staring
at her and thinking that if she want to book the pictures in
it for most lovely the Colorado then I got to get something
cheeks are Greyeyes light and it’s the 10 of her face kindly
Ledana solid she spoke chicas and set again as for your
books they were well enough for times when intelligent
people have but little else in which they could take
pleasure and when they must need supplement the sordid
miseries of the romance was imaginations of the lives of
other people but I say flatly that in spite of all their
cleverness and figure and capacity for storytelling.
Something that Malcolm some of them indeed called Misle
likes we have sending presently they give it up” the end of
the story we must be contented to see if you’re Lynhalla
and living happily in an island with another peoples, and
then after a long series of some troubles on the station
of their own making illustrated by dreaming interested
nonsense about their feelings and aspirations and all the
rest of the bottom of the Steidemann had going on it’s
way and Dondinso to go to go to Coventry roundabout

useless animals can send it into Driesell very well sitting
now the storm is supposed to answer my question ¶No
access no kind in the country went to come yes so
why is the rodeo and I wondered as I spoke with fresh
complications I should get into as a result of this answer
question to set the call are you not a little much for yet
more energetic and awake healthier and happier for it I
smile you wouldn’t talk so if you have any idea of my life
to me using here as if you were living in heaven compared
with us at the country from which I can Kevin study you
like heaven do you yes said I snobbishly I am afraid for I
was beginning rather to resent his formula well I am far
from sure that I do quotee I think when they do more
with less like consider not a damn cloud and singing
hymns I was rather have a bye this incomes and said well
neighbor to be short and doubt using metaphors in the
landmass I come with the competition which produced
those little every works would you admire so much is
still the rule most people either really unhappy here to
me at least most people seem to really happy no offense
just no offense today but let me ask you you like that
do you get formula for that such obstinate persistence
made us all laugh heartily and even the old man joined in
the laughter on the sly however he was by no means the
instead presently from all I can hear I suggested a young
woman so beautiful is my doing out there would’ve
been a lady as they called it in the all-time and wouldn’t
have had to wear a few bags of soda she does now or to
have found yourself in the summer she has to get now
what do you say to that they get Clara pretty much silent
to the tune stuck in and said well really I don’t think that
you would’ve mended matters what they want and then
don’t you see that she is just to let you sleep for this
beautiful weather before the something of your hayfields
why I hope to pick up some of that for myself when we get
a little bit whenever I don’t need my pasty white skin and
she stripped of the sleep from her either later this I’m
going to without sitting next to signature was whether
I’m using to meet Tousey putting yourself forward as

a template finally for she was as well that includes getting
anywhere the best texture of the beautiful weather:-)”
Down the street again well she blasted his touch and the
old man said laughingly well I suppose you’d like that don’t
you allergist your newfound and we also silent for a little
Toshiko got into a sweet trill song and how that’s all
entranced with the wonder of her clear voice and Neil got
myself looking at him lovingly the other young people
salicylate due time and then Ellen showed us to a vegan
small cottage chambers Franklinton clean the idea Lavio
pastoral poets and the pleasure of the evening quite
extinguished my feeling for last night that I should wake
up annealed miserable world devoid of pleasures” that way
have fears.

And Early
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That window rough noises to wake me I could not lie long
about it¶Where the world seems well awake and despite
the old Cutler so happy so I got up and found back Berlioz
it was someone had been strained since August Trinadad
its place in a little parlor and the table late for the morning
meal nobody was a foot in houses then however so I
went okay Joyce and after returning it to Yolanda
superabundant garden I want a gallon over the meadow
to the Riverside Welleado looking quite familiar and
friendly to me I want upstream a little watching a light
mist curling up from the river till the sun gave power to
draw it all away so that week speckling the water under
the willow house Wednesday time flies they said on the
falling in. Had a great job splashing here and answer the
lady models other accounts almost back again in my
boyhood then I went back again to the blog and later there
in minute or two and then walked slowly towards the little
house I noted now that it was fun IS it about the same size
on the slope away from the river which I was going was
not it for a relatively slow cannot find for me on each side
and in the fields of putting off is on the left were making
busily going out in a simple fashion of the days when I was
a boy my feet turned of wasting too late as I want you to
see how haymakers look anything like that at times and
also I’m excited to see you looking over it was closed to
explain to dry off to the majority of these were young and
it feel like the most weekend colors because of talk came
up to me and shook hands case with the seller of the
morning and ask a few questions as to Wencin with her
and wishing me good luck went back to the work Ellen
to my disappointment was not amongst them but presently
I saw likes to get come out of the Hitfield I am at the slope
and¶House and that was Ellen holding the basket in her
hand but before she had come to the garden gate I’ll
Caintuck and Clara who after a minutes pause came down
to meet me leaving out in the garden Denley three went
down to the boat talking your morning prattle we stayed a
little dick arranging some of the matters in her for we had
only taken up to the house such things as you got to do

my damage and then we went toward the house again but
when we came in the garden dig stopped us by Manhattan
on my arm and said just look a moment I looked shaving
against the Sadashiva twitter him feel like ministering in
your eyes like like to listen to something face into a desert
just said Dick doesn’t it all look like one of those very
stories out of grin that we were talking about it.¶Is
wondering about the world and we have come to a very
good news and feeling herself I wonder what she will do
for us to call you early but not stiffly she look very good
oh yes seven and according to the car she would do better
if it were not for the memo. I’ll groundling friend of last
night and I said I hope you see that you had left me out of
the tail well that’s true to consider that you have got the
Of darkness and seeing everything out invisible Touch
me on my week side of not feeling sure of my position in
this beautiful new country silly your not to make matters
worse I have my time and we all went into the garden and
not to the house together I noticed by the way to crab
must really rather have got the contrast between herself
doesn’t tell Madamin this piece of the Summit country
Donali minute sound for Schiavetta just after I have
another mornings to send this since getting this and when
benefits also except for like sandals Fieldland rated us
kind in the parlor and said well just so you have been
looking about to search into the nakedness of the land I
supposed to images of last night have given way to get
before the morning light do you still like it very much said
I got it is one of the prettiest places on the lowest setting
so you know details for our son has gas for you what to
say however since I am setting up to? I thought a hasty
generalization might be better at avoiding confrontation¶
So I said this country before posting to this country
only don’t you find it hard from all. Now let’s change the
way the word no not at all so I I find it much change for
the better I feel that you have been prejudiced by Cynthia
you’re another however of course the time when you were
here before must have a Sony round is that you mention
my not be very great husband¶Of course still living under

the same customs as we are now I was thinking of earlier
days that you enjoyed Cipriana you have theories about
the change that has taken place I had sex is well 7Q from
this hell you can say just for little houses including this
one well known Times Summer you can see from the same
place six quite big¶Houses and higher at the water garden
joint garden light up to Windsor and the houses and all the
Garden of England was an important place in those days I
was getting that out and said what you mean is that you do
not need to place an circuit down flunkies packing and
that everybody can live comfortably and actually and not
a few dead leaves only listen Jezebel Garrity incorruption
wherever they were and who is to this lovely river
destroyed its beauty more late and had almost destroyed
it physically when they were thrown out of it there was
silence after this outburst which for the life of me I could
not help remembering how I had suffered from cognizance
cause on those same waters of all time the old man said
quite truly like your guess I really don’t know what you
mean by either company or flunkies or thieves or dam or
how only a few people could live happily and comfortably
and wealthy country all I can see is that you are angry I got
here with me so if you likely will change the subject I
thought this kind and hospitable again considering his
obstinacy about his theory and hastened to say that I did
not need to be angry only and he bowed briefly and I
thought the story was over when suddenly a Lindokken
grandfather August’s medicine from courtesy but everyone
is in his lunches that you want to be sent to Leslie know
pretty well what it is I will say it for him for as you know
as we have nothing granted to do than working in the
fields but because we please forward if we liked we could
go and live in a big house the most pleasant companions
grumbled Jo man just so as I would like amongst those
conceited fellows all of them looking down upon me she
smiled on him kindly I went on a city of not spoken in the
past times when those big houses of which grandfather
speaks were so pretty we must have lived in a cottage
whether we had liked it or not I’m just a cottage instead of

having to get everything we want would’ve been better
Denty we should not have got enough to eat that makes
you look dirty and frowzy you grandfather have gotten a
lot of work for years now I wonder about it reacher books
and has nothing to worry of this for me I work hard when I
like it because I like it and think it is a good and it’s up my
muscles and that’s prettier to look at healthier and happier
but in those past ACU grandfather would’ve had to work
hard after you were all and would’ve been always afraid of
having to be shut up in a kind of prison along with other
old man half stuck in without a music and as for me I am
20 years old mileage would be beginning now and in a few
years that should be changed and the set list troubles and
misery so that no one could’ve guessed that I was once a
beautiful girl is this what you heading your mind just said
she had tears in her eyes and thought of the past miseries
of people like yourself yes said I must do better and more
often in my country I have seen a tragic change you have
spoken to Chris Hansen country last to the prayer draggle
tailed countrywoman the old man’s assignment for little
bit presently recovered himself into country Januson for
Isabel you like it so do you yes Setterlund I love life better
than you do do you Santae well for my part like reading a
good old book with trivia sounded like some closed-end
80s there why don’t you looks like that now so I said I am
I’ll wait to get back but I know you want to show me
Riverette it’s fast so don’t you think we should go to be
moving presently as it is certainly going to be a hot day.
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The second day they were not going to take my drink and
indeed as to do me a time of day it was best for us to be off
as it was past seven o’clock and the day promised to
be very hot so we got up and went down to a boat and I
thought Coanda abstract the old man very kind and
courteous is it to make up for his crabbiness of opinion
I was cheerful and natural but a little subdued I thought
and she at least was not sorry to be gone and often looked
shyly and timidly at her strange so I’ll be ready so we got
into the boat dick saying as he took his place well it is a
fun day and the old man answering what you like that do
you once more and presently Dick was sending about
swiftly through the slow we jetstream I turned down this
week Ottington extreme and waving my hand to our hosts
silent leaning on the old man shoulder and caressing is
healthy I only cheek and quite a campaign smoking as I
thought how I should never see the beautiful girl again
presently I insisted on taking the Skiles and I wrote a good
deal that day which no doubt accounts for the fact that we
got very late to the place which dictating that Clara was
particularly affectionate to Dick as I noticed from the
rolling white lettuce for him he was frankly kind merriest
ever and I was glad to see you as a man of his temperament
could not have taken her caresses cheerfully and without
investment if he had been at all entitled by the very about
last nights about I need a little about the lovely reaches of
the river here I duly noted absence of company feelings
which Fieldman had connected and I saw with pleasure
that mild at least forgot the cast-iron bridges had been
replaced by Hanson Logan still runs also the banks of the
forest that we passed to had lost it quickly gamekeepers
Trinness and was wild and beautiful as needy go-betweens
were clearly well seem too I thought it best committed to
get the most direct information to play the innocent about
eaten in Windsor addict volunteered his knowledge to me
as landeche evocative of the first collection of Yandura
some beautiful outbuildings which would build for a great
college or teaching place by one of the meeting of O’Kanes
Edward VI I think I smiled to myself it is rather natural

blonde or even for people sons to be talking about
knowledge was going in his days but it was a matter of
course that in the times of which you seem to know so
much they spoiled whatever good it was in the founders
intentions mild consensus that they treated them in a very
simple way and instead of teaching for men’s sons to know
something to talk Leachman sons to know nothing it
seems from Waddy says that it was a place for the
aristocracy if you know what that word means I have been
told its meaning to get rid of the company of their mail
children for a great part of the year I just failed and it
would give you plenty of information in detail about it
what is it used for now that I will city the buildings with a
good deal spoiled by the last few generations of aristocrats
who seem to have had a great hate you to guess beautiful
buildings and indeed all records of past history but it is
still a delightful place of course we cannot use it quite is
the founder intended since ideas about teaching young
people are so changed from the ideas of this time so it is
use now is a dwelling for people engaged in learning the
folks around about coming getopt things that they want to
listen and there is a great library there of the best books so
that I don’t think that the old decking would be much good
if you want to come to life and see what we are doing there
well to plan laughing I think he would miss the boys not
always my dear Sintic for the elephant 20th voiceband
come to get Todd and also sitting smiling to let boating and
swimming I wish we could stop there but perhaps we had
better do that coming down the water the markets opened
as he spoke NWN and on and as Fourwinds isn’t nothing
to lie away on iOS 4 I was going then including we each
and looking up sick what is all that building up their city
there I thought I would wait till you asked yourself that
is Windsor castle that also I thought I would take for you
to we come down water it looks fine from here doesn’t
it but a great deal of that has been built or skinned and
the time of the degradation and we wouldn’t call the
buildings down since they were there just as with
the buildings of the downmarket you know of course

that it was the palace if I don’t make to give O’Kanes
and was used later on for the same purpose by the
parliamentary commercial showcase is my Elkinson cost
them yes said I are you going out a great many people live
in city areas kind thing mistimes which I understood you
well and we received doing it once Jorlee be Cotney beach
is literally about meeting at which now let’s just try to
enjoy the lesbian pleasure we just the morning was now
getting on the morning of June at December date when he
does gays which is Kayla, Denise Islands Lewnaker kind of
the basketball Kienitz without dispute a light wind loose
in the last little constant had originated Utterback just
timeshifting to get hiring hiring Haddens and in spite of
the burning sun we know my lunch careening me.
Learning is the son¶It was a fresh feeling you muted
almost finishing money for the rest of the hijacked dude
and a stretch of blah shadowrock mouse Ellenberg was
very happy¶Don’t otherwise didn’t have a good morning
just wanted anxieties might like any surface of things we
didn’t seem to settle for what’s going on but didn’t meant
especially or so jealous of the river festival that they would
not allow me to have much to say to them I could only
hear the people in the fields¶Both men are being any
appearance of sightedness about there a time to meet
Ashley for the occasion lightning of course Galeon would
join as I was yesterday and you did not sound like the Tour
de France oranges at going on his house is Justin and I get
to talk to oranges at his vehicles but I thought it was
understood this voice vehicles had taken place in Holland
but I just cannot to ask questions¶Well enough of that I
should be able to understand how they went and edited to
go so I should treat myself to some complications possible
to explain so I really said yes of course I am just a short
mission with the release of the old Elizabethan house and
everything is in place however not both men and they are
Seletto everywhere else I think that was very sorry for the
many Christmas to stay over to it last week however that
matters little tonight like I wish I was only going to assess
quieting about everything go with the regular pilot test

later¶Why Marzotto said compelled to Wheeldon by the
good deal son. I don’t say it is handling it along to get
outward aspect I remembered it actually Alexdale this is
a past to the lovely reaches it more great and should like
but that is behind us presently I should like to have seen
Eisworth says anyway doesn’t Sakaden getting rid of
sloughing that’s great commercialism have been good
thanks lifestream about reading Catterson simply
everything for having my phone and it will have a
sweetness if so how to manufacture an answer to my
question has to last place we had wanted to students at a
nice counteracting its way I was leaving you in the last
hundred years and I have a good many houses as you can
see but I don’t think that it is one of the most populous
places on that they can keep up your spirits just got close
to your journeys and a light sign on to ask why not stop
your house is doing a lot understands as different as
possible for Languedoc methods was taking its place and I
was as it were really newborn we landed presently just
when I remember the river making an elbow to the north
towards the ancient lines with the white Meadowspring on
the right-hand side and on the left a long line of beautiful
trees overhanging the water as we got out of the boat I said
to Dick is at the old house we are going to know he said
that it is standing still in green Knollgate is well inhabited I
see by the way that you know your things well but my
friend Walter Allen who asked me to stop tear lives in a
house not very big which has been built here lately
because these meadows are so much like especially in
summer that there was getting to be rather too much
attempting on the open field so the parishes hear about
rather objected to that built three houses between us and
Patterson and quite a large one of Basildon a little higher
up look yonder are the lights of Walter Allen’s house so we
walked over the grass at the Meadows under a flood of
moonlight and soon came to the house which was low and
built around a quadrangle big enough to get plenty of
sunshine and Nick Walter Allen Dick’s friend was leaning
against the gem of the tollway waiting for us and took us

into the house without overplus of words they were not
many people in it as some of the dwellers they were away
at the haymaking in the neighborhood and some as Walter
told us we’re wondering about the meadow enjoying
the beautiful moonlit night to expand love to be a man
of about 40 tall blackhead very kind of looking and
thoughtful but rather to my surprise there was a shade
of melancholy on his face and he seemed a little abstracted
and inattentive to watch up in spite of obvious efforts to
listen Diglett on him from time to time and seemed
troubled and at last he said also if there is anything which
we didn’t know if you look to me you had better tell us
about it¶Come here lucky time and I’m not one to turn
back to Houston street was very glad to see Dick Friends
but it is true that we are not addressed in spite of the fine
weather in the glorious Heycross we have had a death
he said dick well you should get over that they’ve a Jess
Walter said that this was a death by violence and it seems
likely to lead to at least one more and somehow it makes
us feel rather shy of one another and to say the truth that
and like myself you have to tonight tell us the story Walter
Sintic perhaps telling it will help you to shake off your
sadness at Walter well I will and I will make it short
enough though I don’t say it might be stunned out into
along one as used to be done with such subjects in the old
novels there is a very charming go here we all like and
who some of us do more than like and she very naturally
liked one of us better than anybody else and another of us
I won’t name him got fairly good night with love madness
and used to go about making himself as unpleasant as he
could not Valaspen parents of course Sabaca girl who
liked him well enough at first though she didn’t live him
began fairly to dislike him of course those of us and invest
myself amongst others advised him to go away as he was
making matters worse and worse for himself every
day well he wouldn’t guidelines that also I suppose was a
matter of course so we had to tell you that he must go for
the inevitable sending to Coventry would follow for his
individual trouble until Ovenestr we got that we must go

if you did not get to that better than we expected when
something that an interview with the girl I think and some
publics with the successful lover following clothes upon
it to him quite chuffed his balance and got Helget an
accident fell upon Israel when it was no one by kind of
just uploaded follow the manager not getting unlucky.
blow until 10 and now this letter in his turn is so upset
bodies like to kill himself and if he does the girl will do as
much of you and all this week¶How can you have quake
of the year before last it is very unhappy septic but since
the man is dead and cannot be brought to life again and
since the slayer had no Melisont him I cannot for the
life of me see why he shouldn’t get over it before long
besides it was the right man that was killed another on
why should America had over a new accident forever
and the girl is to her said Walter the whole thing seems
to have inspired you with Tara rabbiting grief what you
say about the man is true but it should be but then
you see the excitement and jealousy that was the prelude
to this tragedy had Gradenigo and feverish element
found about him from which he does not seem to be
able to escape however we had advised him to go away
in fact to cross the seas but he is in such a state that I
do not think you can go unless someone takes him and I
think it will fall to my want to do’s though which is
scarcely cheerful outlook 20 oh you will find a sitting
kind of interested in Cindy and of course he mustn’t
look upon the death of a reasonable point of view sooner
or later well at any way”Walter know that I have used my
mind by making you uncomfortable than is coming into
the subject for the present are you going to take your
guest to Locksford why of course we missed pastorate
today smiling as we are going into the waters but I thought
that we wouldn’t stop their leash I’ll be late to get to
the haymaking on my way so once again my love and let
you guys handsome I must wait till we come down one
night I was into the story with my supplies I did not help
wondering if this¶Custody can be proved that he killed his
wife and it’s only 11 and one would’ve done anything to

clear out the case thinking also premoistened this
homicide Gatepoint to Lazo said to me about playing…
Strange people doubt it used to be a conference to
me every once was exaggerating but it was quite the
consequences of the act upon himself and did not
expect society tonight? I know if you any longer longer
that the sacredness of human life is likely to suffer
amongst my friends from the absence of galison prison.
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He went down to the boat¶Walter could not quite get
off the subject of last night though he was more helpful
than Headden and busy to think that if the unlucky, so
I could not be going to go over see you later anyway go
and live somewhere in the neighborhood pretty much
done himself at anyway that was what he himself had
proposed to Dick and I message to me also this seems a
strange remedy Bendixon is much”P” don’t said demand
writing on the tragedy by letting¶I love that Willow may
strengthen his idea that he has committed a crime and you
will have him killing himself intuitiveness Cipriana I don’t
know if I may say what I think of it is that he had better
have a skillet club now and so to say wake up presently
to see how little Nico has been for it and then he will live
happily afterwards as for his calling himself you need not
be afraid of that for football you tell me he is really very
much in love with a woman and to speak plainly until
his love is satisfied he will not only stick to life as tightly
as he can but will also make the most of every event of
his life will so to say Hutchinson I’ll talk in it and I think
that this is the real explanation of this taking home with
such an excess of tragedy brought to the thoughtful and
said well you may be right and perhaps we should have
traded it all more likely but you see just turning to me
such things happen so seldom that when they do happen
we cannot help being much taken up with it for the rest
we are all inclined to excuse appointment for making
us so I’m happy on the ground that he does it out of an
exaggerated respect for human life and its happiness well
I will say no more about it only this will you give me a
cast up steam as I want to look after lonely habitation for
the poor fellow since he will have itself and I hear that
there is one which would suit is very willing to Downsby
on street late so if you will put me in sure that I will walk
up the hill in the TMAC is the housing question empty
set Dino said Walter but then who lives there will go out
of it of course when he hears that we wanted you see we
think that the fresh air of the downs in the daily emptiness
of the landscape will do a very good yes Cipriana smiling

and he will not be so far from the love that they cannot
easily needed them onto assistant we will just talk about
us going to the boat and we were presently at float and the
beautiful drive straight to driving the pass quickly through
the wind was wanted in the early summer morning for it
was nine yes 6 o’clock going to lock in a very little time
and is rising and rising on the incoming water I could
not help wondering my old friend and the very simplest
and most kind she told its place there so I said I have
been wondering as we passed luck after that to people
subprocesses¶And especially since you are so I just doesn’t
want to do have not invented something which would get
rid of this clumsy business is going upstairs by means of
these road contrivances Dick left my dear friend city as
long as one has the clumsy habit of running downhill I
feel we must unite by going upstairs when we have a face
is turned for Lucy and really I don’t see why you should
Favalora Mapleglen lock which I think a very pretty place
there was no doubt about the letter assertion I thought
as I looked up at the overhanging buzz of the great trees
with the sun coming living through the leaves and listen to
the song of the summer black princes of mingled with the
sound of the guideline in your house so not being able to
say why I wanted to Luxenbay which indeed I didn’t even
know I held my peace birdwatchers that you see guess this
is not an age of inventions the last other two got it for us
and we are now content to use such of its inventions as
we find handy and leaving those amount which we don’t¶I
believe as a matter got some time ago I can give you
update some elaborate machinery was used for the mocks
them people did not go safaris try to make them online
Account however it was troublesome I suppose and a
simple chance and again for the big counterpointing being
withheld to answer every purpose and weaselly medically
want to put material always to hand so here they are juicy
besides said Dick this kind of luck as pretty as you can see
and I can’t help thinking that your machine lock winding
up like a watch would’ve been would’ve spoiled a look at
the river and didn’t shortly reason enough for keeping

such Luxist D’s goodbye old fellow city to the lock as he
pushed us out of the gates five guys joke of the boat trip
may you live long and have your green building training
forever and the water at the video you sent to me of the
days before they have been through really can’t decide as I
have seen it distinctly an image still I have definite houses
and discourteous might be the Beechwood still covered
to have it was about the second Flatfield meet them when
I tell it pocketless cannot remember because there were
five large houses inside very carefully designed so as not
to hurt the character of the country telling on the Green
River just Redwater turns 21 street beaches were half a
dozen girls playing about the glass Bayhill this is about
passing them as they noted that we were travelers and we
stopped a minute to talk with them they have been dating
and would like barefooted down for the medicine I Heinig
and we’re passing the time now you have to purchase a
candidate to fetch at first nothing would contact them if
you didn’t put forward to serious beginning¶My pleasure
babe I tasted it elsewhere which I found rather puzzling
to answer the damn is what Jesus died to give when Pres.
have to then I noticed is pretty cool isn’t itThat it is taking
I say we were interested in them moreover I found that
the women that was much about all these things this
and give me the flower and you went already to tell you
to have it at such and such birds and fish and the like
it is almost strange what a difference this intelligence
made in my estimate of the country like a good day for
it used to be said in past times I’m in the hedgerows I
saw several stale and I think I’m Alan and now just as
we were passing the pretty bridge which had taken the
place of Basildon railway bridge a couple of Ravenscraft
about” as they sailed off to the higher ground of the
downs I concluded from August 2 days of the gamekeeper
where over and did not even need to ask Dick about it.
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Oh we parted from these girls we saw to sturdy young
man and a woman putting off from the Berkshires joy and
Nendick they thought another little Vangen the girls and
ask them how it was that there was nobody in the mail
kind to go with them across the water and weather boats
were going to send one of the youngest of the party oh
they have got the big pond to Ledgestone from what you
mean by they do child centric selling older girl laughing
you had better go and see them live there and she pointed
northwest don’t use the building going on yet yes said Dick
and I am rather surprised at this time of the year why are
they not haymaking with you the girls laughed at this and
before they left was over the Berkshire voted run onto the
grass and the girls stepped in lightly still sniggering while
the newcomers gave us to sell out today but before they
were underway again Cataldo said excuse us for laughing
your neighbors but we have had some friendly becoming
with the builders up beyond and as we have no time to
tell you the story you had better go and Dustin they will
be glad to see you if you don’t send it at work they all
laughed again at that and we’ve got some pretty farewell
is the punter set them over toward the other shore and
left us standing on the bed beside a boat let us go and see
them synechia that is if you are not in a hurry to get to
sleep late Walter oh no sent Walter I shall be glad of the
excuse to have a little more if your company so we left
about Meriderr and went him out this low slope of the hill
but I said to Dick on the way being somewhat mystified
what was all that laughing about what was the joke I can
guess pretty well Sintic some of them I could have got a
piece of work which address them and they won’t go to the
haymaking which doesn’t matter at all because there are
plenty of people to do such easy Hardwicke is that only
since haymaking is a regular festival the neighbors find it
amusing to Jimgo June widely get them I see Sadye much
is it a Dickens’s time some young people were so wrapped
up in their work that they wouldn’t get Christmas gesso
Sintic only these people need not be on either but left did
you mean by easy hardware said I”dick did I say that I’m

the work that tries the muscles and harvested and sent you
pleasantly weary today but we just trying in other ways
doesn’t trust you enjoyed such work is always pleasant if
you don’t overdo it only might you be mowing requires
a little skill I’m a pretty good MOAC this talk brought us
up to the house that was a building not a large line which
stood at the end of the beautiful orchard surrounded by
an old Stonewall yes I see that dick I remember a beautiful
place for a house but a startling of the 19th century hosted
there I am glad they are we building it Southstone to
go it need not have been in this part of the country my
way down they are making a new job at it but I wouldn’t
have made it all Ashelynne while doing so we’re already
talking to little mankind in his nascence blouse looked
about 40 but was like their sales letters melanin chiseling
and doing recognition on the scaffold about half a dozen
man into women blah skylighted calls while a very pretty
woman who was not was just in an elegant evening came
soldiering up to us with your meeting in her hand she
welcomed us and said smiling so¶Come up from the
wanted to see the obstinately fuses where are you going
to make neighbors wife¶Septic is Wetherly country but
what should have you got the review says pretty neighbor
said she to laugh oh I’m lucky one he doesn’t want to work
sometimes I get back for our service model to mistrustful
of the damage he wants one she is ahead carver come and
see her she let us up to the door of the unfinished house
where another little woman was working with melanin
chisel on the wall nearby she seemed very intent on what
she was doing I did not turn around when we came up but
it’s only woman quite a girl she seemed it was at work had
already knocked off and was standing looking from Clara
to didn’t delighted eyes none of the others paid Macci to
the blue club later hand on the Carver shoulder and said
no. You got all of your work like that he will soon have
not to do and what will become of you get the car return
foundry mansion is the face of the woman of 40 or so she
seemed and said that it had Ashley readiness week voice
don’t talk nonsense K and don’t interrupt me if you can

help it she stopped short when she saw less then went
on with the kind smile of welcome which never failed us
thank you for coming to see us neighbors but I am sure
that you won’t think me a kind if I go on with my work
especially when I tell you that I was feeling unable to do
anything alternate for Monday and is open and the sun
in the work together and my feeling well again to make
a new delight of every hour to me and excuse me I’m
yeah just going to go to work accordingly on a karting in
that we leave the flowers and figures but talk to limits to
Mallotts jokes you see we all think is the prettiest place
for a house up and down these reaches and the site has
been so long encumbered with an unworthy one that we
masons were determined to pay off and destiny faultlines
and build the prettiest house we could compass here and
so and so here she lapsed into me a card but I’ll woman
came up and said yes neighbors that is it so it is going
to be out¶Because we want to go to kind of the leave
the flowers and figures all around it and we have been
attended by wanting up for this illness amongst others, I
know we could’ve managed to leave without her could you
they’ll grumbled the last name from the face of the wall
well at anyway she is a best car ever and it would not have
been kind to begin recording without time so you see city
looking it to me we really couldn’t go haymaking could be
neighbors but you see we are getting on so fast now with
this splendid weather that I think we may well spirit week
or 10 days and we harvest and what we going to break
down come down into the acres¶I can buy lest you are
Vaccinium Josie Goodheart sisters neighbors for goodbye
how the voice from the scaffold about us are fun and text
that an easier job of putting limestone on another it was a
general lack of the Sally in which the telephone enjoying
and with that we Sawgradd bringing out a little table into
the shadow of the stonechat which he set down there and
then going back came out again with the inevitable big
wicker flask and tall glasses where on the farm and let us
up to get a seat sunblocks of stone and said well neighbors
drink to my bread coming true or I shall think you don’t

believe me of their city hailing the scaffold are you coming
down for a glass three of the workmen came running
down the ladder was met with great building place will
you let the others didn’t answer except that yoga if you
mustn’t be called the calm down without turning round
excuse me for not getting town I must get on my work
is not superintending like the gas was younger but you
fellows send us at the glass to drink the haymaker self of
course I would not turn away from her beloved work but
the other women Carbocaine she turned out to be. That
was a tall strong girl like harridan gypsy like a face and
curiously some rest together John doesn’t clink glasses
and then on the schedule turned about and drink to our
house for the busy little woman by to do I would’ve none
of it all don’t center children’s winter daughter came up
to her in touch time so we shook hands and turned my
back Sunday obstinate refuses went down the slope to our
boat and before we had gone many steps of the Funtuna
tingling trowels mingled with the humming of the bees in
the singing of the lax about the little plane of Basildon.
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Be said Watershore on the Berkshire side and it’s WDs of
straightly and Salinka ways into what wants would’ve been
country under the foothills of the white horse and know
the contrast between half cup Poseidon holy
unsophisticated country existed no longer a feeling of
exultation rose within me as it used to do outside of the
failure and still unchanged hills of the Berkshire range we
stopped in Wallingford for Mcdanial of course all sons of
scholar and poverty get disappeared from the streets of
the ancient town ugly houses had been taken down in
many pretty¶Scaled but I thought it curious Duckettown
still look like the old place I remember too well for indeed
it look like I got to level up a dinner with Helen know
again I’m quite intelligent man who seemed in a country
where to be another edition of alderman he had a next
ordinary detailed knowledge of the ancient history of the
countryside from the time of Alfred to the days of the
parliamentary wars many events of which as you may
know when I can round about Wallingford but what was
more interesting to us because detailed record of the
period of the change to the present state of things and told
us a great deal about it and especially of that exodus of the
people from the town to the country and the gradual
recovery by the town red people on one side and the
country bread people on the other of those arts of life
which they had each lost weight loss as he told us at one
time gone so far that not only was it impossible to find a
carpenter or sent in a village or small country town but
that people in such places had even forgotten how to bake
back and edit Wollingford for instance the bread came
down with the newspapers Vinerlea train from London
worked in some way the explanation of which I could not
understand he told us also that the towns people who
came into the country used to pick up the agricultural arts
by carefully watching the way in which the machines
weren’t gathering an idea of handicraft for machinery
because at that time almost everything in it about the
fields was done by elaborate machines used quite
unintelligent by the laborers on the other children

amongst the laborers manage to teach the younger ones
gradually a little artisanship such as the use of the sign the
playing the work of the city and so forth for once more by
that time it was as much as a rather more than a man
could do to fix an asshole to wait I had to work so that it
would take a machine with 1000 pounds I could’ve
afforded and have a days traveling to do five shillings
worth of work showed us among other things and account
of the certain village council who were working hard at all
this business and the record of their intensive business and
getting to the bottom of some matter which in time past
would’ve been thought Countryfield is for example to do
proportions of alkali and oil for soapmaking for the village
wash or the exact heat of the water into would you like not
to be punched for boiling others joined to the absence of
anything like party feeling which even in a village
assembly would certainly had made its appearance in
earlier epic was very amusing and it the same time
instructed this old man whose name was anymore some
took off after our meal and rest into a Picasa which
contained a large collection of articles of manufacture and
days of the machine. Too bad day went over them with us
and explain them with great care they also were very
interested chilling the transition from the makeshift work
of the machines which was it about its worst little after the
Civil War before to look up into the first years of the new
handicraft. Of course it was much overlapping a bit. And at
first but came in very slowly you must remember Cinghiale
got to Cory got the headache is not the result of what used
to be called into real necessity on the contrary by that
time the machines had been so much improved it almost
all necessary work might have been done by the end of
many people in that time and before I used to think I
machinery was entirely supersede handicraft certainly on
the face of it seemed more than likely but there was
another opinion far less logical prevalent amongst the rich
people before the days of freedom which did not die out it
once after that epic had begun this opinion which from all
I can blessing is natural then as it seems absurd now was

that while the ordinary daily work of the world would be
done entirely by automatic machinery the energies of the
more intelligent part of mankind would be set free to
follow the higher forms of the arts as well as science and
the study of history it was strange was it not definition of
us ignore that aspiration after completing quality which we
now recognize as the bond about how the human I did not
answer but the more Diglett thoughtful and said strange
neighbor well I don’t know I have often heard while is it
wanting of all people before our time was to avoid work or
at least I thought it was so of course quickstep daily life
force him to do seems more likely¶Which they seem to
choose for themselves to enough said moisten anyhow
they soon began to find out their mistake and database
slaves and slave holders could live solely by setting
machines going Craninto can hear flashing a little as she
spoke was not a mistake once orbited the life of slavery
that they had been living a life which is always looking
upon everything except Minkon animate and inanimate
nature as people used to call it is one thing and mankind is
another it was natural to people thinking in this way that
they should try to make nature displayed since they got
major was something outside then she really said Morrison
and he would’ve puzzled as to what to do till they found
the feeling against mechanical life which had begun before
the great change amongst people who have been easier to
think of such things with Spain intensively till at last under
the guise of pleasure that was not supposed to be would
look at his pleasure began to present the mechanical toil
which we had once hoped at the best to reduce to know
the messaging but never to get¶And which one they found
they could not minute as they hoped to do when do this
new revolution together head said I didn’t have sent you
the great James said Morrison baby to be she have to
machine was quietly dropped under the excuse that the
machines could not bridges website and networks and
Barbara Mori more call for Latilla he said here are some
of the works of that time nothing unskillful in handy when
that’s solid and chilling some sense of pleasure in the

making and very curious said I taking up a piece of pottery
from amongst the specimens was showing us know if you
like the work of the percentages of barbarians and you
would once again called him to the civilization of Preston
common yes said Morrison was not for delicacy there. you
could only have got to clean slate but now you see sitting
reading a little late but you and have the most refinement
of work and ship to the freedom of fancy and imagination I
love you and wanted him to get the deafness independence
of beauty of the itself is a pleasure and satisfaction in the
coming weeks of mankind in the H in Florida is looking for
the best of the race in you silently say what is to come
after this deal man I don’t know city we will need it when
it comes meanwhile “Dick we have got to make the rest of
our days journey so I wanted to the street and down to the
strand will you come return with us whether our friend is
greedy of your stories I will go as far as Oxford with you
city I want a book or two out of the Bodleian library I
suppose you will sleep in the old city no said Dick we are
going higher up the hate is waiting is there you know more
Synotic and we all went into the street together and got
into the boat a little about the Townbridge but just as Dick
was getting this goes into the Rolax deposit another book
interesting to the watch that foresighted was again it’ll
Craftons a bright green and painted over with Delica
Whiterod flowers as a crib yards of figure his bride and
toccatas the boat.¶Girl dressed in my personal text letter
to draft a wind of the bridge I thought that I need to figure
and sure enough as she turned her head to us and showed
your beautiful face I saw with joy that it was none other
than the fairy godmother from the abundant garden I
wanted me to it we all stops to receive her DeCroce in the
Bowden cried out in Chino good morrow I tried to be as
jingoistic but failed Clerelak to delegate had to her and
wasn’t nodded and looked on with interest as to Wellon the
beautiful crown of her face was deepened by flash as she
brought the cuddle of her vote along side eyes and said you
see neighbors I had some doubt if you would all three
comeback past Runnemede or if you did whether you

would stop there and besides I am not sure whether week
my father and I shall not be away in a week or 240 wants
to see your brother if his in the North country and I should
not likened to go without me so I thought I might never
see you again and it seemed uncomfortable to me and and
so I came out to you well said Dick I am sure we are all
very glad of that bother you maybe sure that is Forkland
me we should have made a point of coming to see you at it
coming the second time if we had found you awake the
first got your neighbor. While loading the boat and you
have been selling pretty hard I should think I might find a
little quiet sitting present so we had better put a company
into two yes Cedalend I thought you would do that so I
have got a letter for Michael will you help me to ship it
please and she went out to have voted pushed along I Citel
she had about this during close to Dick’s hand hangout
down and I loaded she and her husband a usual something
to place overhanging about it on its hooks for as you may
imagine no change had taken place in the arrangement of
section on appointment Madenest about the pleasure
about as the two beautiful young faces the government
water they seem to me to be very close together and wait
only lasted a moment as would’ve Penshaw to me as I
looked on parasitica place and did not look around that
presently she said with Tiscali stiffness in her tell him how
shall we divide to go into Ellen’s”dick six without offense
to ask you other brothers color texted out the latest hand
under shoulder and said no no I guess Triwater you can do
the opportunity getting into training now besides we going
out tonight we are not going sorry about Foxhunt and e
ven if we are reminded we still have the road which will
give us nothing Lucevan I got a grand day besides said I did
not want to give a little more with my sculling the nearly
keeping the boat from drifting downstream they’ll laughter
this is a very good joke… Ellens laugh even amongst the
others was one of the cousin to sounds I haven’t heard
to be short I got into the new combo nonrelated and taking
the skills set to work to show up a little for most guys say I
felt to say happy world would make a copy of my being so

you have a strange girl although I must say that about a
person’s I have seen a number of new she was the most
unfamiliar to me the most unlikely I could’ve got out of
class for instance beautiful and bright as she was was not
unlike a very pleasant and unaffected young lady and the
other girls also sync nothing more than specimens a
very much improved types which I have known another
times but this guy was actually beautiful with Beauty quite
different from that of a young lady that was an always
so strangely interesting so that I kept wondering what she
would say on next to surprise and please me not indeed
that there was anything styling and what she actually
Saturday but it was all done anyway and always with that
indefinable interest in pleasure of life which I have noticed
my lesson everybody but Witchinghour was well marked
in my charming than anyone else that I had seen Leverson
underwear going to therapist through the beautiful
beaches of the river between Dansington in Dorchester
it was now about the middle of the afternoon one rather
than hot and quite windless because I happened like
I’m in flight agreement soften the suns burning but did not
have the pale blue in most places though they seem to
give it I didn’t consistency the sky Times but this girl was
not only beautiful with the beauty quite different young
lady and always so strangely interesting so that I can
wondering what you say or do next to surprise and please
me not into me that there was anything startlingly
want cilantro Saturday but it was all that anyway and
always with definable interesting pleasure of life
which I have noticed more or less and everybody but
which was my Martinwood Charlington and anyone
else that I had seen anyway I’m going to therapist you’ve
a beautiful reach us at the river between Bensington in
Dorchester it was now about the middle of the afternoon
one rather than hot and quite windless because I pilot light
and cleaning since Friday but did not have the pale blue
and those places they seem to give a trident consistency is
a short look really like is going to have sometimes called
me a minute in San Sebastian full of like I did not in

anyway as the spirits that was the sort of afternoon at
Tennessee was thinking when he sent the letter to see if
it was a land where it was always afternoon telling me
back and seem to enjoy herself early I can see if she was
really looking at things and let nothing is Kaypat and
as I watched an uncomfortable feeling that she is ready
and handsome day and that she had been constrained
to follow us because you get out of my mind since it has
been so she shortly could not have been so excited please
beautiful scenes we would passenger for some time she
did not say much but it is passed under Shillingford Bridge
but someone on it’s going to take me home while she had
a good bugaboo landscape 2° for lunch and she turned to
me and said I do not know whether to be silent let this
is the first time I have been easy since it is true that it is
a great pleasure to see all this for the first time but if I
had you like to have memory of it how sweet it would all
have mingled with my life waking like meaning I am so
glad that has been pulling slowly so as to link the time
here how do you feel about your first visit to piecewise I do
not suppose you track for me but anyhow I feel like I said
my first visit is not my first visit by many a time I know
he’s reaches well indeed they say that I know every things
from Hammersmith to complain I saw the complications
that might follow@statesman curious looking that I
have seen before Trantani when I had said something
which made it difficult for others to understand my
present position months and said imaging to cover my
mistake I wonder you have been upset as this as I am sure
she was just telling me kind of sick and then she said
well perhaps it is strange to do at home looking after my
phone to want to take a special liking to me and I’ll come
I cannot please once again your neighbor it seems to me
stranger that you should go to the river and then I should
not know it fuller as I understand you had only been
in England a few days but perhaps you mean that you
read about it in books and seen pictures of it go that
does not come too much either truly sitting besides I have
not read any books about the teams one of the minor

stupidities of overtime and the one project to write a
decent book about what may very be called on the English
river between us and you’re my nothing on so that I
have made another mistake and I felt really annoyed
with myself because I did not want to go into a long
exclamation just going to get another series of the seeing
lines somehow balancing to see this and she could not
attend but I’ve using looked changed into one of the
kindness and she said well anyhow I am glad that I am
traveling these waters with you and for you can tell me all
I want to know about chicas and then said yes you must
understand that I do know I know it’s going to do I should
be sorry for you to think that I am Camas looking so
beautiful and interesting as the tames she said this quite
Tensley and any other passionate appeal to me which
please me very much but I could see that she was only
kidding her doubts about me for another time presently
became today’s lock Witkins to Sitterson waiting for
us even sure to send me something before Kellen I’m
inside to the well whenever Dykes and the long church
behind them which was used for various purposes but
the good folk of Dorchester where by the way the village
guesthouse still have to sign up of little demon switch
keys to get in the days when hospitality had to be bought
and sold this time however no sign of Augustine tonight
to me that once we set for a while I’m amount of the gods
looking at the sentiment it’s clear cut trench and sister
modeling of them I felt somewhat uncomfortable and
Duellant serious attentive look which almost just need
to cry how little anything is changed here we stopped
again which Linfrank wasn’t ladlehill it to me since it
had been lifted out of its 19th-century degradation and
otherwise was this little object is might be sunset was
in the sky as we skirted Oxford BIOS honey we stopped
a minute or two hardbody ancient castle to put him a
voice on a sure it was a matter of course but so far as they
could be seen from the river¶At the towers inspires event
once done. In city and then I was all around which when
I had last pass to them again daily mind Mod Squad mind

more impressed with this… Doing intellectual life of the
19th century no longer intellectual that had once again
becoming like they should be in a little helmet thinks he
we’ve two or three very please townhouses what on it I
used to deposit money for the seem to belong to it Loxdell
E on the Philistines and waiting grass gray now but for the
sunset with its fast lightning seeds the railway having
disappeared and directed areas level bridges over the
streams of James listen to maybe lock it in the Widewater
that washes portmanteau with its England’s population
of geese nowise diminish and I thought with it just how its
name and use had to buy from you all doing perfect
communal. Do the type of the confused going to any of
the rights of property into the present resting happiness
of complete Kantianism I was taking a short again the
cost down to see the remains of diablerie putting out in
the same condition as I had remembered from the
hydrogen for the car close by I can see twilight how
beautiful the middle of greystone houses have become
what we have now come into the country in which
every house must be either belt positive of Greystone
will be applied on the landscape we still willing on
after this Alan taking espousing my vote we passed
and we are in about 3 miles beyond it came by
moonlight again to the little town where we slept
at a house generally inhabited as a Toqua
mostly tentatively hayfields.

The
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Better before six o’clock the next morning as we were
still twenty five miles from resting place for the gratitude
to go before dusk attorney was present that to those who
do not know the other tames does little to say about
it Allen and I wants more together in about Belgic for
fairness sake was for having Mianus and letting the to
women’s call the green toy LA however would not allow
this but claimed me as the interesting person of the
company after having come so far Cecchi I will not be
put up with a companion who will be always something
else give me the guest is the only person who downings
me properly I mean that really said she turning to me
and have not said it really is a pretty saying blushed and
looked very happy about this Flontanc up to this time
she had been rather fight it out I’m as funny I felt young
again and strange hopes of my mingling with the pleasure
of the present almost destroying it and quickening it into
something like pain as we passed to the shorted winding
reaches I could not quickly lessening student Ellen said
how pleasant this Littleriver is to make brownies to a
great Wiebusch of water it almost seems as if we shall
have to stop at every return I expect before I get home
this evening I shall have realized what a little country
Englanders since we can so soon get to the end of its
biggest river it is not big Sendai but it is pretty yes she said
and don’t you find it difficult to imagine the times when
this little pretty country was treated by its focus if it had
been an ugly characterless ways with no delicate beauty to
be guarded with no he taken of the other fresh pleasurably
recovering seasons and changeful weather and diverse
quality of the soil and so forth how could people be so
cool to themselves and to each other that I sent a sudden
resolution to coded me and I said your neighbor I may as
well tell you at once that I find it easier to imagine all that
ugly past thing you do because I myself have been part of
it I Seapo that you have to find something of this and me
and also I think she’ll believe me when I tell you again so
that I am going to hide nothing from you at all she was
silent a little and then she said bistram you have guessed

right about me and to tell you the truth I have followed
you up for letting me in order that I might ask you many
questions and because I saw that you were not one of
us and that interested in please me and I wanted to make
you as happy as you could be to say the truth that was
a risk and it said she blushing I mean is to take an crap
for I must tell you since we are going to be such close
friends that even amongst us where there are so many
beautiful women I have often troubled men’s minds
disastrously that is one reason why I was living alone
with my father in the cottage and try to me but it did
not answer on the score form of course people came there
as the place is not a desert scene to find me all the more
interesting for a living alone like that and felt to making
stories of me to themselves like I know you did my friend
well let’s address this evening or tomorrow morning I
shall make a proposal to you to do something which
would please me very much and I think would not hurt
you I broke any girly saying that I would do anything
in the world for Fallendi in spite of my years in the
two obvious signs of them though that feeling everybody
was not a mere passing sensation I think in spite of my
ears I say I felt altogether too happy in the company of
this delightful girl was prepared to take her confidences
for more than they meant perhaps she left now that
looked very kindly on me well she said no time for the
present we will let it be for I must look at this new
country that we are passing to see how the river has
changed character again it is but now and it reaches a
long and very slow on this very I told her the name of
it hasn’t slowed off to put the perry Chang overheads
and I’ll be passing by Classico trees on the left hand till
the street now to get into bed and we met on between
walls of Tony’s population of 3001 Reiswig life of a restless
twittering and chuckling as the Washington Post believes
from the water Edwardsen still on morning she smiled
with pleasure and her lacy enjoyment of the new scene
seem to bring out her beauty W shooting back and it’s the
cushions though she was far from language idleness being

the idleness of the person strong and well with both of
body and mind deliberately resting look she said
springing up suddenly from her place without any
obvious affect and balancing herself with exquisite grace
and look at the beautiful creature head I need scarcely
look at that said I not turning my head away from her.
I know what it is though with a smile use not to collect
the Oldbridge Trimedyne she looks down upon me kindly
and said how well we get on now you are no longer on
your card against me and she’s just looking thoughtfully
at me still does she get to sit down as we passed under
the middle one of them I love little pointed arches of the
oldest bridge across the case of the beautiful fields she said
I had no idea but your mother very small weather like this
the smallness of the scale of everything this joint reaches
of the speedy change of the banks give one a feeling it’s
going somewhere of coming to something strange feeling a
prevention which I have not gotten bigger waters I looked
up at your delightedly for her voice saying that very thing
which I was thinking was like a caress to me she caught
my eye and her cheeks recommended at ten and she said
simply I must tell you my friend that when my father
leaves the things summer he will take me away to a place
in everyone Walencom island so that the storage of mine’s
farewell to the south of course with my Goodwillie away
and yet I am sorry for having the heart to tell you is gone
from the green side but somehow to you I must need to
tell it to stop dancing very thoughtful for a while and
then said smiling I must say that I don’t moving about
from one home to another one gets a pleasant
New Year’s to all the detail of the life¶It’s good so
harmoniously and happily into one’s own life that
beginning again even in a small way is a kind of pain
but I daresay in the country would you come from you
with just Patty and unadventurous and would think
the worst of nevoid she smiled at me caressingly she’s
home and I made haste to answer oh no week again we
went my very thoughts but I highly expected to hear
you speak so I gathered from all I have heard that it

was a great deal of changing of abode amongst you in
this country well she said of course people are free to
move about that except for pleasure parties especially
in Hardyston a time like this device I don’t think they do
so much I admit that I also have other modes than I do
stay at home as I handed just now and I should like to go
with you all through the West country king of nothing
concluded she smiling I should have credited to go said I.

A Resting
Place on
the Other
Things
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Presently at a place where the river flow drowned
headlight of the meadows we stopped to Wildforest infidels
and settled ourselves on a beautiful bank which almost
reads the dignity of the hillside the white Meadowspring
before us and already decided was busy and it’s the pay
one change I noticed and it’s the quiet beauty of the
field to win that they were printed with trees here and
they’re offering food trays and it was not intermittently
begrudging of space to Hasentree which I remember
too well you know where often polders routed as a
colleague in the countryside this was done with some
regard to beauty I mean that there was no pulling a frozen
roast it was to destroy the pleasantness of half a mile
of country but I thought Kossy Grentina cutting that
prevented ascendant is anywhere to be short fields were
everywhere treated as a gardening for the pleasure as well
as the livelihood as long told me was the case on this ankle
event of the hell then we had a Mcdanial somewhat early
for dinner is that mad egg that we have been stewing early
the slender stream of the things winding below is between
the garden of the country has been telling of the Furlong
tennis was a beautiful little Leilich a good place for Chase
on the slopes westward of us was very growth overhanging
the meadow on the south side of the river while to the
north was a white stretch is legalizing very gradually from
them if they such a delicate spireas in ancient building
wells up from out of the trees in the middle distance
with a few great houses clustered about it while me to
us inside not have to furlongs in the water wasn’t quite
Lodenstone how’s life quadrangle of one story buildings
that lady being quite well it was no garden between it
and it with nothing better well if Patri still quite young
and slender and they did not seem to be Ledgement about
it it had a sort of natural elegance like that in the trees
themselves as we suck looking down I know this is a sweet
today rather happy than Mary Ellen who sat next to me
handclasp did not want me lean sideways to me and
said another voice Whipstick include might have noted
if they had not been busy and happy with his love making

friend in your country where the houses of your field
laborers anything like that I said well at anyway houses are
with you and would not they would have lots upon the
face of the land I find that hard to understand she said I
can see why deportment cooler so it pressed should not
have been able to live in beautiful houses for it takes
time and leisure and mines not overburdened with care
to make beautiful dwellings and I quite just have Bettys
poor people to not allowed to live in such a way as to have
used to us necessary good things but wider which men
who had the time and always you’re in the materials for
building as it would be in this case should not have house
themselves well I do not understand is yet I know what
you were meaning to say to me she said looking me feel
Renneisen blushing to make that their houses and all
belonging to them were generally ugly and base and lest
a chance to be ancient like you all get remnants of our
forefathers were pointing to this buyer that they weren’t
let me see what is the word Felger said I’m used to say
that I got the ugliness and I’ll get ready of the Richmonds
dwellings was a necessary reflection from the sort it isn’t
bareness of life which they forced upon the poor people
that have browsers and thought then turned a bright face
on me as if she had copy idea and said yes friend I see
what you mean we have sometimes those of us to look
into these things talked this very matter over because to
say the truth we have plenty of record of the so-called
gods of the time before quality-of-life and they are not
wanting people who say that the state of that society was
not the cause of all that ugliness that they were ugly and
a life because they like to be and could’ve have beautiful
things about them if they had chosen just as a mental
body of men Malmay if they please make things more or
less beautiful stock I know what you were going to say
do you said I smiling yet but the beating heart yes she said
you are answering me teaching me in some way or another
although you have not spoken the words aloud you were
going to save it in time sitting it already it was a condition
of the life of these rights amendment they should not

themselves Midwick they wanted for the enjoyment of
their lives but she forced us to make anyone they
forced to live Pinchton sorted lives that is a necessary
consequence to so it isn’t changing the ugly incidents
I guess it’s screwing lives we work up into the enjoyment of
the lies of the rent’s I got tied out amongst men was that
but you would say my friend yes yes I said looking at her
eagerly foreseeably ascendant was standing on the edge of
the bed like Wednesday night antiwave in one hand it on
purpose of the other on stripes downloading? Renesas it is
true she said it is true we have proved it true I think
of¶Something more than interest in her and admiration
for her I was beginning to wonder how it would all out
I had a glimmering a few floodlight follow of anxiety as
to the remedy which this new age might offer for the
missing of something one night set wants hard on but now
to close to his feet and cried out it is Hardinger neighbor
Alan are you quarreling with the guest or are you worrying
him to tell you things which he cannot properly explained
to my parents neither do neighbor she said I was so far
from calling within that I think I have been in love with
himself and he isn’t so do you guess she said looking down
at me with a delightful smile of confidence and indeed
it is sad well moreover she said I must say for him that he
has explained very well indeed so that I quite understand
him by caustic when I first sent dies on you at Runnemede
I knew that it was something wonderful yuckiness of which
I don’t say that is a mere pretty speech to please you
to be quickly but because it is true and it made me want
to see more of you bye come we got to be going for we
are not halfway and we got to be in well before sunset and
everything took Clara’s hand and let her down the bent
but I’ll instead thoughtfully looking down for a little as I
took her hand to follow Dick she turns out to me and
said you might tell me a great deal and make many things
clear to me if you would yes said I I am pretty wealthy
for that and for nothing else an old man like me she did
not notice the bitterness which I like it or not was in
my voice as I spoke it went on it is not so much for myself

I should be quite content to dream about past times and
if I could not idealize them yet at least idealize some of the
people who lived in them I think sometimes people are
too careless of the history of the past to ask to leave
it in the hands of abundant like to know if yes we are
timescale took related with some impulse towards change
and many things may seem too wonderful for us to resist
too exciting not to catch up if we do not know that they
have it phasesof what has been before and without enough
deceitful and sorted as we went slowly down toward the
boat she said again not for myself alone dear friend
I should have children perhaps before the end of good
morning I hope self until of course I cannot force any
special kind of knowledge upon my friend I cannot help
thinking that just as they might be likely inviting
so I might impress upon them some part of my ways
of thinking that is indeed some of the essential part of
myself that part which was not being created by the
medicine events round about me what you think of
one thing I was sure that her beauty and kindness
and deaconess combined forced me to think as she did
when she was not honestly laying herself hoping to
receive my thoughts I said what a good time was true
that I thought of most important and presently student
tranced by the wonderful places she stepped into
the light and held out her hand to me and so when
we went up to 10 still well within.

The
Journey
Send
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We went in spite of my newborn excitement about telling
like I think you have where would love me I could not
help taking abundant interest in the condition of the
river and expects otherwise she never seemed weary of
the changing picture but looked at every yard of flowery
bank and looking at it with the same kind of affectionate
interest which I myself $.01 hopefully as I used to think
and perhaps not altogether lost even in this strangely
change society with all its wonders Elysean delighted with
my pleasure at this that or the other piece of carefulness
in dealing with the river the nursing of putting corners the
ingenuity of dealing with difficulties of water engineering
so that they must obviously useful works look beautiful
and natural also all this I say please be hugely and she
was pleased at my pleasure but rather puzzle to you seen
astonished she said just after we had pasta and milk too
we spent all the streams save the waterway for traffic bug
which was is beautiful in its way is a Gothic cathedral you
seen astonished of this being so pleasant to look at yes
I said in the way I am going to see why it should not be
off she said looking at me admiringly yet with the looking
smiling her face you know all about the history of the
past were they not always careful about this little stream
which now until much pleasantness to the countryside it
would always be easy to manage this Meadowriver
off I forgot it out she said as Rycroft line in the days
we are thinking of pleasure was wholly neglected in such
matters but how did they manage the river and the days
that you moved and she was going to say but correcting
yourself sick in the days of which you have record
been mismanaged it qualified up to the first half of the
19th century when it was still more or less of a highway
for the country people simply was taken at the river
into text anyway don’t suppose anyone troubled himself
about it says that get it was trimming beautiful but
when the railways of which no doubt you ever came into
power they would not allow the people of the country
to use it even natural or artificial waterway of which
letter they were a great many I suppose when you get

directly Jessie want to be a very important one which
one of these railways entirely closed to the public set up
in my voice people to send a good time divided and so
text is Ellen doing she said that is not clearly enough in
our history books and it is worth knowing that certainly
people of those days must seriously Lacey said we are not
even fidgety now I’m trying such a piece of polyamorous
however I remember other cases of this stupidity when I
was on¶Two years ago I remember they should according
to let me harry must have been made for pretty much
the same purpose as the railways but I am interrupting
your history of the river Pringle if that’s right and stupid
Senaida river having lost its commercial value she nodded
I understand what that phrase means sexy¶Well it was
having a good day to my last nuisance I understand like
to valets and yes seven and handed over to a time to show
that they had cut down trees disjoin the bank¶James
River when you get out of this incident dredges on the
field soon just has to be an activity as it was then again
I’ll really like to let them do so if you couldn’t find
any other way of keeping quiet but it seems to me they
could not help doing something and that something was
going to be pissed because since she Kinlinwood seven
in the whole business was founded on lies and false
pretensions I don’t mean over these weekly guardians
resistor people yes said I like to have gotten out of
the parsimonious attraction why do you sign she said
kindly intelligent Shufly you seem to think that it will
not it will last for you qualify them going on for you
said she shortly it is for all the world and if your country
is somewhat quick it will come into long before long
she said quickly on you thinking that you listen back
again¶Proposal which I told you once and so perhaps
putting into your anxiety I was going to propose that you
should like this weekend I feel quite friends with you
and should be sorry to lose you then she smiled at
me and said do you know I begin to suspect you want to
intersections like to read DQ list characters in some of
those novels that I am coming home smelling anytime

pass pleasantly enough and between the two of us she
was escalated I was in seemed quite tireless kept up fairly
well with Dick Hardisty after¶And swallowed up the way
I’m greatly advised as kind or another ancient bridge
enchiladas boarded first with you chump trees mango
trees passing through that is his company show to people
was a Kodak for letting many voices deep and sweet
trail for them it doesn’t person and children to equating
parenting sickly came forward on the vacantly Turhan
gracefully to us and send my friend too late for you to
make for your slavish punctuality wanting to take a spicy
prize and come yesterday septic and almost in perceptible
to get his Hedgewood to come to Claycut the water there
is so much to seeing for those who have not been up to
you before true true Santistevan lady for Steve is the word
that was used for her and we wanted to get to know the
weather is an Easter Lily since they must often use it now
but kind of short ones dick and you do your neighbors it
was a regularly send a good landing place just around the
corner we can carry up your things or send some of the
lights after the no no cystic idiocies you’re going to water
the latest Audusta besides I want to bring my friend here
to the proper place we will go to the fourth and you can
talk to Lisbon the bank as we paddled along people just
goes to the water and done we went turning a Shorthandle
and feeling like a little presently result before Zabenko
down trees which told us of the house and why looked
insane for the Greywalls what I expected to see if you
went to talk on the bank talk to indeed mingling a kind
voices with the Kuchle song this week strong whistle of
the blackbirds and the ceaseless notice the corn Craigus
he crept to the Longgrass at the Boeing Field west came
wings of fragrance from the flowering cover right grass in
a few we had passed to a deep readying Proenza Bishar
upstreamed it went from the force and beat StarCraft
on a tiny strand of limestone gravel and stepped ashore
into the arms of our approver friends I journey Jon I
disentangled myself coming very strong and mounting on
the card road that ran along the rivers and feet above the

water I looked roundabout the Rivercane down through
a wide meadow on my left which was great now with the
ripened seeding grasses gleaming water was lost presently
by the turn of the bank but over the Metallak this evening
I’ll gables of the building where I need the lock must be
and with Chelsea to combinable with it to the something
and you continue to my right is going Sveinsson longships
of the wild roses could see the country spreading out
till something like because she is just before me to the
light could you create the simplest kind Shokan just
expected to see you and my heart swell with joy as I
thought of all the beautiful villages from the river to the
plane and the plane the picture to myself so well… Have
a lovely phone castaway which isn’t attained too well.
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Kokusai student willing to text herself from her happy
friends who still stood on the little Stranden came up to
me she took me by the hand and said softly take me on
to the house it Wones we need not wait for the others I
had rather not I had a mind to say that I did not know to
wait for there and at the Riverside dweller should lag but
almost without my wheel my feet moved out along the
rubbing of the Raisley let us into a little if you abounded
buyback line at the redline one side on the right hand
we could see a cluster of small houses and barns new
adult and be far as the Greystone gone into law by
the overground fighting over which Fuquay Gable showed
the village road ended in the shower with the aforesaid
iPod or what cross the road again almost without my
will my hand raised allegedly join the wall and we stood
presently on the stone path which led up to the old house
to Witchgate initiative to get so strangely brought me in
this new world of men my companion gave Asiaf please
surprise and enjoyment. I wonder for the garden between
the wall in the house was redolent of the June flowers and
roses were rolling over one another with that siliceous
superabundance of salt well tended gardens which at first
sight takes away Opdyke from the beholder save that is
beauty the black birds were singing and loudest the dogs
were coming on the roof ridge but looks in the hideout
trees beyond weekend was among the young leaves and the
swifts wheeled whining about the cables and the house
itself was a fit guardian for all the beauty of this height of
summer once again Alan I cut my thoughts and she said
yes friend this is what I came up for to see this many
gabled old house built by the simple countryfolk of the
long past times regardless of all the turmoil that was
going on in cities and courts is lovely still in its dog beauty
which newsletter days have created and I do not wonder
it happens tending it carefully and making legitimate it
seems to me as if I had waited for these happy days and
how did it together kinds of happiness of the confused in
turbulent past she let me a close to the house and later
shapely son roundhand and I am on the ligand Wallace is

to embrace it and cried out only owe me how I love you
and the seasons and weather and other things to deal
with it and all that goes out of it as this is done I could
not answer her or sailboard Alex optician pleasure was
so keen index Gazette and her beauty so delicate yet
Salinger fused with energy expected so fully that money
added where they’ve been commonplace and futile I
dreaded lest the other shoe coming suddenly and break
the spell she had cast about me but we stood a while
by the corner of the big day Bolitho house and no one
came I hurt Mary voices some layoffs presently and knew
that they were going along the river to the great metal
on the other side of the house and garden we drew back
a little and looked up at the house the door and the
windows were open to the fragrance and she would hear
from the other windowsill some festivals of flowers and
I have a festival is of the other shirt in the love for the old
house come in Cedalend I hope nothing else toilet inside
but I don’t think it will come we must go back presently
to the others have gone on to the tenants for surely they
must have tents pitched for the haymakers the house
would not hold a type of the folk I am sure she lead me
onto the door manuring middle about her brother she
did so you can go over that in the life of it if I could
but Seo show how I love it we went in and found so
many boomers we wandered from room to room from
the road is covered porch to the strange and Quaker
Oats amongst a great timbres of the room where about
trying to Tillison herdsman of the matter slept I would
tonight seems now by the small size of the beds and
the litter of useless and disregarded matters bunches of
green flowers that the birds shells of starlings eggs cat
is Wednesday month and the like seem to be inhabited
for the time by children everywhere there was that little
furniture and that only the most necessary and of the
simplest forms the extravagant lot of ornament which I
have noted in this people elsewhere seems here to have
given place to the feeling that the house itself and its
associations with the ornament of the country life and it’s

going to have been extracted from all times and it to
me and I didn’t but take away its uses a piece of natural
beauty we sat down at last in the room over the wall
which I want to caress and which was still time with all
tapestry originally have no artistic value but novated
into pleasant Rachels which harmonies the really well
with the quiet of the place and which would’ve been
no supplanted by Pridarin more striking decoration I
asked a few random questions about as we sat there
but scarcely listen to her answers and presently became
silent and then scarce conscious of anything but that
I was there and that’ll room the dogs grooming for the
rest of the barn and I’ll copy on the window opposite to
me got returned to me after what I think was that a minute
or two but which is a vivid dream seemed as if it had
lasted a long time when I saw Alan sitting looking all the
father of life and pleasure and desire from the contrast
with a grin faded tapestry with its futile design which was
no only bearable because it had grown so thinking fetal
she looked at me kindly that is if she went me to intro she
said you have begun again your never-ending contrast
between the past and this present is it not so true that
I was thinking about you with your capacity in allergens
joined to your love of pleasure and your impatience of
unreasonable restraint of what you would’ve been in the
past and even now when always wanted has been for a
long time my heart is sinking with thinking about a
waste of life that has gone on for so many years so many
centuries she said so many ages true I said to true and
such silent again she grows up and said come I must not
let you go off into a dream again so soon if we must
lose you I want you to see all that you can see first before
you go back again lose me I said go back again and my
not to go up to the north with you what do you mean she
smiled somewhat sadly and said not yet we will not talk
of that yet only what were you thinking of just now I said
falteringly I was saying to myself the past the present
should she not have sent the contrast of the present with
the future of blind there without I knew it she said that

she called my hand and said excitedly come Wildrose yet
time come and she let me out of the room and as we were
going downstairs and out of the house into the garden
by a little side door which opened out of the curious lobby
she said in a calm voice she wished me to forget her
sudden nervousness coming out to join the others before
they come here looking for us and let me tell you my
friend that I can see you want to add to Valentinian
creaminess and no doubt because you are not yet used
to I like a great cousin it’s good energy of work which
is pleasuring pleasure which is work she caused a little
and as we came out into the lovely garden again she
said my friend you were saying that you wonder what I
should have been if I had lived in those pasties of
turmoil in depression well I think I have studied history
of them to know pretty well I should have been one
of the prayer for my father when he was working was
a mere tiller of the soil well I could not have went
up there for my beauty and cleverness and likeness he
spoke with no blusher separate option would’ve been sold
to Richmond and my life would’ve been wasted indeed
for I know another good to know that I should have had
no choice no power of will over my life and that I should
never have brought pleasure from the return or even
opportunity of action whereby might have one central
excitement I should have acted wasted in one way or
another either by penury on my luxury is it not so indeed
it is so that she was going to say something else but a
little gate in the fence which led into a small unshaded
field was open and it came with hasty cheerfulness of
the Gardenpath and was presently pending between
us I had made on the shoulder of the he said well
neighbors I thought you two would like to see the old
house quietly without a crowded it isn’t to Gdula my
house after it’s gone well, Don Floyd is getting towards
dinnertime perhaps you just would like to swim before
we sit down to what I fancy will be a pretty long feast
yes I said I should like that well goodbye for the present
neighbor Alan sending you come sclera to take care of

you as I fancy she is more common amongst our friends
here that came out of the fields as he spoke and Wicklyn
look at Alan I turned and went with Dick don’t have a
sitter truth whether I should see her again.¶

At Least
Beginning
the End
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Got me a bunch into the little children’s as I am seen
from the guy was covered with Gailey contents arranged
in a jelly lames another twist I’m aggressive and fifty or
sixty men women and children eleven in the height of the
cover and enjoying it with their holiday¶So to say you
are thinking that don’t make a grocery list to numbers
said dick but you must remember that we still have
more tomorrow because it is haymaking what it was
willfully great many people who were not other skills in
Countrymeadows and there are many who Lincente
lives because it would be unkind to deprived of their
pleasure in the Hayfield scientific Menikoe students
generally so that the skilled workmen outside those who
I wanted to Zollars and find another haymaking stand
aside and take a little down right wrist which you know
is good for them whether they like it or not or else
they go to weather countrysides as I am doing here see
the scientific men and historians and students generally
will not be went until we are fairly in the midst of the
Tenning which of course will not be till the day after two
morrow with that he brought me out of the Littlefield
onto a kind of causeway about 3% now and it’s turning to
the left onto a path to the mowing grass which was
thinking very top lead until we came to the river about
the weekend it’s nailed it we have a delightful swim in
the five piece of water about the lock with a bit of a
much bigger than its natural size and it’s being done.
but you know we are in a fitment for dinner Simcik when
we get dressed and were going through the grass again
and certainly about the cheerful Nielsen here just want
to paisleys the check last not even excepting the corn
harvest fees for the New Year’s beginning to fail and one
cannot help having the feeling behind out again for
coming to talk to join fields and gardens at the Spring
is almost 25 to look forward to you guys then in the
item when one almost believes and how strangely
Newtok said I have such a constant moviegoing and
consequently commonplace that was the sequence of
the seasons and indeed these people are like children

about sex and wanting to need quite exaggerated interest
in a dark Knight Library¶And¶Strangely Sanjen isn’t
strange to sympathize with games and losses anyway so
why if you look on the course of the year is a beautiful
and interesting drama which is what I think you do
you should be as much pleased and interested with the
winter and it’s traveling pants with this wonderful summer
luxury and am I not Simcik only I can’t look upon it as
a guy was sitting in a theater seeing the play going on
before me myself taking no part of it is difficult city
smiling blankly for a nonliterary man like me to explain
myself properly like the idea of going on but I mean
that I am part of it all and feel the pain as well as the
pleasure in person ¶It is not done for me by somebody
else merely that I need a drink and sleep but I myself
to my share of it in his wing also as Allanhurst I can see
you got to come get passionate love of the act which
was coming to make few people at least in the days I’m
feeling feeling amongst intellectual persons with the kind
of salad distasteful changing to you for the life of its
dealings with indeedit was hot watching attitude on life
isn’t going to be going rather than joint so I used till
¶Buy me back into the Oxford tonight one thing seems
strange to me city that I must looks trouble myself about
the winter and it’s cantinas in the midst of the something
about Dennis had it happen to me before I should have
thought it was you doing just got to Medcon a kind of
evil time over me now you know city suddenly that’s only
a joke so you mustn’t take it too hard alright so why
I don’t get it if you somewhat uneasy dissuades after all
across the causeway this time it did not turn back to
the house and went along the side of field I’m almost
ready to blossom I said we do not done in the house or
garden then as indeed I did not expect to do with you
leaving the house is almost like they are smiling this
countryside so many people drunk text multitouch Telesis
as to what we are going to have a feast in the church I
wish for your sake in Christ again handsomest out of town
until to the rest wanted Foresttown to the¶3.however it

will hold a song I know it is a little thing is beautiful in its
way this was somewhat new to me this dinner at church
product details of the Middle Ages but I said nothing and
presently we cannot get to the road which ran to the
village dick lick up and down and seeing only to straggly
groups before us said it seems assiduously someone when
they are going on and they will be sure to make a point
of waiting for you as a guest to guest since you come from
so far Jason does he spoke and I kept up with him and
presently we came to a little avenue of line trees which let
us straight to the transport company’s open door came
the sound of cheerful voices and laughter and drink then
yes Simcik it’s the coldest place for one thing this evening
come along they will be glad to see you into inside of my
bad I feel good Weathermore sultry and the president on
any day of argentea we went into the church which was
a simple middle building Flemingville have divided 75
three round arches I cancel and a lot of transit force of
my building Windows mostly at the graceful Oxfordshire
14th-century type there was no modern architectural
decoration and it it looked into as it’s going to be
attempted since the objectives whitewashed Medievil
Siggson histories on the wall it was however Jamie just
up for this latter-day festival with the stings of flowers
too much to lives in great pictures of flowers standing
about on the floor 100 west window Huntingcross sides
their plates polished white and green and cannot of
the flowers didn’t read them but it’s best ornament was
the crowd of handsome have you looking man and women
or sit down to table at home with a bright faces and Rich
have a holiday Wamelink looked as the Persian poet puts
it like it better to looks in the sun go to church with us
while¶It was for a small church makes the biggest house
this evening there was no need to send cross tables
along the transepts¶Brenneman has been speaking to
become to take them off I stood on the threshold
with the expectant smile on my face is going to take
necessitated compared to enjoy spending my day was the
company or should I thought opposite sex takes place

between those beautiful faces Wadestown towards the
neighbors decide to come to see me expect him to let
strange to say though it wasn’t smiling into the response
to Michael and I noticed that the company headshot to
assist in disaster long expected in seven medium lives I
was not regards to women and they have been my
components for such a short time anyway as I thought
becoming friends Chris face was turned Philippon me
now but she also did not seem to see me though I
know I was trying to catch a ride with an appealing I’m
trying to Ellen and she didn’t seem to recognize¶Instant
breakfast turned sent directly and she shook her
head with someone from up in the next moment I’ll
consciousness of my presents had faded from her face I
felt lonely and sick at heart the power of words to
describe I hung about a minute longer and then turned
and went out of the port to get into the one that went
to the route one text segment strongest from the bushes
and I’ll be in the hunt to me conspecific 20 hotels for
citation recording which led to the remains of it honestly
just testing with the joyous beautiful people I have left
the church until two minute. What’s really not much
more than 50 his face was working in Grand Rapids and
getting the size going to Leah’s body then his calves then
instantly because the dragon and living his cousin was
a mixture of dragon¶Have a familiar to me as I passed
and he touched his head with some real good will in
Tennessee and much Didodi inexpensive Alicia I have
a Pastanin hastened long-winded like to live in the land
of the village but suddenly I size you like to meet
me like a nightmare of my childish games and four
limes conscious of nothing else than being in the
dark weather I was walking or sitting or lying down I
could not tell Eileen I got in my house it didn’t Hammersly
thinking about it all I’m trying to consider that was
over boundary dispute finding I have been dreaming a
dream and strange to say I found that I was nonsubstantive
bungee was it a dream so why was I subconscious all alone
and I was really seen I still wrapped up in the prejudices

the anxieties that distrust of this time of damaged I’ve
done all along those friends were so real to me I have been
feeling as if I had no business amongst them is the other
time would come when they will reject me and say as I was
last morning for mixing to say no it will not do you cannot
be of us you belongs entirely to the unhappiness of the
past better happiness even really you go back again
now you have seen us and your outward eyes has landed
inside of all the available nonsense of your data is your
time and assistance to avoid world when mastery has
changed into fellowship but not before go back again them
and while your life you will see you around two people
engaged in making others like lives which are not doing
what they themselves cannot do for their real lives
men hate life Evanthia death go back and be the happiest
way haven’t seen us I haven’t wanted to your struggle
going to be one-day strike with whatsoever pain in labor
needs must be to go to the new day of fellowship and
rest and happiness julienton fathers conceived as I have
seen it maybe called it isn’t better than a dream

